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Board wins
time to talk
Danae^ as she looks today.
A star attraction; at the Fifth 
Annual Classic Boat Festival to 
be held: in Victoria’s Inner 
Harbour on Victoria "Day 
weekend will be Denis Paquette’s 
beautifully refinished^;^ 
power yacht, Dahke, winner of;
Coolden had her built by 
Vancouver Shipyards Ltd; in 
1931i to a design by L.E. Geary, ^ 
for service as a commuter vessel 
between Vancouver and summer 
homes on Hov/e Sound,
She seated 20 passengers, and
' The proposed “family life’’ 
program in Saanich district 
schools is the latest victim Of the
p r o V i n ci a 1 gov e r n m e n t ’ s
; budgetary restraints.
; On a motion by Tnistee Joe 
Lott, the school board voted 
uhanimously on Monday night to 
delay implementation: of the
By telephone, four hours 
before its Monday meeting, 
Saanich school board received 
word that the provincial 
education ministry will wait until 
Sept. 15 to receive plans from 
school boards as to how they will 
comply with new budget 
restraints.
That was the deadline that the 
board had asked fOr at its last 
meeting, in order to have time for 
discussion with and decisions 
from the Saanich Teachers 
Association. Original deadline 
■::was Aug:31..
The phone message also stated 
that boards could make layoffs 
\vithovu approval from 
Education Minster Bill Vander 
Zalni, and that no reductions in 
the number of days of instruction 
; will be approved.; T f
It also made clear that savings 
required in 1982 must be made in 
1982, and that provincial grahtk 
will continue at present reduced;' 
levels for the first: three months V 
of : 1983. ; That will require?the best overall, power’’ award vwith her 400-horsep6wer Liberty ikover^“‘N™?rwmuchtheymay she could plane a. defeUSS flfi@ T^lees Pat Murphy and Lois Saanih district ,o save another
admire Danae’s classic beauty, Hull dimensions a*: rcDorted in^^^^^^^^^ stressed that they were n ’ o- • r .
the festival goers will have no an artide in Pacific Motor Boat Highland Dance champion, left supporting the motion for ^ con rac s
conception of the dedication, rn)Mlwre40to Sidney on Monday to defend her for >983 is to proceed as usual,
■■■■'...........  ' - • ■ • title in comnwiiion 4„v TO in Walsh said she would like to Compensation
Stabilization Program ad­
ministrator can cut back 
V whatever is awarded.
is doing, legislation will be in­
troduced quickly to remove the 
doubt.
In discussion with Saanich 
Teachers Association president 
Beverley Davis, board chairman 
Gerry Kristianson pointed out 
that if the board cuts costs by 
laying people off the problem will 
be solved for next year as well, 
but if it is done by some form of 
donation of teacher time a similar 
concession will be required in the 
next calendar year.
He also told Davis, speaking of 
the provincial government, “If 
your question was, ‘Do you think 
we can trust them? ’ the answer is 
self evident.’’
’Trustee ;Rubyrnay V Parrot 
commented that when the; local 
mill rate for schools was 
established the board was 
contracting with the taxpayers 
provide a certain standard of 
education, and that contract is 
now being broken.
Kristianson pointed out that 
next year the government could 
tell the boards they could have 
any level of service they liked, 
“as long as you stick it to the 
local taxpayers,’’
The board received a report on 
French immersion grade II 
classes which indicated that some
I
does well
During the Second World War pionships, at Vancouver in late Bloom, who prepared the ^
she saw service as a harbour craft June. Her teacher, Adeline detailed proposal for program
with the navy at Esquimau, and Duncan, and her mother, Mrs. content. Most of the time \vas
^ uauic^, witn 1/h-iucu icu ccci^r . .......... .. ... ... working OH the program. .. secliou, of. , the of the students were, having
yacht. Commander Massey diagonal plankmg under 9/16- I‘‘S1 Kar. ^ message stressed that if there is difficulties, but was told that the
inch fir below water and red us year she has again won the moved a formal vote of thanks to any doubt about the legality of proportion was no higher than it
cedar above. B.C. and Canadian cham- wh-^f ihp nmvin.-'iai nrtt/pmmoot would be in the English program.
after the yv'aChad two Yaricouver; :WvD.: Lindsay, are with; her'in 
I owners, but she was moored at Scoiiand. They plan to Teturn
m
Richard Myerscough wasn’t 
among the winners at the North 
American Windsurfer 
pioriship in Sari Diego last weekY 
but; he did well enough to bring 
:;; home'a jrophy: ^ ?■;>
Competing in a 16-mile 
distance race with 265 entries, he 
finished seventh.
He also placed 10th in the 
lightweight racing class, and 
made it to the semi-finals in the 
slalom cornpetitibn. He did not 
enter the freestyle competition.
Myerscough was; expected 
home Monday night, but was to
Canoe Cove when Commander 
; M. F. dl iver;bought her iri 1960. 
She wasn’t in the best of shape 
at that time, he recalls/arid he did 
considerable work on her in the
eight years before he sold her. ;
years ago mopwd out iri the open 
at Van Isle Marinrii and looking 
somewhat the wbrse^for wear^ It 
was love; at first siglit. H^ 
another boat on order at the 
lime, but he cancelled that, 
located Daiiac’s owner and 
"bought'her.,:; / V''';:""','
A surveyor warned him that a 
lot of work was needed, but he 
replied that he was not afraid of 
work, which was to prove to be
Aug. 30.
“human sexuality’ 
the prograril. ; ;
element of
Seven Japanese visitors in a the flames away; from 
rented car miraculously escaped ?: building.
4he
injury at 12:55 p.m. last;;Wcd- 
ne.sday when their car burst into 
flames iri a collision at Mcdonald 
Park Road and the Pat Bay 
Highway in front of Al’s 
Chevron station. ; ;
Turning left onto the highway 
from the direction of Sandown/
Four adults and three children 
got out of the car on their own 
’. and service station aitcridents got 
them away. The driver’s nariic 
was Takco Sadarniisu, 45/ from 
Osaka, and the passengers were 
all family nieniber.s, but none
//■:.
k;.v'
: much Eriglish arid police 
the : uridcrstatemcrit of the : ;t^ hit by a details. Driver of
decade. three-ion truck and was driven^ Roger Hughes, 50,
leave Tuesday morning for He moved her under cover of a into the pump island at the of Ganges. 
Cntuidinn nnd Nnrih AmDriDfin boat shcd arid Started Avhat must service station, knocking two ofana a ari o t e ca _____ _ ___ _ ______
championship competitions iri have seemed a ‘' The Sadamiisus arc believed to
Ontario. process of beginning what MmSiaS
With his first c,xpericnce at a peared to be minor repairs or the gasoline storage tanks, but charges will be laid,
major championshp regatta alterations and finding more and gas; frony the carf arid from
nncler ms belt he has a good more things needing work, until pumps burned furiously until estimated at onlv S300 but , - ... . - -
chance of doing better, althougli he had rebuilt, : replaced or; Sidney fire departriieht arrived nothing much aws left of the ’ “
niKLcxtinguislicdthe blazer The ; $12^000 ;/ ' ^ .................... - - --
;ahead of ;h bor two years, he recalls, he car was eornpletcly gutted. luggage from the trunk was
'■:Spectttcular;:.flf(!':nuttcd:car:md;destrbyed^^^^^
'':":;„';::scrics'afSari.picgp;.'' Cpnliiiuetlpn Page A2 ; poriunaiely the; wind carried i strewn everywhere. Keith Sutherland Plio(o
1 Norma Scaley rand Aid. John ^solicitor to negotia^b with Koyal
Calder, Sidney counciL voted; Trust over tile price of the
to approve a property expropriated from
: : development permit allowing E, Snnscha;
; and Y Construction l td. p
of 55 leeti for a combined mittec of the whole to review the 
commercial and apartment official community plan. Aid.
building at 2nd and Revan; ' Loyd Brirdon pointed but that it 
Caldcr appealed to the states in the plan/which is a town ' 
aldermen lo consldcr the existing ; by-law, that it should be formally
smalLtowri character of Sidney, reviewed every fhrrie yenfs a^
;:;r5;';;and;r;:;::;sugBcstcd ?,:':;that;;;;;,;th,e:.;’;'':/'upd,ated:;",’rind:'^;;;:amcnded:¥’''.as/,;:'
development, with 60 apart- required.
ments, was too big, The plan was adopted caily in
Co,uncii;;votcd';fo;;‘set ;’up;/a ;";;,1980;, after'';;huvtpg;T)cbri';;under;./,:; 
■:'';:r:;':coiTimittcer'^'Consisting;rf:,of::[;',ihB'::::r;: 'discussloirJhrough'the latter lialfr;;;
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Col. Andrew Law, from 
Sidney, is among the 60 
Canadian representatives who 
have recently returned to Dieppe, 
France, to mark the 40th an­
niversary of the landing there by 
the Canadian army during World 
Warn.
A resident of Summergate 
Village, and formerly of Brent­
wood, Col. Law was a major, 
second in command of the 
Cameron Highlanders from 
Winnipeg, when the landing was 
made.
The Camerons went ashore at 
Pourville, south of Dieppe 
harbour. They encountered 
lighter resistance than the troops 
at Dieppe itself and farther 
north, but their commander, Lt. 
Col. Alf Gostling, was killed on 
the beach, and Law took oyer 
command.
RESTftllMMT
Cofiiw Beacon Ave. 
a 2nd Street Sidney 
.: IIPEIi7';MYS:A^WEEK ■, 
Fresn t a.m. -12 Mid. 
SilEAKFAST-LUtSCH-DiHNER
LIVE DINNER & DANCE 
MUSIC NITELY 
6 p.tn; - MIDNIGHT 
— FULLY LICENCED —
i: Eii; in; ©r-Take: ©at'-:-
)REDDI-CHEF
TAKE OUT
: - ; 656-5331^
9816 - 4th ST., SIDNEY 
“Chicken ®Ribs •Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream 
MON. - FRI. 11 - 8 
Sat. 11:30-8 Sun. 12-8
RESTAURANT
Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
: vV OPEN yon;-ThurS;4;30 • Midnight/;; 
Fri.-Sal. 4:30-1:30am . Sun. 4:30'B:30 pm
:; ,: ; :/ Deliverv>i!h minimum other: / i '; '; / ,
Maj. Gen. Norman Ross, of 
Victoria, who was a company 
commander in the battalion at 
that time, says that the Camerons 
were supposed to cross the Scie 
river on a bridge which the South 
Saskatchewan Regiment, which 
landed ahead of them, was to 
have cleared. They were then to 
proceed three or four miles 
inland to“beat up” an airfield 
arid a possible divisional 
headquarters, / and retire to 
Dieppe where they were to re-
iemWk;- V.''
; Lt. CoL Cecil Merritt o 
cVancquver won the ; Victoria 
Cross lin the South Saskat- 
chewans’ ;fight for the bridge, but
although they got some men 
across temporarily they could not 
clear it. Unable to cross, the 
Camerons fought their way along 
the south side of the river for 
about three miles, but were then 
told by radio to return to 
Pourville, where an attempt 
would be made to pick them up 
off the beach.
They took their heaviest 
casualties during a three-hour 
wait at the beach, and then had to 
swim out to the boats, but 60 per 
cent of them made it safely, for 
one of the lightest casualty rates 
among units in the raid.
Mrs. Law says that her 
husband would not have been 
able to get aboard a landing, 
craft, which was pulling away, 
but an explosion blew him and 
another man out of the water and 
into the boat.
On a visit to Dieppe a year ago, 
Ross noted that other battalions 
had erected plaques where they 
landed but the Camerons had 
not.
As a result veterans of the 
battalion now in B.C. raised the 
money for a bronze plaque at 
Dieppe, while those still in 
Winnipeg raised money for 
another to be placed in the fort at 
New Haven, England, where the 
Camerons had trained and which, 
was their embarkation point, 
(both for Dieppe and two years 
later for Normandy .
; Law and a representative from 
Winnipeg i were to place both 
plaques .He left on Aug. 12, and 
; : is expected home today.
Cotitiriued from Page A1 
divided his time among managing 
the Hotel Sidney during the day, 
taking Karate lessons in Victoria 
three nights a week, and working 
on the boat all the rest of the 
time. Then he moved aboard the 
boat, gave up the Karate lessons 
and ‘‘lived in sawdust for about a 
year.”
At one stage he had things 
dismantled to the point where he 
estimates the boat was worth 
nothing. He removed and 
replaced all the plumbing and 
wiring and all the glass. Steel rods 
tying the cabin sides to the hull 
had swollen with rust and had to 
be removed, a job that involved 
cutting the ends off with a 
hacksaw blade held in the fingers.
Water stains on almost every 
joint in the woodwork had to be 
bleached out before the wood 
could be sanded. The canvas deck 
covering came away in his hand 
when he tried lifting the edge and 
new plywood decking had to be 
put down before the canvas was 
replaced with fibreglass. For- 
tuntely there was not much rot 
anywhere, and the hull proved 
in need only of re-caulking and 
refinishing.
The longest and hardest job 
was refinishing the cabin ceiling. 
It took Paquette six months, 
working while lying on his back, 
to scrape and clean and sandr
years before he took his first 
cruise. Besides w'hat he did 
himself he hired help at times and 
also had some volunteer 
assistance, particularly from 
girlfriend Wendy Turner.
Could it possibly have been 
worthwhile? Paquette thinks so, 
and certainly his achievement has 
not gone unnoticed.
The reconstruction was the 
subject of an article in Pacific 
Yachting Magazine, and later 
when the author published a 
book on the beautiful old yachts 
of British Columbia a colour 
photo of Danae was on the cover 
and on the frontpiece and then 
displayed across two pages in a 
chapter entitled“Danae, a Major 
Restoration.”
The Danae that can be seen at 
the classic boat festival is a good 
deal changed from what she was 
51 years ago. A 125-horsepower 
diesel engine pushes her to a hull 
speed of nine knots —- she 
doesn’t plane — and instead of 
rows of seats she has deluxe 
cruising and living ac­
commodation.
Danae is now actually owned 
by the hotel company, and is 
available for charter fishing and 
sightseeing cruises, but she is still 
his pride and joy.
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2320 Haiiiour Rd.
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1
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11; 'f
C' FAMILY RESTAURANT I
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PinQ hahjidlan A Chihoso Food ra19 IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL 
y 2321 Boacon Avo. Sidnoy
y 6S6-4822 812 Verdier Ave., RrentNDDd Biy u©52-3922 y
1 SEA BREEZE CAFE
y 9770 • 4th St„ Sidney
|q ' ' (t)yitm(i'ihc7\iyroiliL» /
i smmzmiN
FISH Ii' CHIPS ‘ • ■1 BREAKFAST - LUNCH - OINnIr
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i,. Closed Sunday a HoHdays ;■ ;■:'
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the beams cut into an infinite 
number of corners that had to be 
picked clean. Inside and out, on 
both cabin and hull, all the 
sandpapering was done by harid.
When he began, he says, he 
knew nothing about boats or 
about wood, but he was always 
able to find people who could tell 
him what to do — often amorig. 
the regulars at the hotel. By the; 
ti me he finished he knew a great 
dealj arid he was lucky iri getting; 
the; right; people to do the jobs; 
that he couldn’t.
A lot of things he did twice, 
after finding out how to improve 
on the first version.
In all, he estimates, he worked 
for 8,000 hours, and it was five
esvneil ramimiii
A group of residents of Deep 
Gove feel North Saanich council 
is giving them the rUri around but 
council told their spokesman 
Monday night that the ap­
plication for mooring buoys in 
front of their properties had only 
just been received. ;
T.A. Monteski told Council 
that the; terms of its tnunicipal 
; water lease refer only ter public 
recreation and; that matters of 
navigation do not fall within its 
jurisdiction.
He went on to say that between 
the southern boundary of the 
municipality and Coal Point at 





Lovie Petrie is the new club 
champion of the Ardmore Ladies 
Golf Club, and Mim Lynn is the 
nine-hold club champion. 
Runners up are Mu riel J erome in 
the 18-hole competition and Beth 
Harmon in the nine-hole.
chib competed for the cham- 
pidnship and nine from the nine- 
liole clufc. the silver plate was 
won by;Joan Brackenridge and 
the bi ohze plate by Irene Glarke.
and his fellow 
residents have applied for 13 
rnpbring buoysl to be registered 
by property owners in Deep 
Cove.; This' wouldTallow ; legal 
enforcement arid guarantee 
insurance should a : boat be 
damaged while moored there.
Aid. Alan Corriford explained 
to the resident that the former 
application by the property 
owners had been sent to the 
navigable waters branch of the 
Ministry of Trarisport. ‘‘This is 
the first instance that we have 
ever been approached ... we had 
no proposal up to this point.”
The matter has been referred to 
committee next Monday.
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Mystery and menace have been suggested in news stories about new game. Dungeons and 
Dragons, but reality is somewhat different. Playing in tournament at Panorama Leisure 
Centre are, clockwise from left, Dean Rebneris, Steve Cockayne, dungeon master Reg Cop- 
picus, Tom Glenne, Dean Chan and Brent Chan.
John Green Photo
A few months ago there were a 
number of news items about a 
youth who disappeared 
mysteriously while involved in a 
strange game called Dungeons 
'.v^and'Dragons.
Last Friday three dozen yOiing 
people were playing the game at ■ 
j Panorama Leisure 
tournament organized for the 
centre by Jim Bennett of Good 
Stuff Games.
Bennett says the game has been 
unfairly given a bad name, that it 
does not involve “live role- 
playing” such as the missing 
youth may have been engaged in, 
and that it does develop skills in 
co-operation, comprehension, 
reading, memorization,- in- 
terpersorial relatiphs; and ' even 
rhathematical corhputation.
Pancriania^^^
agree with hiihi since the game
overcome supernatural perils to 
fight through to their goal.
In the game both the goal and 
the perils are set by a“ dungeon 
master” who also serves, in some 
ways, as both coach and umpire.
Each player represents an 
imaginary being with a specific 
list of abilities and handicaps; In 
a tournament these are assigned. ^ 
Otherwise they are determined at ! 
the start of the game by rolling 
dice.
The character has a name, and 
the player acts out the role of that 
character throughout the game. 
Whether he or she succeeds or 
fails in getting out of a trap, or 
slaying a dragon, for instance, is;; 
decided by rolling dice—^ but a 
character wto low; in ?
dexterity and strength is required 
to get a much more favorable roll 
to achieve victory over a dragon 
than one whose characteristics
indicate fighting ability.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
All the players are on the same 
side in the game, trying to achieve 
a common goal despite the 
obstacles and traps devised by the 
dungeon masteri They don’thave 
to take tumsv and; they decide for ^ 
themselves what they will attempt 
to do, but there is an obvious 
advantage for everyone to see 
that the strongest fighter tackles 
an enemy head on or that the 
quietest sneaker tries to steal up 
on him.
The game has the potential for 
infinite variety and complexity,, 
but it doesn’t have to take a long 
time. In the Panorama tour­
nament there was a half hour 
limit for each game, with each 
team being assigned the same 
characters and tackling the same 
challenges as: they moved froin; 




North Saanich council 
members have decided to receive 
and file a letter sent by a law firm 
representing a number of 
“concerned rate-payers in the 
district.”
The rate-payers are attempting 
to quash the recently adopted by­
law which would allow marina 
development in Blue Heron 
Basin.
Council will seek legal advice if 
the action proceeds. The letter, 
dated Aug. 16, slated that legal 
proceedings would proceed 
immediately, but according to 
municipal clerk Tony Green, no 
proceedings were being carried 
on as of Monday’s council 
meeting.
Aid. Jim Cuming pointed out 
that one of the prime concerns of 
the lawyer was an alledged in­
fraction of the community plan. 
Cumming suggested that the 
writer, “re-read the plan, which 
encourages expansion and 
development of marinas.”
prd^ii disk slim
North Saanich mayor Jay 
Rangel will officially open the 
Sidney and Saanich Peninsula 
Garden Club’s Summer Flower 
Show at Sanscha Hall at 2:30 
p.m. on Saturday August 28.
The show will actually be open 
half an hour before that and will 
remain Open until 8 p.m., then 
from 10 aim; to 5 p.m^ bn 
Sunday.
Anyone may enter exhibits. 
Admission to the show is. $1.00. 
For entries or information phone 
'656-9116 before 10^^ \p^ 
^Thursday/ ^
program of activities. In Friday’s 
tournament one of the players 
was a teacher learning the game 
so as tri be able to use it in class.
Dungeons and Dragons is 
closely linked to the fantasy 
world of J.R. Tolkein, in which 
humans and near-human 
creatures such as hobbits, elves 
arid dwarves contend against 
their evil opposites as they
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The brief Strike by the B.C. Government Employees’ Union, 
and their even briefer picketing of the B.C. Ferry terminals, 
probably lasted long enough to teach a couple of valuable 
lessons. If that didn’t happen it should have.
Lesson one, for the BGGEU itself, is that under current cir­
cumstances it has absolutely nothing to gain by striking.
There is no doubt that the union’s members have slipped 
behind other workers in the taxpayers’ employ during their 
three years with eight per cent raises. There is also no doubt that 
they are being treated unfairly now, since the government is not
60 YEARS AGO
From the August 24, 1922, issue 
of The Review
To start a fund for hard courts 
for the Memorial Park, the 
Sidney Tennis Club is holding a 
dance in the Deep Cove hall.
Under the heading “Do You 
Remember” the Review told the 
story of a dead whale that F. 
Warrington towed up on the 
beach at Second Street in 
January, 1914, hoping to sell it. 
There being no sale the carcass 
was towed away, but after being 
cut loose at sea it drifted back 
again and beached itself at 
Sidney, having to be towed away 
asecond time.
Rachel Curnow and Ur-San easily clear jump during Novice Hunter class competition Aug. 
15, at Springridge Farm on East Saanich Road. Lower Vancouver island Horse Club com­
petition included 18 classes. Rachel is also teen representative of horse club.
Tom Cronk Photo
to have this year.
hav­
ing at least as much to do with the government’s need for an 
election issue as it does with the fact that the treasury is bare.
But the union leaders should have learned that in these times 
when many people haye lost their jobs and others have taken 
pay cuts there is no way that the public will put up with another 
strike by civil servants.
If they stay on the job they may get considerable public sup­
port, but if they walk outagain all they are likely to accomplish 
is the loss of their right to strike and the re-election of the 
government.
Lesson two, for the government, is that it makes no sense to 
have workers at the ferry terminal who belong to the BGGEU. 
A judge has ruled, as should have been obvious, that 
maintenance workers and traffic patrolmen who go at one time 
or another all over the terminal have a right to picket the whole 
terminal, not just some small part of it where they leave their 
lunch buckets.
Strikes on the ferries ought to be illegal in the first place. The 
damage they do to the economy of Vancouver Island is too 
great to be tolerated. But if the government is going to allow the 
ferries to be shut down in labor disputes it should at least make
Hospital needs 
more volunteers
The provincial Conservative party is only a minor factor in 
B.C. politics at present and its leader, therefore, cannot be con­
sidered a person of great consequence.
That being so, the defection of Tbry leader Brian West\ybod 
to the separatist Western Canada Concept is not exactly an 
earth-shattering political development. It is not, however, 
without significance.
Very little appears in the daily press about the WCC, and it is 
easy tP get the impression that^ihtefest in it, if it ever aiTiounted 
to much, has died away.
Westwobd; who must have his ear closer lb the political 
ground than the average person; obviously takes a diffefeht 
view. Few people jump on bandwagons that have already stop­
ped rolling.
A few months ago the WCC held a meeting in Sidney which 
drew 80 people; Without a big name speaker and with no elec­
tion in the offing, the Socreds or the NDPmight have a hard 
time matching that turnout.
- There is another WCC meeting in Sidney tonight. It will be in­
teresting to see how many are there — and who they are.
Over the last eight years, 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital has 
been blessed with; wonderful 
volunteers, for this we are deeply 
grateful.';':
As people move around and 
change their lifestyle, the number 
of volunteers fluctuates yet the 
needs within this hospital remain 
the same and often even increase 
for a number of reasons. Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital is the hospital 
in your community. Would you 
liket to visit and find out more 
about the place and tlie. areas :bf 
yolunteeririg? Please; fleave : a 
message with our switchboard if 
you are interested and w-e will 
return your cal! as soon as 
possible and make a date for 
talking.
As this is HOME for seventy-- 
five elderly people, en­
tertainments groups and in­
dividual entertainers for the fall 
and winter will also be most 
welcome.
If you care about older people 
and ifyou haVe ah hour (dr rnpr^ 
t o spar e —- you a re t lie per so n w e 
need.
Ann M. Spicer 
; Co-ordinatdr of Volunteer 
" ;Services;
because it does contain a 
disclaimer proclaiming it is a 
solicitation and not an invoice, 
but nevertheless, its general 
appearance may prompt im­
mediate payment of what is 
thought to be a genuine invoice.
If the “phony invoice” is paid, 
the business concerned will have 
its name listed in a directory 
which, according to the small 
print on the back of the 
document, will be distributed to 
selected libraries, embassies, 
consulates, and ; world trade 
centres. It does not stipulate 
how many copies may be in-
;;;vol vedv ;;; y' if'.A-
BGE ; Canadian Gom- 
munications is not registered with 
the big; Registraf of Companies 
under thaf narnevinor ‘has it, toy 
• the Bureau’s knowledge, applied 
for a license to conduct business 
anywhere on Vancouver Island.
Businessmen take heed! Know 
where your directory dollars are 
going.
D.M. [Denny] Ryan 
Manager, 







The following letter has been 
sent to the mayor and members 
of Sidney council:
The Town of Sidney is trying 
very hard eyery year to get more
people of the community to 
participate in the town’s annual 
gardening contest. I understand 
the purpose of this contest is to 
beautify Sidney by having the 
community keep their yards tidy 
and clean of weeds.
My question is: what about the 
Town of Sidney cleaning up their 
yards too, thus setting an 
example for the community?
Travelling along the Pat Bay 
Highway, you can’t help but 
notice the Public Works Yard. It 
is a yard of weeds and a terrible 
-sight.
Another example of a real eye 
sore is Iroquois Park!! This park 
iS; on a main route to Sidney! 
which is used by many tourists:as 
well as The local people and is an 
absolute disgrace for a park!!
The hedge has been allowed to 
die through lack of water and the 
only thing growing in the planter 
boxes is a beautiful display of 
weeds. For a park it certainly can 
not impress anyone.
Really, what must the tourists 
think of the Town of Sidney 
letting a park become so run 
down and neglected?
In conclusion, I think the 
!; Town of Sidney should jjractice 
what is is preaching and clean up 
its own! yards and parks if it 
wants more participation from 
the comrriunity to beautify their
50 YEARS AGO
From the August 24, 1932 issue 
of The Review
Patrons of the Auditorium 
theatre will be agreeably sur­
prised when they attend the 
opening show on Friday, Sept. 8. 
A number of improvements have 
been made in the interior of the 
building since closing down a 
couple of months ago.
I believe the shimmy is a good 
thing for the country. It keeps the 
reformers’ minds off tobacco.
40 YEARS'AGO: ; ; A-':
From the August 26, 1942, issue 
of The Review
By defeating Bob Whyte’s 
Adverts 20-12 on Friday evening 
in Victoria Park the Knights of 
Pythias Girls Softball Team, 
Sidney, won the senior softball 
championship of the Victoria and 
District League. ■
Canadian i striking force of 
“cpnsideirable size’! under Major ; 
General J.H. Roberts employed 
in Upited Nations smash behind 
tank' spearhead at Nazi-held 
French harbour of Dieppe.
30 YEARS AGO
From the August 2S, 1952, issue 
of The Review
The “Salties” of Ganges won 
the South Island softball 
ch a fn p i on sh i p ; ; aga i ns t t he 
LarigfOrd Buffaloes,
Joan R.Fl Cragg 
9671 Sixth St. 
Sidney;
Wricern^Biiwaw
Major General Pearkes, V C., 
D.S.O., member of parliament 
for Nanaimo riding, was guest 
speaker at the Sidney Rotary 
Club. A clear and vivid picture Of 
the complicated problems 
confronting East and: West 
Germany \vas given. V;
“Phony invoices” are being 
originated in Victoria: A ‘‘phony 
invoice”now being circulated in 
the Vancouver I sland niarkct- 
place has a mailing address of 
6458 Station ‘C’, yictoria, B.C. 
V8P 5MA It is being distributed 
; by n company called BGE 
Canadian Communications,
By M ARY;KIERANS ,:! ;
Here is a sampling of new 
Canadiah books that have been 
published within the last year, 
and are available through ciihef 
the Sidney-North Saanich or the 
Brentwood Branch oft he 
Regional Library: '
ACT.V, ^OF' ,;:ART, .--by-'dack: 
Shadbolt. The vision and wit of
of his works of epllage, presented 
with accOinpanying text by the'; 
';arlist'.'!'!;“V f-;'
N6rTHWEST;;€OA:ST;’' 
IN !>IAGR A PH ICS^;'■B y:; 
Edwin Hitll. This beautiful work 
demonstrates the range of in- 
dividiial and;regional siyles and 
subjects of contemporary Npfth^ 
we:u Const print makers, and 
explores the art of silkscrccning.
DON’T BANK'ONTr* by Atix?; 
Granger. A; biting critique of the 
Canadiah banking sysieih with an 
emphasis on how to combat it.
THE TEIJDON BOOK, 
edited rby Dave Godfrey. An 
analysis of the new Tclidon 
; technology^ "-- how it works, 
market strategies and in­
formation”- with contributions 
from Canadian experts. 
,.;;,.:CANADiANS /.BEHIND,, 
: ENEMY,LINES,' 1939*1945, by:: 
■Roy':::,MacLaren.:':'‘'The'^ '.story - of; 
Canadians who facet! the hazards 
of clandestine warfare as 
saboteurs and utulerground 
agems in the occupied territories 
of Europe and Asladuring World; 
':Wai.'H.,:.':/,//',:. //:';:'::/'/
CUrriNG UP THE NORTH, 
:;:;by;Ken/:'.Ber:nsoltn:;:;A: history;; of;
the Ibrest industry in the nor* 
::;;therti":;im.crior';;;:of::,!i,C.;., which, 
focuses on the people, from mill
hands to magnates, who opened 
up the north.
THE PACIFIC EMPRESSES, 
by Robert Turner. A history of 
the. eight Empress ships that / 
travelled the Pacific route from 
B.C: to the Orient for more than 
'■;'4()yeafs;'‘''-'''-';'
;;/rHiyCRAFTSMAN’S:;WAY, 
edited /by ,Iphn Flanders. Fifty/ 
then and womcnTalk about their 
ssork:; wlitu it m<n\ns to them,^ 
how they carry it on, what it 
means in an industrialized 
society. An illustrated cross- 
section of the current Canadiitif 
craft scene.
THE GULF ISLANDS EX-
/‘BLORER p':/- hy':''i:B,rhcc/:"Obee/:;: ?
Locally written and published 
; hcvv guide lb the Gulf Islands:
/ /hehcheisy trails, campsites, fishing / 
spots, a c c o m m bda I i q ri and
'.■'history,:;';!"
: VvBY REASON: OF DOUBT, by 
Ellen Godfrey. Details the 
puzzlingmurder trial of Cyril 
Belshaw, the UBC anthropologist 
: accused of killing his wife in 
.'■Switzerland,.
THE GOOD FIGHT;
POLITICAL MEMOIRS tW- 
1958, by David Lewis. The man 
who has been called “Canada’s 
coriscience”:/wrote warmly and 
vividly of his youth and student 
days, and bf his key role in the 
CCF and its principles.
,.... LONG. LANCE; THE':TRUE. 
//.S1'0RV/.0F:..A.;CIIARLATAN,::. 
; by Donald /Sinitlt, Long Lance 
'’.:/enj0ycd:':’"ilic::' ltmtt$\/b.f:":ith:.;:|n:'':' 
!;:iernaiiohal:''cclebrlty:.:in...:tlte/20’s:/ 
.■;■ ::and/:;''30.*''s//::as//: a ‘'/ glamorous.;;. 
; ;;,,s|>akestnai't//for'The;Jndians,/.''ln./^ 
tact, :'dils; .p(isi';.held:'a (isecrei.: jhaf :i 
/.■'■eventualllydroychim.tosuicidc/''^.';'
;.20.YEARS ago;
From the August 22, 1962, Issue 
,'of'Thc Review;;';';:;
Saanich School District is too 
small to permit the establi.shment 
of a technical school, trustees 
have been informed. Such a 
facility can not be offered unless 
the district has more than 1,(MX) 
students attending senior high 
school.
Penalty of $100 plus costs is 
Written into a by-law to regulate 
the posting and display of posters 
ill Central Saanich lltai was^g 
fi rsi and Second readi ng at 
Tiicsday’s council meclihgv yy
IOYEARSAGO
From the August 23, 1972, issue 
of The Review
Owhers of dogs, particularly 
valuable bties, arc warned to be 
on the lookout for“dognnppers” 
operating on tlie Peninsula, Last 
week j ivo attempts were made to 
snatch O'Finnegan”, a friendly, 
la-month-oUl rcdisettcr while he 
Was running free hear his Home at 
.■.1975:McTavish.-;';/'0''.:;'':;^;:.:'/'.'''
Esther Berry took a day joff 
Friday from her duties at /nie 
Review, leaving male members of 
the staff to manage on their own, 
/riiis accounts for any errors In 
ibis week’s edition,/..//I
^ '..-Central '/'Saanich ;;.'!Council'-; 'oif': 
Monday - ■ A’cnlng ‘ approved ' '■ I'p
/principle.:'/the/'';'appl|catioh/'; for 
. cei'tain/ /''pr'OiK'rties;;:.;jn.;'‘Ccmral ‘
.';Saanich/:,,.:!b:...'/bc,;:/uscd.'/..;lbr;::'^^
vbealibnal boaiding/scho^
: ih't'felardcd “'/:■'!:;;/'■■■; ■''/....;: /.''‘
mi
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The Canadian Power 
Squadron will be offering 
boating courses throughout the 
fall and winter again this year 
with classes being held in North 
Saanich and Sicily’s schools.
Registrations are being ac­
cepted already by this non-profit, 
nation-wide association of 
boating enthusiasts and classes 
specializing in all phases of 
seamanship and navigation — in 
both power and sail — will be 
offered.
Everything from rules of the 
road and all the pertinent 
regulations governing boat 
handling to fire-prevention in 
fuel handling, use of life-saving 
equipment, artificial 
resuscitation and distress and fog 
signals will be covered.
Every possible emergency 
.situation will be discussed in­
cluding heavy weather, man 
overboard, holing, sinking, 
grounding, towing and rendering 
assistance.
The course is designed for 
those who wish to 
operate pleasure boats, whether 
power or sail, in coastal or inland 
waters in safety and is taught by 
e.xperienced volunteers who make 
the informal classes enjoyable as 
Well as informative.
How to read information on 
charts, piloting instruments, how
to lay and plot a course or find 
position by bearings or dead 
reckoning are all skills that will 
be mastered, along with much 
more.
Course co-ordinator Giles 
Perodeau explained in an in­
terview this week that the basic 
boating course is not a difficult 
course. No mathematical skills 
are required beyond the ability to 
add, subtract, divide and 
multiply simple figures.
It does, however, require home 
study.
And owning a boat is not a pre­
requisite as many students take 
the course before choosing a
vessel.
After the basic boating course 
is achieved a wide variety of 
advanced and elective courses are 
available including advanced 
piloting, celestial navigation, 
weather, engine maintenance and 
marine electronics.
And the best part of all is the 
cost. The fee is $65 for the basic 
course which comprises one two 
hour class per week from late 
September to mid-March — or 
there is an accelerated course.
For further information call 
Perodeau at 656-4525, Joan 
Hasler at 656-6691 or Peter 
Burchett at 656-2118.
Curator Estelle Inman sho ttw off pioner bedroom reconstructed at Sidney museum.
■ John Green Photo..
North Saanich council received 
a complaint Monday night about 
the operation of C.R. Disposal 
garbage pick-up rates and 
schedules . . . one of several 
received since the7compqiiy \yasJ; 
taken over recently.
“This service changed radically* 
when it changed hands,’’ said 
Mayor Jay Rangel. “There are a 
lot of qId and infirm people in 
this 7 municipality who ' have 
dificulty complying with the 
demands of the new 
■Tnanagerneht;’’7'’
Aid. Harold Parrot urged that 
council simply forward the letter 
to the garbag,e pick-up company 
since it is hot a municipal cOn- 
'■ccrn..7' 7'7v7''7f ,;7. *7 V.:
Saturday was the last day at the 
7 Sidney 7 Museurri 77for f E 
Inman, director and curator for; 
the last two summers, but she 
won’t be forgotten.
A student of anthropology 
and museology at the University 
of Victoria, with summer ex­
perience in the provincial 
museum and the Maltw'ood 
museum at the university, she is 
now going on to get a master’s 
degree at the University of 
Calgary, and doesn’t expect to be 
back at Sidney next year.
During her two summers at the 
museum, however, she ;has left 
her luark on the place, par­
ticularly in the form of a 
representation of Gritchley’s 
General Store arid a recon-
furnish a small bedroom as it 
would have been in pioneer days.
Inman also re-organized .most 
of the other displays at the 
museum, and she wrote a new 
education program incorporating 
Indian history, which has in-: 
voived some 250 children in 
typical Indian activities such as 
grinding slate knives on stone.
But Rangel pointed; out that 
garbage collection Is of municipal 
concern especially siricc it has 
“implications of health, arid 
wheri people complain it should 
act as a signal that all is not 
. well.’’; ':";"y7' 77:7„
Council will forward the letter 
to C.R. Disposal aitd also look 
into costs of operatirig 7 a J 
municipal garbage^^^^;
''service. ^'■.7''77:-'
siruction of a pioneer bedroom.
7 Wanting to fit aififacts in the 
museum collection into a theme 
instead of merely displaying 
them, she w'orked from pictures 
to re-create the appearance of 
Crilchley's, although in a smaller 
"space.'- ';;;';7''/' ';7'.''■; v
Some of the items on display 
actually came from the store, 
which occupied a site next to 
wh cr e t h e M cLco d ’ s .s t ore now i s 
during the first three decades of 
fhe ccpuiry. Other itcrits arc from 
litat cia, and they ate di.s|)layed in 
trie .store as they would have been 
at that lime.
Other aritfacts;7werc7used to
Hext to Tratrislodge 
Every'Sunday:^;;7'"
to; .Sellers :& visitors' who have 
supported us.
SUNDAY7AUG. 29 ^ ^
WILL BE THE LAST'ONE THIS t 
7:'':;;:.;:.-"7;,7-SUIVIMER 
CotiK Om - Come All 
f'; (Bargains Galore! /
Info & Reservations 
656-5316 (ewos pref.)
.GARDEN :CLUB
PLACE: SANSCHA HALL. 2243 Beacon Avenuef Siclne^t.
TIMES: SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 1982 - 2:00.P.Mv to 8:00
7.-7'.'-:-'7'-::"'p..M7 77''"-,:.-'*.... 7 ''./-J. ■■,7'"'" ■:-''7..
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Cadet regotta here Anne Barnes earns
OPEN 
7
DAYS A WEEK 







The Vancouver Island Division 
of the Navy league of Canada is 
hosting the national sailing 
regatta for the Royal Canadian 
Sea Cadets, in Patricia Bay Aug. 
25 to 28.
Twenty-five teams of two, who 
are regional winners from across 
Canada, will compete in eight 
races to be sailed in Albacore 
class dinghys.
The races will take place off 
the Ocean Sciences dock at Pat 
Bay. There will be ac­
commodation for spectators.
Winners will compete in the
Canadian Albacore Nationals at 
Minett, Ontario in September of 
this year.
The Department of national 
defence is providing tran­
sportation, boats, and ac­
comodation for the cadets at the 
Pacific Region Cadet 
Headquarters, Patricia Bay.
The Victoria Amateur Radio 
Society will provide the necessary 
communications for safety and 
administration.
The event closes with a dinner 
hosted by Lt.-Gov. Henry Bell- 
Irving on Saturday, Aug. 28.
ploce on B. C. team
L00IC OUT FOB
m.. PENINSULA SOUND
NEW & USED CAR/BOAT & HOME 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BEST PRICES IN TOWN ON BLANK TAPES & ACCESSORIES
WE HAVE THE
UR6EST MA6AZINE DISPLAY 
m VANCOUVER ISLAND! 
COME IN ANB SEE
OPENING AUG. 25, 1982
INISiOE
the BLi^CIC HOLE
RECORD & LEATHER SHOPPE
SiDNEY NEWS & BOOKS 
OPEN 7 BAYS A WEEK 1:30-1®
SECOND HAND RECORDS & TAPES, CUSTOM 
LEATHER GOODS & MUCH, MUCH MORE
9785 4th Street, Sidney PHONE 656-5054
Anne Barnes won the first 
medal ever for a member of the 
Saanich Peninsula Pirahnas at a 
B.C. Summer Swimming 
Association provincial cham­
pionship when she finished third 
in the Div. 3 breast stroke final at 
New Westminster on the 
weekend. Her time for the 50 
metres was 41.36.
She will now swim on the B.C. 
team at the interprovincial meet 
at Kelowna this weekend.
Other Piranhas who reached 
the finals in the provincial meet 
were Craig Bentham in Div. 1, 
Kathy Scott and Andrew Ens in 
Div. 2 and Brenda McGuire in 
Div. 6.
Bentham was fifth in the in­
dividual medley, seventh in the 
backstroke and eighth in the 
butterfly. Ens was fifth in the 
backstroke, and Scott was 
seventh in the backstroke. 
McGuire was fifth in the but­
terfly.
Three relay reams also made 
the final. In Div. 1, Craig 
Bentham, Graham Stannard, 
Peter DeGreef and Michael Golin 
finished fifth in the medley and 
sixth in the freestyle.
In Div. 2, Erin Patterson, 
Anne-Marie Portier, Kathy Scott
and Wendy Stannard finished 
sixth in the medley. In Div. 3, 
Anne Barnes, / Lorraine 
Langstaff, Jane Potter and 
Sophie Crellin finished seventh in 
the medley.
Piranhas also finished fourth 
in the water polo competition.
Eight Piranhas competed in 
consolation finals. Results were:
Div. 1, Peter DeGreef, fifth in 
the backstroke, Michael Golin, 
fourth in the breast stroke, Craig 
Bentham, seventh in the 
freestyle.
Div. 2, Andrew Ens, fifth in' 
the breast stroke.
Div. 3, John Bentham, fourth 
in the backstroke, fifth in the 
freestyle, seventh in the butterfly. 
Lorraine Langstaff, seventh in 
the freestyle, 18th in the 400- 
metre open freestyle. Terry Dean, 
second in butterfly, 17th in the 
400-metre open freestyle.
Div. 6, Brenda McGuire, fifth 
in the butterfly, second in the 
breast stroke, fifth in the 
backstroke.
Piranhas finished second to 
Nanaimo in an eight-club 
Vancouver Island regional B 
swim meet at Courtenay Aug. 14 
and 15.
Best individual performance 
was by Nadine Sibley in Div. 2, 
who took first place in all four 
events. Peter DeGreef in Div. 1 
took two firsts, a second and a 
;\third.
The peninsula swimmers 
dominated the relays, taking nine 
firsts and three seconds. Total 
point score was 477. Nanaimo 
won with 610, while Powell River 
was third with 352.
Individual results will be 
published next week.
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We’re using less oil. We’re finding more oil.
In Canada, we arc able to produce more clccnicity, niuunil gas, In the north, in spite (U’dillicuh economic limes over the
V ^progi-ams from Canada’s established oil rcsen’cs. as:csumaittd by the Canadian
uc Government of Canada, Uiai s cxadly what s happening. Peirolcum Associaiion, increased in 1981, with the inclusiortv for the7 ,/
first innci pf the promising Tlibcmia reserves in the AUantic oflsharc;
/ liriough ps lias now been'proved off Sable
pU to other fuels (or heating.
insulation Programgrantstocutcncrgycon- 
surhptioii by improving insulation. :
• A rhnjor pipeline project is taking western
dependence oh oil. Another program 
is helping gas utilities to extend service to 
■;,/ncw.'aisidmer8, k'
• The Propane Vlehide Grant Piogram is helping
hiques for homes, water heating from solar 
energy, generation of electricity by wind power, 
use of waste materials os an energy source are 
all being derhonstraicd in current federal 
"government .projects.^ -
In tH'iobuflWi,ihn timtnimtni M 
•nnnurti.rJ i> tcrici nf |'i'i>|ir4iTik mill Inliimiv'rt ii» ' i 
m»lie tUnml* ktlf.niilhi'Ktu m tncri’,)' liy ' j; 
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lirip lh»m ynnven lioni oil in tlirintin * (utii, 'I 
, T« Ini HIM* Our rrarryin of nil, hilliony o| '
' diilkrun't Oemg imruird (ii luw rtiilnriiiiiin miii;; 
dtvtUipmmirfifV'irtn by ihr ('fimlrum iiidiniiy, ■
1, dtn'iir Moltyouwb'r rkonivmu rtindiiioiii ' /'
, ; ViTvrn oil wiwimrnmn and oil pfodiH'iioii nit i 
in htlmisii, 'Wit'll tuv* ♦ntrini yrrMHily,««tiM!;ii! 
i: ill Mirniilb f«v»ny enuwey tniAltyVoiii'id,i 
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I; natiinil gas reserves have been discovered at '
more than twice ' - -.......
'''VinTecehiyears.;
linquirc about Goyemment programs,
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Lower Vancouver Island Horse 
Club held an open show on. 
Sunday 15 August at Springridge 
Fhrm. Despite several 6the:r 
shows' that day^ attendance was 
good. rA costume'classy was well 
received and/the judge, Wendy 
Thompson, had a bard time 
picking the winner, ; T^ 
AkerspnShamus. y
High; point winner for ponies 
was Debbie Campbell on Ginger 
Snap and H igh point winner for 
horses vyas Barbara O’Gqnnor on 
Royal Maximillian. High point 
club member was Debbie 
Campbell, with Janette Simpson 
on Cherri Brandy a close second.
Much of the success of the 
show was due to the lovely gifts 
and prize money donated for the 
first place in each class. Many 
thanks from the Club to all our 
sponsors and to Corrine Rhodes 
for her hard work in collecting 
/Ihegil’ts.,'::/'''."||
The club/is nosv planning an 
open poker ride for early Sep­
tember./ Time and; place will be 
/announced soon.
^^ / A is to be
held on October 2 and 3 at 
Eohlen Farms, which has recently 
undergone rcriovations and now 
/ provides / cxccUent riding 
/ facilities, as well as the club 
house. /Ax bc^ ■ licence will be 
applied for for the thirsty non- 
riders,
are now ayajlablc and any nc\y 
members f wishing to join a.re 
asked to phone 652-0240 or 652- 
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Hotel Sidney's Graham Faulkner stole third base in the fourth in- third sucker, Vic Gee, Just too late, 
ning of Monday's playoff game, with the hall reaching I/arvey's Tom Cronk Pliolo
By TOM CRONK 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods and 
Hotel Sidney battled scoreless 
until the seventh inning of 
Monday night’s Sidney Men’s 
Fastball playoff game, then a two 
out rally gave Harvey’s the win 
and a game advantage in the best- 
of-five series.
Vic Gee started the rally with a 
double off the center-field fence 
and advanced to third when a 
Wayne Jones pitch got away 
from Hotel catcher Randy Smith.
Gee then left the game and was 
replaced on third by Styles while 
Julian Yalcourt came to the plate 
as a pinch-hitter. Yalcourt’s 
single scored Styles and ended the 
contest.■^;.,■■^',:;.:■;;v'^T:^^'> ■■'.■
Hotel Sidney actually had the
better chances to score during tiie 
game. During the fourth inning 
Graham Faulkner reached on an 
error and was advanced due to 
Kim Hayward’s perfectly 
executed bunt single. Faulkner 
stole third but the sideWas retired 
beforehe could score.
In the seventh, Hotel's Tony 
Graham singled and nearly 
scored when Wayne Jones drove 
a hard line shot down third. A 
fine throw by Harvey’s left 
fielder gave catcher Jerry Spelay 
just enough time to put the tag on 
t he s peed y H ot e 1 fi rsl-basema n.
Dick Machaud went the 
distance fof Harvey’s as did 
Wayne Jones for Hotel Sidney. 
Both pitchers byerpowered the 
hitters throughout the game
Ihougli there were some 
tremendous defensive plays as 
well.
The first game of the series was 
played Wednesday, Aug. 18 and 
ended in a 7-5 victory for Har­
vey’s. Julian Yalcourt and Dick 
Michaud combined for the 
victory while Wayne Jones took 
the loss for Hotel.
In Friday's game, the second
of the series, Al Graham pitched 
his second full game of the 
season, and emerged with a 5-3 
victory for Hotel. Styles went the 
distance for Harvey’s and was 
charged with the loss.
Monday’s 1-0 victory gave 
Harvey’s a two to one lead in the 
best of five series which will 







HoiiTie of .SUPER savifsgsS
■ :in,DowRtBwn Sidney
Across fronr Sidney Hotel
store:'HduRS:":;^%
:f:iDAILY.8:30 6:00^* 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00




CAHADA JIO. i P^?MiP0RK SHOULDER BUn
Ernest Redding’s daughter 
wants to play soccer, so he is 
organizing a team.
Active in boys’ soccer with the 
Peninsula Soccer Club for the 
past few years, he is trying this 
year to give girls’ soccer a new 
start on the peninsula, beginning 
with the seven to nine age group.
At that age girls play Vmini- 
soccer”, with a smaller field, 
smaller goals arid only: seven 
players. Last year there were 10 
teams in the Yictoria area, and i f 
Redding can recruit enough 
players; by the Sept. ; Id; 
registration deadline he \vilI enter 
ri team in that league, dr even two 
y;'';' teams.^''':'f:f''y ■
At present only half a dozen 
girls have registered, but even if 
that is all there are they will have 
a chance to play.fHe will fill but 
the team with boys and arrange 
exhibition gameswith peninsula 
boys’ teams.
He won’t be organizing teams 
for older age groups because in 
the past girls from the peninsula 
who warned lo start playing 
soccer liave gone to the Cordova 
:gBay league and they aren’t likely 
y to waiit to leave their teamsithefe:;:
FATT'S FRESH CHimmm
GRADE ‘A'
Redding, who is an accredited- 
; coach; and: refereef stresses: that’
■ t he :o b j eft o f t h e girls’ t e am ;yy i 1 jb 





Anyone inieresicd can reach 
hintai his office,:386-8375, or his; 
homo: d56-2487: Cost for ilie 
season is $25, which coveis one 
or i\\b practices and biic.; game 
; every week from Septemberuntil 
Mate Niarchb or: April, plus; in- 
; su ranee, jviini fo rm; gymiVasitjnv 
;;':rcntal,;.;:;and::::fiye;;:tickcts:
. ibiirijiimenf in Yictoria that could 
; also svin a trip for two to Hawaii:,
^ ^ ^ ^ ̂ ̂
black; shorts,; running shoes or 
































; IN THE BEACON PL^ZA IV1AI.L
;;;*;'yYr»ur pet'ji 
litipplnesH 
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BEEF OR CHEESE 2 kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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f: ":;:WIN:A BAR OF, GOLI),;LOg;;;;,’::;:;
OH A BAR OF SILVER 1 tr 07. j SANI nuSH wiBi CWnriW in Unk
2nd Draw SEPT.I^^ AUTO CLEANER
':;!)i;TAII..S;iN,SIORE;”-:;NOT:HINGiO,^
BELMONTE SEASONED 
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The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room, 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114. V
donors
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following 
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
at4343 Tyndall Road.
help, the Salyatibn 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances arid furniture 
for its rehabilitation program; 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chap of ; 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershpp-s;tyle singi ng, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For 
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
French Toasting — starting in 
mid-September the Club Alouette 
(toastmasters) offers weekly 
evening French conversation 
opportunity. Phone 384- 
3694/598-3614 for details.
Sunday Concert — Bill Rat- 
cliffe and his Bavarian Band, the 
“Ratkapelle”, will perform their 
final free Sunday concert of the 
season at Beacon Hill Park at 
2:30 p.m. Aug. 29. Also featured 
will be the “Schulplattler 
Dancers” from the Eidleweiss 
Club of Victoria.
, Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toa.st- 
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiurc. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
canned beans,, fruit, 
vcgetabcls, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
-■■-3213.
Sidney Prc-School is accepting 
registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit. 
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Sidney Teen Aclivlty (Jroiip 
[STACil located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13-18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours arc 6-10 p.m, 
week nights, 6 p.m, to midnight 
Saiurd.ay and Sunday. Tlie 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a
Burglars gain 
almost nothing'
Bufglar.s got little loot In two 
break-ins in Sidney and North 
Saanich last week.
Somcone-got- in" thcJiack- door'", 
ai Bosun’s Marina office between 
8 p,ni. last Wcdficsday and 7:15 
a.m. Thursday, and took a few 
and,.sprite,,cigarettes,;l‘rom:,: 
vending machines.
On the following night 
soiueoiie btokc in ihiottgh the 
front window of a home on 
Ardmore Drive while tlie de- 
' >'‘t;ilipant«''/were'^an '•holidays,"'and 
;%i'5/finlshed,:'pfF, parL:,boit!cs;"of'gin:' 
and rye.
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon.
The summer program is 
currently underway and includes 
such activities as fishing, cam­
ping, swimming, hiking, beach 
parties and more, throughout the 
next few months.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome. For more information 
call the PCA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
The Island Cat Fanciers are 
holding their monthly meeting at 
the SPCA boardroom, 3150 
Napier Lane, on Wednesday, 
Sept. I at 8 p.m. All welcome. 
For more information phone 385- 
728'9.''
St. Andrews North 
Presbyterian Church that has 
been in Sidney nearly a year now 
is moving from the North 
Saanich Portable to the Masonic 
Hall, corner of Fourth and Mt. 
Baker, and services will be held • 
there each Sunday at 9:30 a.m. In 
addition to the church services, 
^Sunday School : classes will / 
commence in early September: 
Telephone 656-2895 for in­
formation regarding the services 
or Sunday School classes.
Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
— Registration for 1982-83 
season, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Sept. 8 
and 9 at Panorama Leisure 
Center. Skate and dress sale at 
registration. Adult skating 
lessons Mondays, 9 to 9:50 p.m., 
$50 for season or S2 drop-in 
charge. Season begins Sept. 19.
Pregnant and v/ondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join us and 
other couples in a comfortable 
atmosphere of learning through 
films, slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188 
P'';:'’'To'm;'Thumb/Safety''':ViUageds'-'' 
holding open vclasi^s ill; junior ' 
traffic training for children aged 
four to eight years. This free, • 
hour-long program will take 
place Monday-Friday at the 
Safety Council, 1767 Island 
: Highwayir (starting ?at 10 
through 2 p.m. For more in- 
■ (formation caU 478-9584,
, 'Attention Lady -"Bowlers.A ny ■ ■ 
ladies Wishing (to bowl in the
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
on 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon starting 
September 7, 1982, please
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
Summer Flower Show, Sidney 
and Saanich Peninsula Garden 
Club, SANSCHA Hall, 2243
Beacon Ave., Sidney, Saturday, 
Aug. 28, 2 to 8 p.m, and Sunday, 
Aug. 29, 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. 
Admission $1.00, children under 
12 accompanied by parent free. 
Anyone may enter. Phone 656- 
9116 before 10 p.m. Thursday for 
entries or information.
White Tag Items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during August. Stores are located 
at 9775 - 2nd Street, Sidney, and 
7115 West Saanich Road, 
Brentwood Bay.
University of Victoria ex­
tension calendar of fall courses 
now available at most libraries, 
recreation centres and book 
stores or at UVic office. Call 721- 
8451 for more information. 
Metered underground parking.
Meet new friends, singles arid 
couples, and learn to square 
dance every Wednesday starting 
Sept. 8. Spares’n Pairs Square 
Dance Club. Call 652-5524.
Registration — Guides, 
Scouts, Cubs, Brownies, Beavers, 
Pathfinders, Venturers. Sep­
tember 9 at 7:30 p.m. at Sidney 






9788 - and Street 858-7535
flU. Qua MEAT IS A^. 6Bfli!S-FtB. BUARMTEBI CAWflPft “A"
T-BOi«SE, SiRLOiEI IL^EW YORK 
STEAKS AVAILABLE 
WELL ACSED— CANADA “Al”
FARM FRESH EGGSSIDE ENGLISH
n,9Sib. $43gj^g: I
HiETEH ISeHAU^SEII
Professional Painter & Decorator
10965 Kalitan Rd. 
Sidney
WINNER OF AUTUMN FREEZER PACK - V. BLANCHARD 
NEXT DRAWS£PT. 30th
2499 iEAOdfi ME: - S5G-S771
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SCHOOL: Corhpiste your woritbench now( (:Get Micrdnta Muliije5(e/Scuracy;:27, larig’es:—:3O,00Ci 
,ohms/voli::;Accurac/-3%‘AC:;:4%fDC.iWil!itea(s::(Jses 
■■/V and 9V cell. 22-203
t
Before going back:to schdbl come 
to Radio Shack for super savings^
, I 




^ ..tlllraccrnpact! Only :1-1/4,:x. 1-T/2(x: :7':'::T--(butv^ 
ET-100 iiEi'Sifail! Mute switcH gives you privacy — 
no(need:to'covertlie(ntouthpiece with your;hand::" 
You hear a pleasaht electronic tpne ’instead of a: 
harsh-sounding mechanical bell! Lo-hi volume/off 
switch -— unwanted calls won’t disturb yoU;: 16’ 
(cord, mod. plug.: Not for party or rnulti-iine use; 
Fantastic biiy!: Don't miss(this one! White mist, 
43-284. Dark brown; 43-285 :• ■" ( v
:i
*1-
F Realisti(rjTRC-428 40 Channel CB 
transceiver;:(with : "nine-scan"( circuit;: 
Monitors ernergency channel 9 and any other 
channel: you: select, System locks;; in first- 
signal rceived on teithef channel and;resuiiies 
scanning when, signal ends. Can be switched 
dut.for; normal CB^use and 3-way contrbl also, 
. gives immediate access to, channel 9.: With 





Answer your, telephony 
.in(;the:bacltyardl,
, garage ::'-“-;(almost, 
anywliere!
•Nevpt iiin to a fingiisj) phone again—- answer 
calls lioni up id.OOOD iBcr away Irom I'laso unil 
•Base’ uhii (iHigs inio slandaifi AC ('uiiei, has 
‘ nrioduiai ping lo he inio iijionc line, pouatilij unii 
powered by, reiinaigoahle liaiiiiiy 
: •Reciiaiijiiabio iwileiies uioluiini : , ,; ; ,
Wb9S





: Go'hack to aciiooi with « super 
deal: SCR-3 is foaturo packed. 
Roiiord lapo.'}”livo''oro(t* •: 
ihd-aikbn rtdrmdl or chrome • : 
1 tapos, S-way spoakprs for rich 




EC-26fl is less than Smm thin, yet it 
handles standard math problems with 
:ease,iono*llfo batteries, case in-/ 











Improve the sounit 
with tlve-bamtl 
graphic ec|ualfzer
Tailor 'sound to 








COMPLETE LINE OF ^








Save on convenient 
-a-stotion Intercom
Sbv« time and fiteps with wiroleas 
intflrcom, Ptun Into AC. touch Talk 
Bar and talk; Or mohilnr a child’s 
raom.2ch»nhei8 — taiHto 1 sta­
tion Without disturbing the other,
2496 BEACON AVE, 656-5771




Summer has finally come back, and Jack Hilliard, Gordon Mitchell and Aaron Hilliard were 
making the most of it at Island View beach on Monday.
Tom Cronk Photo.
ByJUNEGREEN 
Central Saanich council found 
it had knocked over a hornets’ 
nest when it held a public hearing 
Monday night on a by-law to 
remove commercial zoning from 
eight properties in the 
Agricultural Land Reserve.
Thirty-four people attended, 
overflowing the council chamber, 
and all of them were opposed to 
the by-law.
Many were there to support the 
Lament familiy in their ob­
jections to council’s plan to 
remove commercial zoning from 
about an acre of land behind the 
Maples Gallery where the 
Laments want to put up a larger 
building, but there were also 
numerous protests over changing 
David Hancock’s property at
Island View Beach from tourist P>ve people were injured, tw Maddams car^ $1,000 to the 
commercial to residential. with broken bones, and an other.
Hancock himself had come estimated $6,000 damage was 
over from Surrey, where he now ^ ^o*^e vin a collision at Mount
operates his publishing business, Cross Road and West . „
p.m. on - — fee passengers, a -year-
phoned by a friend the night 
before.
Residential use of the property 
would not be practical, he 
contended. People would be 
knocking on the door with 
emergencies every night, there 
would be bottle patrol every day 
on the beach, and constant in­
trusions.
“It’s absolutely insane to build 
a private house on that 
property.”
A neighbour said that he had
nearby “that the public is crying 
to use” commercial development 
on the Hancock property would 
beofbenefit to the community.
The Lamonts presented to 
council a petition with more than 
100 signatures supporting 
retention of their present 
commercial zoning.
Several neighbours contended 
that an improved parking area at 
the Maples would make the West 
Saanich-Benvenuto corner safer, 
and that they would welcome a
seen the entire property flooded new building, 
from the beach to the hill. There were also protests about
Laura Michell told the council removing commercial zoning 
that with 63 acres of parkland from lots on Oldfield Road.
4 Both drivers ; were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, as
old girl from oner cab ancl 
Kathleen and Sandy Maddams,
Yp th f A 1 ■ ■ ■ . council that the property had Sunday.
, , f ere^xvere two Atlantic habits pt octppi and lobsters and on for seven years at Useless Inlet already been down-zphed once b 16-year-old youth droye through
b ^ f’b'i .1^ Saanich Inlet on also with the work Cosgrove is in Barkley Sounds on ■ the west since he bought it about 20 years the stop sign heading west on ‘ ‘
Saturday, ami :no, the)rweren’t doing could have , planted a coast of Vancouver Island . It ago, In order to conform do a' Mount Newton and hit the side of treatment of
found anywhere near the Deep surprise for him. started May, 1965 and was community plan at that time. a car being driven north on West mnor injuries and two were kept
Cove Chalet. They weren’t found The only major project to terminated in May, 1972, He had received no Saanich Road by James Mad- overnight with broken bones. ,
Atlantic lobster although it was said to have been notification of the public dams, 21, of Surrey. Damage was Police said the juvenile driver 
4 bP b b . ?y^V b 9 fi success. hearing, he said, but had been estimated at $5,OCX) to the would be charged. ,on tne Mill Ba  side or the inlet. population in B.C. waters went a 
The Chalet was the immediate 
focus of suspicion among 
fishermen \vho trap prawns,
. shrimp and crabs in the inlet. ^
None could recall a lobster ever H' ii ^ ^ ^
having been caught before, but 
they knew the Chalet has them 
flown in and kept in a live tank.
The lobsters were found by Jim 
Cosgrove and Jim Mendria, both 
from Victoria, who were diving 
in connection with an octopus 
study that Cosgrove is doing for
his master’s degree. t-. • „ ,
■ The place to look for an they are 12,feet longy three three weeks ago. Back-niling
topus is in a hole in the rocks, i leetwide an three feet high. behind it is still going bn, and ?
bnd the same is trub^to^^^ walls nowadays like the one that a variety of kinds and sizes of after that the road will be
At a hole about 10 metrek down^^^ south side of rock can; be used;; but Banfield widened.
Coserove was ebrifronted bv an Keating Gross Road near Central chose A'/j-inch crushed rock,
enormous claw, and signalled to f V .^b "; „ . . t ^ otiter suriace piacea iiat^^ v ^ b,p vibrt vDi.t, bbp -Mendria who helDed eet the first Called a gabian wall, it is made against the wire by hand, for the crew did the work with one
1 Y " ■ J® ^ o held in rectangular sake of bnnearance The rest nn machine. The bottom layers of
4 lobster out of its refuge and up to^ " T ^ ®akeot appearance, Jnejest can hn.iket^ ujide
the surface b ^ baskets. The Romans used be loaded in by machine, and the spb y v ^
___.1■ 1 wooden’ baskets which couldn’t tnne nf tKf» ;hackc ar<> ixfirAft 'ihcn tlirec, thcn tvvo, with twoV
Cosgrove found the second 
lobster at a depth of 18 metres a 
couple of hundred yards away, 
after returning to the octopus 
hunt, and they brought both 
home so that their story would be
believed. V‘'4;‘"4.4.';'. -..'v
Since they have searched the 
areafrequently before,i Mehdriav
saysvthereisnorealchahcethata^^ 
population of lobsters , 
established there. On the other
hand it is unlikely that they could ... 80 years ago an Italian:
have found iwb unless there were
several times that number ® baskets
around '■’* fc’.Jdvanizcd steel mesh
4 Th«' is “I'vuys llic po.«lbiily
4 JlMi-somciinc fomiliar witiv Il16^ : "''>■9"' : “* *?^^
fencing.
_ The galvanized wire can’t be
SiOOISrRicIllfl'iBSlilll expected to lost forever without
sM iicis(i«PBB'tM<^i]in rusting, but walls built 80 years
m ^ A ago arc still in good shape, which
S®Ov^^; C if* about as good as forever as far
as Central Saanich is ebneernedf 
Mark 
■llll®OCi ■ was in charge of the
construction of the Wall. He had 
Tw'o Saanichton youths with filed away a brochure issued by
the Admiral Budge Sea Cadets the Italian firm, Mnccafcrri
left Monday oh a cruise that will ; Gablahs. which has an office in 
Take thern to Hawaii, SamoaY ^ ’^^bcouycr. prices fbr
Fiji; r^cw Zealand and to the other forms of retainingWall foi:
Comm on v/cal i h Games I n Keating came in at over $2(X),()dO, ,
Brisbane^ Australia.
,v.,4^,;,Thcy4;are,;. amdngNT4:’,cadets:,,.alternative,anddecided,,it.', cpuld,-:,:;’ 
sailingyvith the Canadiah Arrhed be built lbr about one third as : 
Forces 4ih training group, which much,
is sailing south to a tentlezvous There i.s a small one in Vic- 
; with the Royal Australian . Quadra street, but
ivoffieef,'dlrst'':'class,,\Whd::Shavvh4,'''.'f Choired .'.at'; Keating,;:"whcre:'lhc4' '■
MocHly, 16 i.s a petty officer wall is 4K) feef long and his much
s.u.mJ Ja.s.s. They will U uu- -u. 21/Vxt high. .V,.i rusuhlich.ul
ployed in regular duties aboard to work from pictures.
HMCS:4:Qu'Appclle'.4dMrinB WtCl^';:;’;;;,;:.“’flW'^^<^<^01pany':,,:.:s^lpphcs .'l.v:ihe:.'::::;
training cruise, and arc due back baskets in coliapscd form-
t  W i : l ’t tbps of the baskets are veired . , , ^ ^ .
be expected to last loo long, so ; clown and the next layer wired in ^bgle, rows
obviously they did not invent the i-)iaceon top. : bb'W is .eight ; baskets
technique with : : permanent
structures irr mind. ; ^ was a ihrceWeek halt while B.Gv The baskets cost $50 each, but
As a quick means to raise a Hydro put in underground wiring: the total cost of the wall is only
‘ortificationy on the other hand, ducts part way up the wall, and about $75,000, plus $15,000 for
the gabian vvall was probably just ihc; wall itself was finished about filling in behind it. r :
' the.;thing"; and. tlie .baskets could^^ 4,:„:;"-:;y.'.:;.v.4;',,’:y:; "■.y,;.;'; y..' .:::::::<.'''''44:;.y ;; ;;4:;:4':
Baskets of rock support more than 400 feet "of ■ roadway:"on-f
Keating (Sross Road just west
Banfield shows how baskets are wired together.
'';.''John GrcciiPhotbs:':";
:''.Dcc,:3,..: Opened out and wired ta,stay lt|
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TEACHING EXCELLENCE
Roy's Phufo^raphy
Fourteen of MR. PETER GARDINER'S Grade 
12 biology students at St. Michaels Univer­
sity School wrote and passed the demanding 
Advanced Placement exams of the U.S. 
College Boards. The AP exams determine 
how well students have mastered first year 
university work in their Grade 12 year and 
whether or not they have qualified to enter 
second year university courses. Eight of Mr. 
Gardiner’s students “qualified" with a 3 out of 
5 grade; three earned a 4 out of 5 “well 
qualified” score: and three, Eric Angus of 
Victoria, Greg Eng of Port Alberni and Jon 
Griffin of Bainbridge Island, Washington, 
were rated as “extremely well qualified” with 
scores of 5 put of 5;
Mr. Gardiner, who has been a senior science 
master at SMU for fourteen: years, was 
educated in England and at the University of 
Victoria, w'here he earned his B.Sc. in biology 
wi t h f i r s t c 1 a s s h o n o u r s. Mr. Ga r d i n er 
coaches badminton at SMU, is active in the 
outdoor programme, and this coming year 
will assume major administrative responsi­
bilities while continuing to teach. >
J For further inforrhatiori, contact: ;
: John Schaffter, M;A:, Headmaster 
St. Michaels University School*
3400 Richmond Road ^
VICTORIA; B:C. V8P 4P5 V ^ ^ 
.'Phdnei.,{604):592-24il:.-:^
ces and territories of Canada, from six 
stales of the USA, and from other lands — 
boys in Grades 4 to 12, girls in Grades 10 to
Wes Trelaven of Friendship Baptist Church had help from some 




winter moth biological control 
program started three years ago 
around Greater Victoria is 
beginning to show positive 
results.
number of winter moth 
parasites recorded this year is 
greater than hoped for, so the 
\yiriter^^^^^^ should
decrease sharply in the next two 
years.
According tO Jack Arrand, 
director of the crop protection 
■ branch of the B.C. Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, the 
project participants, including 
Agriculture Canada, the 
University of Victoria and the 
Pacific Forest Research Centre, 
are encouraged by the results.
devastate deciduous trees, with a 
particular preference for oak 
trees and fruit trees. Found, on 
southern Vancouver Island as far 
north as Nanaimo, they were first 
identified here in the mid-1970s.
In 1979, the British Columbia 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food 
decided to initiate a biological
on Vancouver Island and 
comitted a total of $33,000 for a 
three-year program. The funds 
were to re-create a successful 
winter moth control program! 
conducted biy the federal
Rose and Bill Waddell.
in NqyaScptia in the mid-I956s..
Under contract to the B.C. 
Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food, Sergei Condrashoff, then
The winter moth caterpillars owner of Professional Ecological 
•'" '' '' Services of Victoria and now
president of Safer Agro Chem
Ltd., imported and released on Bill and Rose Waddell, of 1092 
the Saanich Peninsula more than Godfrey Place, Sidney, on
17,000 tiny parasitic flies and Sunday afternoon celebrated the
.over 10,000 parasitic wasps, over, : 50 th anniversary of their wed- 
the three years. ‘^ing, which took place in
Between 1979 and 1981 these Edmonton,
natural enemies of the winter About 90 well-wishers, half of 
moth—^ a parasitic wasp relatives, joined them for
^ (Agroypon flaveblatum) and a ^ celebration at St. Elizabeth’s 
parasitic fly (Cyzenis albicans) — daughter! Mrs. 
were imported from Europe and Wilma Stein, had conie from
Scotia. ^ Bay in the Canadian
“This year; no releases were Arctic, and thdr son Jim and his 
made,’’ Arrand says. “But, we
had Dr; Irnre Gtvos of the Pacific^^^^ ■; Born near Bellingham, Mrs. 
—Forest Flesearch Centremonitor Waddell lived bn a homestead
V and count populations of the near Rimsby, Alberta, west of 
^ Red Deer, from the time she was
mm
Dft a I M e.it / t>o 11 oe k.
EC-StDtwTIAL 




^Designed for students to loam or;relresh marketable oflice skills, > 
; Offeree) dliCamosun's SidneyiCanipus startirig s 
the etidirig date varies. These! full lime, Mon, ■ Fri-
, day; 0900 • 1!300,
RhFBESHER OFFICE TRAINING 'U ;; .
SUGMlt: Application and educational records showing com­
pleted grade 9 English with a letter grade of 





Becadso Of anheijiated demand, students are encouraged to 
apply early. > soa.iaei
three. Bill V/addell was born at 
Vegreville, Alberta, and met his 
future wife when he was teaching 
near her home and she was in 
high school.
They kept in touch, and saw 
each other at Christmas, but it 
was six- years —jefore they 
married^ by which time she had 
been teaching for two years. His 
teaching career was to span 44 
''!7ears."V';
Their first home was at Grand 
Prairie, in the Peace River 
country, where their chldren were 
born.^ They now have a dozen 
grandchildren;:
Waddell eventually obtained a 
master’s degree, although he 
attended only one winter session 
at university. He taught in .several 
places, all in Alberta, but they 
; retired to B.C., first to Cour­
tenay, where they lived six years, 
and then to Sidney, four years
; Mrs. Waddell calls Sidney “a 
super place,” and says she has 
—never liyed any where that people 
arc as friendly .
Among the giieUs at the golden 
: wedding were l 
Gibsons vyhoin W 
known for nioie than 50 years 
and two of Mrs, Waddcirs 
friends whom she has known 
almost that long. One is Edith 
Evans, of Sidney, fornicrly a 
nu r se at Rest haven H os jiii al! The 
ot h;er Peggy^ 01 son;':U from 




"silver Threads, 10030 
Resthaven Drive.: Open week­
days, 9 * 4, evenings - 7 - 9, Sat. 
:..nndSun.'T'-4.;';."'
Lunches, teas, coffees cards, 
library,—rilliards, wide variety 
craft classes, recrcaiional ac­
tivities, languages," tripnVctc!'"'....
Tf yon ore 60 or better, we’d 
love to hear from you. Please call 
its at6S6-5537.^^"::-r,'S:
Corning Eveptsi Aug. 27,1982 
■ Nearly New Sale, 1 p.m. - 4 
;T.mr%ptt,,1.!:i‘)82 .E.—ay"
'Trip,':;v":
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damaged by this Tiingus disease. 
It doesn’t work that way.
The foliage will die anyway, in 
the fall, and at that time should 
be put in the garbage not the 
compose pile. Then when you dig
the begonias, put the bulbs in a 
paper bag containing dry sulphur 
powder, and give them a good 
shake to coat them with sulphur 
before putting them in peat moss 
to store them for the winter.
Blue wheelchair decal is essential if you want to use handicapped 
parking spots at airport without getting ticket.
By HELEN LANG
If you are driving to the airport 
to pickup someone on crutches 
you’ll probably be pleased to see 
that there is a parking space for 
the handicapped standing empty.
Don’t park there; You’ll get a 
'■ticket.'."'
To qualify to use the han­
dicapped spaces you have to be 
handicapped yourself, and you 
have to have a decal to advertise 
the fact.
Actually things probably aren’t 
as cut-and-dried as that, but the 
basic situation is that the people 
who write the parking tickets are 
generally able to examine only 
the car, not the driver.
If the car displays a blue decal 
with the wheelchair symbol, 
they’ll pass it by. If it doesn’t 
they’ll ticket it. What else could 
they do? ;
It’s hard to imagine anyone 
refusing to tear up a ticket for a 
driver who returned to the car in 
a wheelchair, but short of that 
it’s hardly a commissionaire or 
policeman’s responsibility ’ to 
assess degrees of disability; ;
" : If thei handicapped person is a 
passenger, not the driVer-j then
This has been a busy week, but 
aren’t they all at this time of 
year? There seems to be no end to 
the things that need attention in 
the garden. The sugar snap peas 
in the back part of the garden had 
to be taken out, the plot re-dug 
and fertilizied, and then planted 
with several rows of “Green 
Arrow” peas.
It may be too late a planting, 
but I had the seed, and it appeals 
to me more as fresh picked peas 
than it does in its dry form, so in 
the seed went. With a little bit of 
luck we should be eating green 
peas in about six weeks.
Have picked and frozen far too 
many bush beans . . . this is a 
hang-over from the days when we 
were a large family. I don’t seem 
to be able to cope with the truth 
(which is that we now number 
two not twenty) and keep storing 
things up like someone who has 
been warned that there is a 
famine starting any day now !
There is the usual deluge of 
Zuccini, but those 1 am collecting 
and storing in the frig until there 
are enough to make some Zuccini 
bisque, and maybe a few cakes. 
They seem to keep for quite a 
while in the storage drawer, 
and not quite as well in plastic 
■ 'bags.'; ;
The tomatoes are showing 
signs of ripening, and I get tired 
just; thinking about all the uses 
they can be put to,. : . pickles, 
juice, saucest'plus? frozen' and
- pehmsula who is not able to use 
regular transportation for 
shopping, appointments etc.? A
morning early I hustled out in my 
nightie, and peeked in the 
window, expecting to see one 
very dead rat. The trap was still 
there, still set, but not a sign of 
the cheese.
Oh well, we were just beginners 
and you can’t expect to win them 
all. We re-set the trap, (this time 
tying the cheese to the thing-a- 
ina-bob) and replaced it on the 
counter. Next morning same 
script, me dashing out expecting 
an ugly furry corpse. Foiled again 
... trap still unsprung, and 
again no cheese. One very clever 
beastie, obviously!
AsT said to “Himself”, “the 
next thing we can expect is a note 
suggesting we try a different 
variety of cheese, just for a 
change!”
Now my spouse has filed the 
actual works of the trap down to 
a nubbin, and the trap is now so 
hair-trigger it went off and 
caught himself’s thumb (for­
tunately in a leather glove). You 
should have heard him ... such ? 
language! Later it went off again 
without any warningj shortly 
after being put back on the " 
greenhouse shelf. The pressure, I 
, suppose.'/'
Tomorrow really should ritark 
“exit” for one big brown rat. 
This trap goes off with such a 
crack that even if it completely 
misses the rat; it will' ata 
certainly scare him to death; ; ?
, , ___ 1 have contemplated spending
presumably the driver can drop bottled ... oh dear! the night in the greenhouse armed
them off or pick them up right at I told you that the canteloupe with a shotgun but not only is this 
the terminal, without their having in the greenhouse were doing just illegal, but most likely I would
to walk to or from a parking beautifully, but weren’t quite ripe end up stone deaf after blasting
yet. How wrong I was! Three out most of the windows, and
And once you’ve got a ticket days ago I went out and could -seeing the rat departing with a' -
you are caught up in the in- smell that delectble tropical shout of laughter through the
flexible procedures of the justice aroma of melons freshly cut. I resulting hole,
system. picked up the largest canteloupe U your begonias are not
The people who provide the and found to my horror that responding as well as you would
decals are not nearly so formal. there was a jagged three inch hole like to treatment with Benlate,study is eettineunderwav to see j f o-^t - r a jagged three inch
there is a need for increased Stickers in Victoria area can be in one end, a hundred or so .seeds Funginex or Gardal, do not 
. .... . obtained : on /request: from Thev^^^..... 'ds^/a^Jneed
service by Handy Dart buses to 
this area but first a need must be 
'ascertained.",'^;/';/■' /;,""'■
A general meeting will be held 
at Resthaven Lodge in early 
Septerriber but in the meantime, a 
list is being; compiled at the; 
P en i n s u i a Cq m m u n i t y 
Association office/(656-0134); of 
all individuals v/hb m 
interested now, or at a later date, 
in using this service if it were 
available.
To qualify for use one must be 
cither physically handicapped or 
unable to use othermethods of 
transportation, as verified by the 
person’s physician.;;
Handy Dan could be an e^-
d ;; b st the; 
Handicapped Action Committee, 
a volunteer group, and they don’t 
conduct - any phyiscal ■ 
examinations. They do keep a; 
registry of the names and / ad­
dresses of peiople with decals, 
however.,.;::,;^ ';,; "
Their advice is that the decal 
should not be on the car; at all, 
but niounted on something 
portable so that it can be used by; 
the handicapped person in more 
than one vehicle and will not be 
diplsayed when someone not 
handicapped is using the car.
first a greater humber of users 
must indicate interest.; Please 
'',j:register';;/,;--^;';;it:,'';;is;'.;not;,;''a;;;corii-''^^^
inittmeni, and it \vili chsure tItat 
information will be sent to those 
;;;'cbnccrricd;"/;'"''';; A
Capital Mental Health is 
'looking fbr/sevcral vbluhicers bn 
tbe pcniiisula;wjllingtpgiVe a I'cw^ 
hours eaclt Wcdiiesday afiei hoon;' 
to assist with a drop-in centre at 
t he; M a r ga ret; Vait git it d) i 
Idcase call SyS'l 151 and ask for 
; Elaine / Idancik if; ybir^^^^ ’in­
terested'’
A staff person is hi aitendaricc! / 
at each;session and respontfic to 
date has been excellent proving 
that there is u need for such a 
cemre in this area. For many, it is 
their one outing of the week and 
they look forward eagerly to the 
companionship and activity,
Has your baby suddenly grown ; 
out of eyei-yihing and you don’t 
know; what to dp with all those 
’liuk thhigs’? The Peninsula Old 
xtnd NeW phop at Second 
"Street is in great need of baby 
; itcmti to meet the demand for 
; such items at reasonable cost,, 
Wliui u great sevicc this sliop is 
pi'oyiding and response front the;;
/ community lias bceh trerpen-;' 
;;;.dous!;';;' 'A-'"".A
Call 656*3511 for quick pick- 
up of donated items orcoirie:and 
browse around tlie sitop Tuesday 
to .Saturday between 10 and 4!3t), 
You wonh be disappohUed. ;; ;
scooped out brito the counter, 
and a goodly part of the interiof 
of the melon gone, stolen by a 
rat.
stunned to scream, and mad clear 
. through. Flow dare he! A quick
trip to the hardware store 
provided a dangerous looking 
trap, and then the fun began.
Neither of ns is especially 
rhechanical, and /the; directions 
weren’t that specific, but we 
finally got a piece of cheese 
firmly wedged in the small slot 
and set the trap. The next
the ;mildevv,//by all iheariS, but 
don’t wbrry that the bulbs will be
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Some people have been more 
fortunate than others because of 
their parentage and because of 
their affiliations in life, but for 
many learning how to live has 
been and will remain a hit and 
miss proposition, going through 
life gathering a rather vague and 
nebulous education. .
It’s unfortunate that there is 
not school for living. Often they 
do not learn the wondrous and 
precious thing it is until it is 
almost too late. Most have to 
attend the school of hard knocks 
with their teachers being 
primarily the benifitors.




many favourite artists like; Geoff Markovich 
Brian Travis-Smith Jim Gilbert
Fenwick Lansdovifne ^ and many many more
SALE ENDS AUGUST 31 SO HURRY TO
THE LTD.
& FRAME SHOP
serving the penmula for over a decade
. «L0CAL ART »ART SUPPLIES b^^I' & CUSTOM FRAMES
2459 BEAC0NAVE.;
; 9:30 to 5:00 Tues.-Sat.
ways gives one facts, often 
without meaning, if one turns to 
religion, he has to take it mostly 
on faith. When one tries to learn 
from example he finds too few 
models to emulate.
When we are faced with the 
reality that we wish to live more 
full lives we will be motivated to 
become more in harmony with 
life. We will then be ready to take 
more risks and look inside 
ourselves and be prepared to 
accept what we see.
Since we are all individuals in a 
unique way there is no one way 
and no one answer. Beginning is 
the first step in plottng a path 
which is filled with many twists 
and bends but the realization that
it is your own is well worth the 
time and effort.
Although we are all products 
of our past, we must also become 
aware of what we can become in 
spite of it. By forming an in­
timate alliance with hope, the 
kind that gives us strength and 
practical direction, we can arrive 
at our destination. By utilizing 
our uniqueness of mind and inner 
power we gain (or regain) our 
respect in ourselves.
There are many choices in the 
future and we should select those 
that produce the most growth. 
Then in the final step we should 
commit ourselves to the task with 
sensitivity and honesty for each 
step of the way.
Monty Holding, program 
director at Panorama Leisure 
Centre since last December, has 
been chosen to succeed Brian
The Church By The Lake^ ANGLICAM:/
I ILK LAKE ,, , 1 miWOOB
SIBHEYI eotmluNrrY ■ parish OHiira
Sunday,
^ 10:30 a.m.
' -BAPTIST ■ than wealth and a rich »*
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. estate.
^ II - Euripides
Greenglade S
Elementary School '*^7^ Morning Worship
2151 Lannon Way g 7 30 p m / ' ■
with Douglas St i|;||
JUST FAHE II BY PASTOR VERN TISDALLE
While l nervously shifted my weight from one foot to the other,as I vyaited back-: 
stageTor the cue to my first entrance in the school play, the, director interrupted • 
my fearful agitation to say,“Vernrrelaxldf you forget your lines, just fake it:” ..
So,l,,did!^;,;-^v,fT^T.;f^:^:;.;''■V;
:-l cannot.remember how; mahy'timesTvHave had to, irnproyise, depend upon;;'j 
rny niemory circuits, bluff my way, through,' and,just plain fake it;,Alf of us;:do 
this;: it1s:,,a,'pa'rt, of:: living'vf'jT'v/,:;;
Unfortunately,\yye,Tend tb;,carry this;capacity:for improvisation right:into oiir; 
relationship with God, and if we: lack a, hecessary divine grace,,: wemerely fake
.9:^4 5a;; m.::;! Teaching at Elk Lake
MI'0O';a:mllFMlf^rshii^'Mi@aM;;i „ .̂ .... . .......^ ■'/if . Trevor de Casseres.j
interim " 'WednesdayI p.m. Home Study ^|’ '
SlDHET
: f EJrentwbbd Bay j
: esus Christ is Lord ^ Especiallydoes this seenftojbe true in the:matter,;of Taith.fNohe:of; us seems j 
8:00avm; r:.; .c. .Said ^i willingTo admit to an absence of faith,:so wevpretend; simulate,.masquerade,^
Communion III counterfeit, and just plain fake it. This, of course, calls for the use of many :
11 :oo a.m......... :... Family similes for faith, and we must be prepared to rationalize away the failure that
Communion (Services for S follows, but as long as it looks and sounds as though we possess faith, we 
whole familvt Murqerv X, S seem to be-cpntent, and others seem to be satisfied.
Coffee Fellowship Though it may speak well of my powers of observation that 1 could fake a few:
598-1935 OF THE
A very warm welcome awaits ; j
; Rev: Alistair Fl Petria 
652-3860









7726 W; Saanich RoacI:
GOSPEL





f® faith” (Ephesians 2 8),-’'sanctified by faith ’ (Acts 26 18), “justified by'
- ^ faith” (Galatians'2:16), and we'are ”kept. . . through faith” (1 Peter 1:5). Ail 
of,the grace of Cod are entered into through:the doorway of faith, for Paul wrote,::’ 
::Therefpre:bemg;justified;by.faith,;\we haye;peac;e;with:Gdd.thrpugh ourTord::;: 
:Jesus:Ghrist:;By'whbhralso;we;,hhve:accessjbyTaithjnto this grace wherein we;:, j 
stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God” (Romans 5:1, 2). j
Surely, then, faking faith is far too dangerous to be worth the gamble.
: v;:; Nd natiori;on the'fac ofThe earth has ever been ,mbrejaware oMhe clirect iri-::BA!ST1ST I
tervention of God in her national affairs thah Israel, Israel.Jacked nothing frbiri 
; IbiiyOwsB ^1 the day she left Egypt to the day she enteretd Canaan —nothing; that is, except
, ;: |p;f0.— a;ni; t;Sunday Schpbj ll—j'^^y^ Pjj III faith, tdrjDeLiteronomy 32:20 tells us;that;the:;Lord;said, "I will hide myTace':
Pi'8:30 a.m—. Sunday Mass ^1 11:00 a;m: Morning Worship:|||v ,:Bren^bod Bay ,— 1:111: .from: them,:;!; w their end shall: beilfor they/are a very: forward ,1
:l: fi'hn n‘:nV:,T;—vpninh Qorwiro lii ' neneratinn - fchildren in whom is no faithi- mv'addition , ’ - “ V : ,
SERVICES
I b;,uu p.m.:hvening Service: iipr' g neration:( il r i i ' f it ),- y ad iti ,
iST.:EL!ZABETH'S i T=m Gard„e, i.0;00a.m, Sunday School g Jiarting Sea, fc
III 11:00 a.m. Family Worship
9:30a.m,,. .Saturday Study
11:00a.m............ Worship WM mmri Thira











:''ym y ■ f
Vided continuous; water,: plus the voiceyof:God: were all ;faith producingi'They:: 
werejincontestable evidences of God's goodness,fgrace, and glory. Still, Israel 
,, murntureci ten or more times', sought to return to Egypt’s slavery several times,;/ 
I sshi' ^ S and made a golden calf as a replacement for, God; and secretly carried images
111;:?'?-:i: ;■ ill of Egyptian:—ds throughout aif of her wanderings. But for alhthat,::lsrael';neyer/-
JIOLi she; faked; it,: Tabernacle;servicGs:never
,|||| ; ^, /w — 1 ; ceased, sacrifices.were never discontinued, least days (were ;faithfully; observ- :












A Friendly Family Church 
Serving Central Saanich
652-1508
8:00 am : Hniy 'lll '
Eucharist III
i10:00a,m,;; ;.Choral; W a.non-denominalionardhurcn'nieeOig.: ®Eucharist (Nursery L-i ,,
: f'hiid f'-im Prnnr>>mv': ii ElBmeniary School , • !\, Child,,Care—ogam), ,









, ed) and the cloud was dutifully followed all the/days of the wilderiiess vvanderi 
III/, ings. (The people still’ performed as though/they/had faith, but they were;' 
hypocritically pretending — theirs was a feignedTaith; Is,ours?/
When Jesus exercised laith, the fig tree dried up Irom its roots; bread and;
: Al rkriiri ^ fish were multiplied to feed vast multitudes, blind eyes were opened, demons
III were cast out, and even the dead were raised. His lailh was potent and produc- / 
: : D ® rooted in God and released to men.dt calmed the storm, walked on
‘ slUriy the water', turned water into Wine, and rode an unlrained donkey in a parade of
^ / shouting people/Surety this was genuine faith, No one;could fake these ac—
hUdiftt ipIniflrtL lions,
—506 Oldfield Rd lil MenlaL assontr ernmioiial stirrings,: and' misdirected zeal: are often 
. for irueTaith, but,when the lest comes, these expedienis always ;
bunoays: ill : tail;; No matferTiow’strong the emotions or:liow fervent the zeah they never
inetamorphose Into lailh,; any—ore:than aninciibated hoh’siegg caivever pro-;9 tb a m
Rov, Norman Lowe 
; J Bishop Roy Qarlroll 
Oificlaling
;, 656*5322 >' 'v - ■ 656-7669 P| Pastor team: Ross Aiion (052-2664), 
All Wolcomo! Ci;, Dirkmson ifa52-330i) D.,ici 
»||i RiC'O (656,-,47301 David Warner





, 11 00 am Wotslrip 'f/i' ducoaralt Ihey are distinclCirid separnlo/andhoilhet canbo,lr'ans(ormodiitto '
,>h00pm [vemnq Service —I the other
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“Chriatlah Liio Sot vicoh” 
to 00 a m Christian
:,:././:,:.'i.:;,;\' Eduernmn
1,1:00 a.m, :Anrioinlod 1 off 
d,00 p.m” ..,, Oiblw Mlmstiy K/Z/i .
7%W(W ’T' ’ WrwYiWRihinfoi:,spurious/1 
..jup. n, : w rfailh/ ’’So thohTaith comoth by heortng, hnd ht^^^
r' V''«'■ ■ ^ : II:(; ((Ronians 10; 17),,; Fallh Hows when,God :spoal<s,,,loi; God Hmisell, is the spuice ol,
ill ■ lnllh,"ahd;Hls: .quickbhod, word:is therchannpl, thrPughiwhich fhat lailh .is,::
ji-;: a Friendly bhurch mv transmitted to mon God has nrwoi hoon Known to have a shortage o( lailh, but/
lil RA.O.C, known lo ho dellcienl in Ihelr hoaring ot Ihc voice ol God,
Rev JoelNohleton*''; *^'1^1'
1- ^ ■ utoRm Goiuiine faith is God's ullimatofor all olpur tiyos, True, pu(i3,:holy, piecious;
J|:/::lailh ihatlisTiiiadulterated; uhdisouised, :i,inalloyed7 unqiialiliod/and: without 
!|l|“ :;hypot;risy is God’s noytjr-rihanginfl goallor His chuichand every inombef in if. / 
"'“'(/(( ( ^(’ Afnong'ihe grdatbsl reasons lor (oigned faith is::a week,MiitJorstanding ,olTho ,'
| ; tnanilold and niangiticontly varled facols thal mako up divine laliti: Possibly 
sms— we’ve tried lo bake our "(ailh f;ake”:with too lew ingredlouls. It so, the cause, 
il: of lailuro is seK-ovIdont. Success In a lito of lailh,: just as much asin cooking,' 
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Storrier as recreation manager, 
the senior position a;t the centre. ' 
His appointment still requires 
forma! approval by the Capital 
Regional District board, which 
does not meet until Sept. 8, 
following which a new program 
director will have to be found.
Holding has a/background of 
15 years of work in/municipal 
recreation, / at Port Alberni, 
Nanaimo, kndmost recently at 
/Oak/Bay, where he stillTives. He 
is a native of/Victoria.
His training includes a 
bachelor of science (degree in : 
physical education from the 
University of Oregon and a 
master of arts degree from the 
University of Victoria in physical 
education administration.
He does not plan any changes 
in programs and policies at the 
centre, pointing out that the 
Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission is the policy-making 
authority and that programs 
follow the wishes of the citizens 
using the centre.
Having come to Panorama 
recently, with extensive ex­
perience elsewhere, he comments 
that it is;“a really good 
operation, better than most 
people realize.’/
The programs now;/in 
operation make full use of the 
centre’s facilities, plus (space in 
schools and at Sanscha hall/and 
with present trends/ continuing 
the main problem will be finding 
additional locations for more 
:;;,programs.:',;://;.;,/
The skating rink is going from 
5:30/a.m. to T a.m. daily with 
minor hockeyy figure skating, 
skating les.sons, public skating 
and adult hockey. Sometimes it is 
even rented in the middle of the 
night.
The recreation manager heads 
a: staff of 20 permanent cm- 
/ pioyccs, seven involved full-time 
(in . programs,/ seven m 
tenance; staff, and half (a ; dbkeh ; 
working part lirne, In addition 
(here arc ttny\vherc from 75 to 
100 part-time people like 
lifeguarhs, i nstmetbrs ; and, skate 
patrbls/all paid staff.
The Ponisula Recreation Fall 
Prograrii-for 1982 has just been 
printed and eppies^ 
distributed by; rhaih :They am 
cramrned with 25 pages 
/:'',tivittcs/:''';fo;r';/';:toddlcrs— 
schoolers, ypiiths and aiJults.
A brief sampling includes 
swimming, ballety; painting, 
tennis, skating, diving, life­
saving, gymnastics, spcccr, 
badminton, floor hockey, lap 
daneing, drama, guitar, ;car- 
top nin B, p h PI pgr a p hy, 
babysitting, :hbckey, fitness 
: dnsses, ski conditioning, ( yoga^ 
.square dancing, Scottish dancing,/ 
jf volleyball, basketball, cooking; 
':/■: c a kC;/:;. 'deep rpt l n g,;/;k n i 11 i li g, ((' 
hi'iliirig, dyink and weavhig, 
f 10 w e r a r r a n g I n g, - public 
speaking; candy making and first 
aid.
Registration begins at 10 a.m, 
on Sept,: 11/and/continues until; 
eacli program begins. Pcpple 











Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
WATERFRONT LOT
Here is a rare opportunity to acquire a 
waterlront lot that has everything go­
ing lor it! ATevel landscaped property 
with driveway, good area, a view as 
tar as Mt. Baker, good beach, con­
crete sea wall and last but not least a 
one: room cottage with shower, 
bathroom and part basement. 














jWith'double, glazing arid fireplace, oh^ 
lyfji blockf ffbmfBeacorif Ave, ;.l 
retirement or starter. Needs some 
-T'L.C., so make an oiler on $64,000. 
KAREL DROST
,556-2427 resi; ;656-0131 otfS
3 B.R. HOUSE FOR RENT
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2360 Jamos White Blvd., Sidney 
EVERY DAY - 2 - 4 p.m.




Home. 3 bedrooms. I '/z storeys, well 
built,and well preserved, 1 1/3 acre 
treed and some garden. Good well. 
Offers on $95,000.
'OR-:.'-'
Excellent waterlront and view homes, 
south exposure, 2 baths, 2 
fireplaces. Full length patios. Ideal for 
entertaining and gracious living.; 
1800 and 2500 sq.- ft. Drapes, rugs 
and appliances. Clear titles. Low 
taxes. Call Mrs. Callaghan, 
539-5796..
10% INTEREST ON 
EXISTING MORTGAGE OF $40,200
Monthly payments $388.,: Term, ex­
pires; Sept.;! ;i983. Purchase - price 
just /reduced from , $83,000 fo 
$75,000. 2 Bdr. home near bus, 
school and:shopping,:; ;
ANOTHER REDUCTION
For this beautiful 2 bdf. 2 bafh condo, 
located only 3: blbcks : Ironri Beacon 
;Ave;;Stove;f ridge and dishwasher in-! 
eluded; Elevator, swirl ipool,; sauna, 
fwbfkshop'and games Voom ^'pius:a; 
garden spot.
One bedroom deluxe suite, $64,900. 
Marina on your doorstep. Elevator - 
games room :- work shop; and more.
KAI JACOBSEN
656-0911 656-2257
THREE CHOICE PROPERTIES 
, Seaview -— 3 bed room, 2 bathroom,.' 
two level rancher.; The easy care half 
■acreilotfsvloeatedjpn;^
Landsend Road. $195,000.
Seclusion — 5.29 acre lot with a 
cleared areabf about 2 acres. Located 
/pn Peregririe; a :Cul de::Sac off:Eagle! 
Way: near: Landsend, $119,000, !,!,; 
;Single:Level -r-: Rancher;2 bedroom;: 
2 bathroom,! paneled den; !separate 
!dining ;raorii,y/exceptional; cupboard 
space. All looms arefarge.; Half acre 
!lct‘ located; on!/Mistvale;^ quiet 
;secluded:!cu|:de! sac!;off Forest Park 
Dr! in"Dean;Park:!:Estates;!$160,000
■■firm.:..,!!''7,;!'v!:/!;!:;
FOR SALE OR RENT. Acre in Okanagan, 
with trailer hookup, large shop, fruit 
trees, garden space. 656-4852 af­
ternoons, or write Box 164, Saanichton, 
B.C. 293-34
5 ACRE LOT overlooking Ganges Har­
bour. Beautiful seaview, easy terms. 
10% down, balance under Agreement 
forSale. 112-653-4263. 423-37
NO STEP, nearly new retirement home.
Large rooms where your furniture fits 
comfortably. Big picture window to 
watch beautiful senset. Heatilator 
fireplace. 656-7392 411-35
WILL TRADE new 3 bedroom home in
Sooke, close to all amenities and school, 







Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-tfJ
ADDING ON? Need repairs or 
remodelling? Guaranteed professional 
quality workmanship at a price anyone 
can afford. 24 hour service. Free 
estimates. Harry Abrams, 388-6275, ask 















2480 Boacon Ava, 
Sidnoy, B.C.
656-5511




„:;! !-! 386-3124 :
NO tTSP. NEARLY NEW rolifoiMnl
fits fomlortebly. BiR picture window to 
watch btiautifuf sunset, Hoatilfltor 
(irepiflce. 6567392 ! ^ ^ ^^flO-34
rMLrMfce O^ltEAVENr^fTarTgo
your world and dr ive Into a hidden valley 
of privacy and peaco, 5 acres of beauty, 
stream at your back door; A vary special 
; 3 bedroom homo and nuichimuch more. 
Noigfnts of trlflers; 1349,000 firm, For 
more info, write Box 443, Saanichton; 
VOSTMO. 29274
afternoons, lovely 3 bedroom binplow, 
f firopke, inlaw suite, Superb oarkfike 
lot, approx, 200 ft, near town, seashore.
; Pficaii lor immediate sale by owner-656*
!:t536|;; >;:'!!'! ::;.t;::;!/:/.!;:;!..!^t;:.,-.::;;;,2644s!.
OT; 7055 sci,ft;!oll city service, pavod; 
road, ! 2085 SBrethbur / Park ! Way!
: t39,500,666-6037!! : !: ! !! !;403-39 
b 1.6 ACRES, BORDERS ON LAKET^h
;160 acres grqjling lease, all foncod. 40 
tons! hay,; mbdorn homo! plus oldr fog. 
/house, 2! barns, Phono V12-620-3521; 
write C. Simmons. Box 141, Horsefly,
:b:c;volilo, ; " 00-34
for” SALE ORflADfLac DlTBonnoT,
Manitoba, Prime view property, 2 acres, 
subdividnble 2000 foot heated repair 
shop, over; 200 foot ware-housing, 
Welding, office, and residence builpings, 
etc. For Marina; boat repair shop, ojr» ! 
craft oporatio. Prefer ocean frontage or 
W,H,Y, Box 332v, Lac Du ' Bonnot, 
Manitoba, ROE I AO or phono (204)346- * 
:p24, '-'T-/.'/'/na-34 '
!"LKKiF:SMORETrx LOTS oTtTHrARW5w'-!:
, LAKES.;/Average sixe '1/2/3, acresLWCll! 
treed and. soi'vicad, For sale by owners. 
.:,Phonel 1.2,-269-7274,/'v^'''':^''vrta-34 :,!
Bfidrodm house, acre lot .full basement; 
prden, 2 ;* . car/ garage,; greenhouse, ; 
fishing, huplirig. Box 544, Hudson Hope, 
B.c.iyocivo; Phono 112-783-9402, na-
UKE8HORE -- Now you can, was 
$66.000.00v hdW 145,000.00. for 10 
acres. Contact Selkirk Realty Ltd. Box 
40, Nakusp, D,C. VOQIRO, Phone U22. 
-265-3635;' ■' ma-34 ■'
Fridge; stove, dishwasher, fireplace, 
drapes. Adults! /only!: no /pets;/ 
/References and lease required, i & 2 
■bedroom units.!$475-575 per month.!i 
'656-4066.;'''f:/!:!"^ ;!!■'.■■!':■■■'■■■,/'!!;;;■'39!'
BRENTWOOD BAY; furnished ■ units. 
Kitcheriettes, /dishes, cable ;TV: Free: 
/parking/maid service.Available weekly. 
fSandown Motel. 652-1551. ^ ; 4^^^^ 
BEACON ;AyENUE,;630 sq/^ 
space on Znd floor:!;Reasonable rent.! 
!;.656-2040 057-34!!
NEW 2 BEDROOM CONDO, W/W, 4 
’’appliances, fireplace, carport. Adult 
oriented, no pets. Lease to purchase, 
minimum 1' year at $500 per month; 
Phone Sonia, 384 -4128'211-35 
NEW SIDE X SIDE 3-4 bedrooms, IVz
!; baths/ fireplacei W/W.! Rent.negotiable: 
/Phone Sonia, 384-4128 210-37;
DEEP COVE WATERFRONT. 2
bedrooms, sublet. Fridge, stove, 
;vWasher,!dryer,dishwasher!!Gbodbeach;; 
Available immediately; $750 per month;! 
656-4087 334-34
RETAIL OFFICE SPACE, 300 sq, lt.v
across from SafeWay, Sidney! 727-2125 
;or658-8323 after6 p.m. ^ tf
SIDNEY PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
office space for rent ..Reasonable, suit! 
medical, accouhtanL lawyer, etc.;656- 
5876 356-39
:3 BEDROOM DUPLEX; available Sep­
tember 1, in Sidney. $550 kr mohth, no 
pets;Referehcos,:656-305l;;; 
AVAILABLE APPROX. NOVTTtoTM
I, one bedroom/waterfront home, $600! 
per month. Prefer hoh smokers, no pets! 
or children. Reply to Box "R', c/o Sidney 
Review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 
.'385.... ■;;■. 392-34
SIDNEY, ALL BAY, near new luxury 2!
storey, 3 bedrooms, 2W baths, Family 
room, Woodstovo, double garage, Vi 
acre. No children or pots, $825 per 
month. 656-5327 ! 385-34
TOWNHOUSE, Sidney. 3 bedrwffis"!
baths, fenced yard, garbage, water! 
included, Children atlov/ed, $595 per 
mo. References, 656-4587 ; ; 449-34
, 3 B'EDROOM DUPLEX*fSd"7o7fToar
shcool. No pots, foforflnces.;$600 per 
. month, 656'4066:656-9104 , 437-36!
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT In Bidhoy!!
$375 per month! 056-3463 or652-ll01.
!!!;!/;432-34;:,
DUPLEX, 2 bedfoom m suite.!
Utilities included, No pots,! reforoncos! > 
i $475, per month. 656-4d66’656-9104, ! 
: 438-36
M OR 5'BEDROOkniouso on 1/2 aero!
RESPONSIBLE PERSON to care tor 
quiet 2 year old, mornings my home, 
starting August 28. Deep Cove area. 
656-3190 304-34
MALE WITH personal care experience
required for Sidney area. Please call 
477-0338. 415-35
PENINSULA RECREATION is looking for
enthusiastic people to teach; Quilting, 
Children’s Crafts, Seniors Fitness, 
Badminton. If interested, please contact 
Marie or Nancy at ;656-727i; 424-34
PART TIME companion housekeeper to
assist with care of semi-invalid senior 
lady. Able to drive. Live-in possibilities. 
652-1378. • 435-34
URGENT. Volunteer to help exercise
dogs on wekends. Please call 656-5194 
for further details. 434-34
LOVING MATURE person needed to care
for my 2 little girls. Prefer my home, 
Saanichton. 652-5785. 419-34
CLEANING STAFF (Chamber Person)
required by Charlton's Cedar Court, 
Charlton's Evergreen arid Chateau 
Jasper. Excellent accommodation 
available, pleasant surroundings. Only 
industrious persons need apply Contact 
Linda Charlton, Box 751, Banff, Alberta, 
TOL OCO. Phone (403) 762-3659 bet-! 
ween5 p.m.and7 p.m.Albertatime. na- 
/;34;^;■.!/:.! /■;! /■'/!!■;■;;;■".".;
NOW HIRING YEAR ROUND EM-
PLOYMENT,; write! for aplications; 
pos 11 i 0 n s I ' pos it i ons!; D i n i rigrdom, 
cafeteria, housekeeping, bartending, 
/gas-jockey, Writefo Glacier Park Lodge, 
Rogers Pass, B!C.!V0E 2S0.' ! // na-34 
!LOG BUILDERS, experienced in scribe
fitted ; technique! .Must; have / tools./
/ Minimum 5 houses'experience; FIAND 
/CRAFTED /LOG/! HOMES//phone (403)! 
458 4855. na-34
Obituaries
THOMAS -- Suddenly on August 16! 
1982, Karen Marie, beloved daughter of 
Chuck and Marie Thomas of Sidney, in 
her 19th year. Survived also by her 
brothers Ken and Brad, Aunt and Uncle 
Glenn and Carolyn Lloyd, Campbell 
River, Aunt Audree, White Plains, New 
York, Great Aunt and Uncle Ken and 
Ethel Upsdell, Victoria, lOving grand­
parents and a very special friend Wolf. 
Karen was working for the Concession in 
Sandown Race Track. Private family 
creamtion. In lieu of flowers donations to 
the B.C. Lung Association, 1902 Fort 
Street, Victoria, B.C. V8R 1J7 or the 
B.C. Heart Fund would be apreciated. 
Arrangements through First Memorial 
Services..'"';/,
SHINER — passed away suddenly
August 16, 1982, David Alfred Shiner 
aged 38 years, late resident of Surrey 
B.C. Survived by his living wife Sharon; 
two daughters, Sherri and Diana; loving 
parents Mr; and Mrs. A;L. Shiner and 
brother John of Brentwood Bay; sisters, 
Ruth Sadler of Tofino ! and Clare 
Trowsdale /of; Tsawvvassen and their 
family;; aos his mother anf ather iniaw 
Mr! and Mrs. L. Hindmarch of Surrey: 
Funeral service wk held Friday August 
20, at l ;0p pm from the Chapel pf Surrey 
Funeral Home, 13288 ipsth Ave.! 
Surrey, B.C; Paster G Hogenbirk/pf-; 
ficia/ting. / Interment / in Valley View' 
/ Cemeyrtu Surrey!! For thcKe wha wish 
Gideon Bibles may be placed in memory; 
/of David.
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA 
FISHERIES AND OCEANS 
GOVERNMENT DU CANADA 
PECHES ET OCEANS
TENDER
SEALED TENDERS FOR THE PROJECT 
OR SERVICES LISTED BELOW AND 
ADDRESSED TO:
J.H. COLDWELL 
HEAD OF PURCHASING! 
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND 
OCEANS,
9860 WEST SAANICH RD., P.O. 
BOX 6000,
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 4B2
WILL BE RECEIVED UNTIL 10:00 AM 
15 SEPT., 1982. TENDER 
DOCUMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED 
FROM THE ADMINISTRTIVE OFFICE 
AT THE ABOVE NOTED ADDRESS ON 
PAYMENT OF A $25.00 DEPOSIT.
PROJECT/SERVICES ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
TO RE-ROOF HANGAR 62, WITH 350 
SQUARES OF HOT PROCESS, 4-PLY 
ROOFING SYSTEM, LOCATED AT IN­
STITUTE OF OCEAN SCIENCES, 9860 
WEST SAANICH RD., SIDNEY,!B/C; 
INSTRUCTIONS
THE REQUIRED DEPOSIT for! PLANS 
and; SPECIFICATIONS .MUST/ BE 
MADE IN THE FORM OF A ''CER­
TIFIED” BANK CHEQUE! TO THE! 
ORDER OF! THE RECEIVER GENERAI5 
FOR CANAdA! AN[)!WILL! BE RELEASE 
ED ON RETURN OF THE DOCUMENTS 
INSGOODlCONDITlON/WITHIN; ONE 
MONTH FROM THE DATE OF TENDER 
OPENING/ DEPOSITS/NdT! RECLAIM­
ED /WITHIN THE SPECIFIED H'IME! 
LIMIT WILL BE FORFEIT TO THE 
RECEIVER GENERAL. THE LOWEST 
OR ANY/TENDER NOT NECESSARILY:
accepted!
Write out your ad, mail or bringswith payment, and Save 1.00.
:;''"'!'':^!v;!/;'/!:
and requiring
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 each additional insortidn.
UitmBmiimMminiwManagmimrDuiBiiawniiiiwMMiiMwciMRmNiMtMaiMHU^
I YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
per month, 656-3463 of 652-110l ! 431' ' * 
34
i 100 SQ. FT. Beacon AVo. Rflnt'oT $ 9 65 !
p.m. 656-3226 days; 656-2358 
/.evenings.■':■' "■';!■■■':!'/;/■ ■■■;:!!■■■!■':'::.■'!!'!/"''tin !,'.';^
§iDNE?'^MArioTgo i boifoom suite!
Fireplace, W/W carpet, ocean view. 
Quiet , non-smoker ; preferred. 
Rbforoncos, roasonable. Available Sopt. 
1.656-6375 322-35
SMALL" , 8a?-CONf'ATRED' ftSulFTl.
Sidney. 1250. per month, 658-0323!
39 8-34
WAffPIoROpartment ai"An"15iy
Marina , 2 bodirooms, lovely views,Tots ol 
activity. Available Sepf, I, $650 per; 
fhonlh plus utilities. Sorry, no children dr 
pets. Security/deposit, Mr, Moore, G56- 
!!'5847.-;. ;.:i,;!...!.r ■•!!;:...,-.!446*39,„!!
IPRE-PAID WORD CLASSIFIEDS- 20 WORDS FOR ONLY’2.001
for coniiporcial or parsoharusers —‘ (abtiltinnal words 1 be oach)
t«*in iiiiiinn wiiMMwwi laiiiii
BearEstiitc}'
MQTHER AND DAUQKTER looking for 2 
bedroom house. Would prefer country 
setting, willing fo do gardening, Good 
references, 056-2583 after 4 p.m, or
;382-5208.';';';';:"''!:’!: •■':■■-■ ■■’ !'''.':::'402*36'
B6 THE REVIEW Wednesday, August 25, 1982
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2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-5551Hinchey St Co. certified general accountants
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412BEVAN SIDNEY 656«7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better








Bo Qualle knt® Boat Paintleig Service
2073 Hendry AVe , Sidney ★Autobody Repairs ★Boat 







LOGGING AND SAWMILL EQUIPMENT 
SHOW AND SEMINARS. Largest in 
Canada. September 23 - 25, 1982, 
Exhibition Park, Vancouver. Admission 
$3.00 at Show door. Phone (112) 736- 
3331 for 2-day $59.00 Seminar in­
formation. No children undr 16. na-37
PENINSUU DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
HIAB CRANE MOUNTED ON IM­
MACULATE 1975 FORD C700, (low cab 
forward). 36,000 miles, new flat deck 
with hoist gear $9,300.00. 5 yard gravel 
box$400.00. Phonell2-748-5893. na- 
34
A WOODS MODEL 412 CL PLANER and 
double profile attachment available with 
switching gear motor in-feed table, 
blower assembly, planer capable of 
tongue and groove, channel, ship-lap 
dimensional lumber. Phone 112-395- 

















M 1 i CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
tasipipei exhaust dual conversions
: pspe aid labor!
OLAIBiliW^EY
iimi







Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty.
656-9391
GOOD USED CONSTRUCTION 
TRAILERS. Bunkhouses, kitchens, 
diners, washcar trailers, offices, storage 
and mobile construction trailers. D.M. 







CARS HEAVY DUTY DIESEL MECHANIC SHOP 
10134 McDOHALD 65S-7144
PARKROAQ or6S6-3012
20S1 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­




Complete repairs by European trained 
qualified mechanic to all makes of 
garden equipment, pumps, farm 
machinery and construction equip­
ment;
Reasonable Rates Free Estimates
:' v ; ■■ ' :652-3157 ' ■ /
1 1975 FORD 4000 52 HP 1506 hours 
with Ford 735 industrial loader 
$16,000.00. 1 NH 268 Baler $2,000.00. 
1 NH 55 side delivery rake $1,200.00.1 
Sweeper 165 drum mower $1,700.00.1 
3 PT hitch scraper blade 6 foot $250.00. 
T A.C. Model B 40 hours since motor 
overhauled, $1,300.00. All equipment in 
top shape. Package deal $26,000.00. 














.RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-
4035.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 37-tf
PAINTING. 25 years experience. 
Interior, exterior, papering, renovations, 
patios, cleaning gutters and basements. 
Free estimates. 652-2176 175-47
/iDiri
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING; 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5
■Windows - Floors - Carpets 
Homes & Offices
FREE ESTIMATES
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple 
interested in doing gardening, painting, 






DAYCARE, MY HOME weekdays. 
Lunches, playmates, central Saanich. 
4 74 -3984 .After AugV23 .call 65 2 -019 3
MaMimll
Window, Cleaning Se
jf Waiis washed —
^ Gutters cleaned
•rvice 383-7942
CARPENTER AND LABOURER available 
for renovations and new construction/ 
652-4654:656-1994 344-35
; 16 FT. 1982 CAMPION, 60 HP Johnson, 
trailer.; Only 3 hours;;Extras; $6,900 or 
; best offer; 656-5327 369-34/




"Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Contracts
•Also; Window & Gutter Cleaning
; ;i; HANDYMAN/1 /haye; moved from 9812
Resthaven to 10018 Chicory (off Henry). 
Telephone 656-7670, George McCon­
nell. 382-38;
;/SA!LBOARDS:u,/High;<;/pefformance;:
Mistral, Grit, Sailrider. :New and used. - 
Priced from $549. Blue Dolphin Boats, 
479-6958 373-35
GET A CLEAR VIEW — let us cl^n your 
windovtis. 2 men and Vz ton truck for yard 
clean-ups and other odd jobs. Phone 
Matter Billie, 656-7775 388#
18’ HURSTON HULL (fibreglass)/cedarL;
top, canvas back. 115 HP Volvo' in­
board/outboard, 4 cylinder. Many ac­
cessories. $3,250. 656-7987 346-34
m
JAfilSTCIkiAL SESIVICE
Residential - Commercial - Marine Craft.
L
■/YOyNG MAN, 15, vyilling todo pdd jobs,;
mowing, paintinfe, minding animals, yard 
and basement cleanups. 656-0431 390-
21 FT. BRANDLMYER,:/140:/Merc ;/ 
"/Cruiser. $4,850; 656-0038 after6 p.m. 
;L43 0-3 5
WORK FOR 2, with 1/2 ton. Specializing 
in concrete, 6t‘ wi II do a ny odd jobs; Ca 11 
Norman, 652-2218 day or night. 425-39
HOME AND.YARD Maintenance. 
Painting, fence repairs and building,1 
cleanup, light hauling, cement work, 
rbtotilling. 652-9935; L : 401-39
/CHEAP LIVING ABO/(RD;33 foot ;1935 ;
f wopdeh boat; in excellent condition/O 
: yea r’s -f ree mqbra ge 1 ri bea u ti ful Maple;
. Bay,’ Vancouver Jslarid.V Offers -to . 




FOR only *20 A MONTH
MIDDLE-AGED COUPLE seeking em­
ployment managing; lodge or resort in 
r B.C; Would also consider farm or ranch 
management position./^Sixteen; years 
experience. Davis, Box 2085; Van: 
derhewf, B.C. VO J 3 AO. Phone 112-567 




Fmu Ihc Traditmal la '
ABRAMS
• Alteratlu 11 & licpair
• Now Construction
24 Hour Service 





NO. 1 BUCK GARDEN TOP SOIL. $2,25 
abag. 1890 McTavish Road P-37




LongTImo'sidnoy Buildor L;; ;v. :' 
RonovBlo & Snvol FREE ESTIMATES ,
Call 656-4915
Now epoclallzing In Finishing Carpon* 
;; try, Cablnots and Duill-Ino, Rumpue 
i;Room8, Ropalra, Additions, CuDfom- 
made Window Shiiltors.
NO JOB TO SMALL
KEVIN CURRAN ; ^Renovations;- acidltiorisi ;flnjl .caipehlry & Custom lurnituro.
Carpoiiter & Joiner Ftoforoncos avaiiabta,
. Quality Work -- Froo EalimBtes ; 659.7379
’';;;piANO::;:LESSONS,L;'#ssica|V;3nd/or'' 
popular. Roglstor now; for autumn 
season, Limited /bponings, 21 years; 
teaching experience. Suruki ;and will 
train for R.C.M. exam. Mrs, Donoy, 656/ 
;:4060 2 7 7-41
l.wTRo^rd, A jCTI; rTW^t^^
;aiid Theory,/Saanlchtonf Many years 
; experience,; register now; for fall term. 
.;L:;.662-97xo;;;;l>‘k;:;;/i;;;;l;’;;’;:.;;:;;;:;.376v35.;
MOBILE BICYCLE REPAIR SERVICE 
WE BUY a SELL USED BICYCLES
BICYCLES REPAIRED, OVERHAULED 
& PAINTED PROFESSIONALLY
GUIDES FOR BICYCLE TOURS
BICYCLE TRAINING CAMP
BMX a RACING A TOURING
BREAKFAST & BED FOR TOURISTS
rasT' Beginners, Excellent' adult'
course, 656'605B,  416:39
WAnO Mu^^ years ox-
porlenco/ Air types of music, classical to 










r i FINISHING * SIDING • ALTERATIONS 
ADDITIONS • CABINETS • CUSTOM HOMES
Telephori^ 6564106
SUaiUKi 250.1973, brand riow engine; 
$1,000 Obo, 686-7615 i 1333-34
stereo cassette. Set up for 5th wheel 
trailer hitch mount, aiectrlc brakes and 
Tights, 652-0184;;; ;;;355-35:;




oiriplovocl but or© cur" 
riiinitly out of work. You 
mny ncUvort^o for ;h job 
or for tho solo of your 
(Owii::.morobon'dllob,.'''’.tO;; 
Oonoroto/fuiTuI#.. /Tbooo 
'■u'd#;' muttt;; bo;Tpliic« 
porooii nt tholTowlowpt* 
flc<». No b«i» for this 
olnonlflontloii will bo ob- 
':co'ptbdi;jjy, phono.; T,:T,
Government certilied technician 
with 35 years experience in Elec­












‘Ho Job Too Small”
656-5604
Thorne- Lennon Electric {1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 3A6




•Waterlines •Sewer & Storm Drains @56-2939
BAHNEY’S ;BAGiCHOE SEkVICE












2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney^ BC.
Mon.-Fri; 7-5 p.m. 
Sat. 7-3 p m.
EXCAVATINS'/LTD.;
SS6-7277 .
10134 WlcDONALD PK. RD.
;?ToasoiL











Contract or; Hourly : v
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS 1 MO
CAT SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT BACKHOE
including:
•Sewers •Watermains
•Sevyer Hookups ; •Hydro ;& Telephoiie^
















•blade work , 
•postholes ; v:; 
•brush cutting :
656-1671
LEWIS SEVIGNY BACIC&IOE BACKHOE2320 AMHERST AVE. ^
EXTENDAHOE^^^^^^^ DRAINS










2070 Keating X Rd;
SALES, SERVICE 8r INSTALLATION
IIHM 
OuUm'
automatic, with radio. Body good con­
dition. Now power brakos, carburetor, 
battery; exhaust, IT.900r 9709 Fifth, 
;; Sidney. ..3«6.34::
'CADINETMAkER,; I'lond'crntted, custom 
model solid wood furnituro, antique 
reproductions . Call 6 !>C -9135.. ^ 92 . ,
CS:AniANDYMAt<,,.,pairi^^^^^^
:SMALt;MG,TORS:::




■O ' ■ - ^'atzei'ntrnA''- wwmon,
■^^' ■ 03D- /"f'l*! ■ TC.vfJAT:
■MWlirWlilllillWMlWMiliitiWFBillCWIWIlWtlililllllllWtM
Concreto Drivewavs Conerwo Walofprootino SirievirflIkS'
^'/Fish Ponds;.-■;;;;,■';/;';-:;;;,/^.;;;■'■Oua(fy;Tll0s ;;Hom0.Ronovation5'
hone BSB-afifll lor PffiA Estimate a ;P h0 656-3B81 p Freei«iiriiiirtl'rmtiTifr-“—rTTi~*-T-r-ti‘tn‘rri''ni i'iirttfiifwwTtnilTini ntiieiiiiil»lnaaai
aufomatic,' P,S„ P,0„ 36,600 miles, 
BOWi condition.12,400 firm, 6 
396-34
" Consul Shift, bucket aeats, Nsed# sontr 
body work, runs wolL 1500 obo, 856-
houflos. basements, ;haul ; small. ;lo«d»i 
rnow, or garden, ;babysitr,walk dogs.;! 
Geriatric card by qdolilied arderly. 656-
;49S4.\';!;;'.,'. 32:■
;,;,fWd";irADiAL, sNovir Wes^ ; rs n 'f<x 13;
; near; new, 1,U)0i Ai:«id;f(m, I20i also 
; two riylon 078x14 tttudded snovvs, 150; 
.■Phono 666-4060 ■■■;;■:;■.; ■!;■■■;;. '.■34.'
mnmwmanwmA*
Shop.ioinery & Renovalion Work,
BFCNTHOLD ■'"Ou«/-b'56.B721 
;cd5idrTi;.l!'Vb0(:/vvdf/c^ng'»;'!; Res.' b5(»-i(»639
RAVEN nECREATiON VEHICLES LTD.;
4099 TUXEDO VICTDRIA
!■;■!!;.’'.rt'AdHr'fituiJi;'.;.;,,. ;■.■■:■,;•
■ '■■'•misrcvniiiifimii''' ;■'"'" ■'>'•'■■■
tuscouivj,0N wirtu ;,;; ■
- ^ HANt)itAmU pniVlSC AIRS..
Wii^SDAY^EVENING"
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..; feafe-iLSS^iS,. ?
® ‘® faca?” &sztM
iaed) © ♦★* T«ia ca Tnai“ nsa.
i;.teaEaj lasrcsEX .Saneoe ■ Si^'
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■; (*) Q :■*■*■* “WiSabM!l"(l!*Tl. Adveti- : 
t&tf Jet.ny Agstt* r. Dsriii Gu^iL Twa 






^ CD® H3CSEWS '
::®®irQHE*3: ■ ^ v^:
^{DStSSSEKS:^.’-:---.'
® © DOCTCSl £K ras SMKE
' ®@THATSLIFSv,'
1« ® © 'IEJESXIRH4LEBGKS5AL 
®a®QNEWS
© @ F-M. itolAZIHE A aminssr esaap 
far fst^eastroaasts; a Sg-year-okJ recssjt 
fej^s^olgradaatt ^ ;
® 0 HEP(H?r
® ® HEJETS UK:? __^
® © WEAT Yflli TEEF THINS 
r'NESB.
7:93 © 6 BASEBALL Oa'inaati Re& at 
^ MesarsasEjnes : > '
® © LE a/^SAlL ISS ESPtS Au 
' stadc Ofats^sqae jfa M<s:Sr«aL^les Sspos 
f- TECoresst lesRedsiteGsciiHsaU. ' i>
"" ® eiPMl*HtraWBT - . ̂ ^-' i -
® Q^TSgTAlHMBtTTtatKgT 
® 0 LASRSNCEKHS 
;:S©.KaEEESWlLD,: :Vy‘ ;
: ® O THE FALL GDY edit is sired a 
besatifaj ;@«sas t5 find i»a’teoass" beSse 
" tbe fciBs bim fes* bis gamfclmg
.hm -:;v -,; :-;•
® 0 HACHEIL / LEERSRBS>aST 
@ © ^XIANS EEIK)®S 
’'@©VAJ@3KJVEa :, 
7MW&TBEUim’ElS ' ^ ? i -^
©©TKTACDtWGH ^ ^
® Q'YtW Aaa> Ft® IT
S © KAKY TYLEl laXSE A 
7;35 ® O ANIMAL WORLD
S^® ;Q the PHQSdS Benna enils a 
-woraan frran a ra^g fire as federal agent 
' Prernii^er moves in to capture feim. (R)
® 0 ® 0 HEAL PKST£ Featured: a 
C^lifanaa jpape festival; the “Mr,:TiEh*' 
; cssitest; a vi^ to Bradng, Or^oa: a school 
“ :fikSsasdfc  ̂Binifes;(R) , ' : ■ :
® 0 CSS NEWS S®3AL 
® © SSaHf ANDSMON A letter from 
a dead man prompts AJ. and Rick to 
investigate: a murder that tsxrft 22
: rears earlier, (R) ' ^ ?
®0 THE AMBASSADORS ^
-® © MOVIE * "If A Man Answers’J 
(1962, C^wnedy) Sandra Dee, Bobi^'Datin. 
; A new bride attenpts to mate her husband 
jeaic^ but the plan'backfires when be 
^iCatchesV:' 'iv 
fcSS® © J^IVIE *♦* “Bobbie Jo And 
;11k Octlaw”^^^^ Western) Marjoe 
Gcrtner. Lynda Outer. A car top wbo 
tvants to bea country ringer, and a quick- 
draw swindler wto dreams he's Billy the 
Kid shoot a path across the Sontinsest. >
: ; 6d)6 @ S THE FALL GDY Colt B hired fay 
a beantifhl wonjas to find JIset brother 
: before the mob kiEs him for ^mbiing
4. iv;debs.(R)
® 0 ^fH2 FACTS OF UFE Roommates 
; Je and Blair split np and Toode and Natal- 
> ' ie decide to feiiow suit. (R) 1 ^ ;
^ 0 hSJVIE ** "Demon" {1976, Hor­
ror) Tmsy Lo Bianco. Saj^ Deims. While 
invsfigatmg -isliat be thinks is aTCutine 
.rnunia: case, a New York City detersive 
discovers that tto perpetrator is not of this
THURSDAY E^'ENING SEPTS^pi 2,1982
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5 ®0DOCH® IN THE Brass 
® © SANFCSJD ANDS® 
®©ii-A^H...
- r: g @ THA’reLiFE 
tS8@@VrEBEATK35 , i
vv:gi 5J ® Q KEWS" 
i ® © FH- MiKIAZSiE •ftained Army; 
^ ^ &gS 54yjgvae wish their feaman pstnas:*; 
:::iloi*atCffirsssia{*i^wnI;lB7««sris-
■ ® 0 K5ISBS REPratf
mSS^SISSWSASX c 
®©5E3ESLOCY s;
g © WHAT WILL THEY TSSSS &
7M i® 0 HASHM AHSS 
®©TEXEIOCHNALESGKg«AL £
? ©SRUHtHflSWEST K
® 0 stisnaiKi€SNrT?®i2sr ^;
> :.®©J5a5EKSWIID.;:; P= -
® © jOSE DAY AT A TOiS to aisi 
; cssr^as^ are paseaded to do .anoSSer'
- ; show al the Park Ctt^to sestor crnnrnri;
^'?'lsss£.iH*i.'
® 0MM3iE3L7L®EESHETS!T ^
■ i Q®@® H0GAK3HSa^^
0 THS ??K> ts toestood 





® S LIVE IT DF Featured: bagpipe 
; pl^^g; yaks datisig savins; a ctsnpari-: 
i janrfcJStiasalaiioEsrri^H- BarrrWhite.r
® S *raJASEH3PGRn 
; i ® O LiTSLEST 3i®0 H<*g triesrto 
;ie^‘ aa-i'anakjsac IJosi^ ;Pstxet): fessa 
ir^tosg issalf as she annissriy yfausass, 
: tfcririghalargeamBsemmt^rfc lHJrj :
' - ® © t®D OraiPLE" , :;r :'
" g ©HAKYTYLEBiaSSE ^
TtK©© ANIMAL WQHID » f: 
fe«@_^_0 A TOYiUS TKH3ND KY 
FATHER i^sfoxe <®vis- aBd Alan Bates - 
star to Jifen Mortimtos aftetKEBte trib- 
: cte to hs father, a divKce-coeit banister 
who d^ermined to ctKUisse hlB tsl^rated 
carssaesKtettostahJaiiKssetoIbfiDd- 
Jane Atoer and Hisabsth Sdlsus are 
S: alri)featssed;::: ?; "v
® © LES tmANDS KUB ***^
I {156S;"CraQeifie); Mark ; Lester,
; ;Wai En An^etare, taj «S|*elin
^ i^eva^&dsezstsiaiaitrepocr SS rendre
: a Lsaij« 00 3 ssa jweKtjte a na e^oc:
qmentrame des eafants eta vi3 ala fire.,- A; 
f : ® © :RIANZE LOYES OACEI toasie 
- and Cfcariri move to Odca  ̂to a
careerinroekiin!ric.{R):-? 
i ® 0 ® 0 FAME While fhe sdKxd;
: ariiiumstraHnn (fasls With BOS^ cf Etoca-
5 . tioa ii^ectes. Leriy tries to get rid of a 
gns lann^ famK ftto“
world.
® 0 MOVIE * *ly A'HelHngers Law” 
(1931. Drama) Telly Savalas, Morgan Ste- 
; vens. A flamboyant lawyer is hir^ to 
defend an employee of a ^Tidicatc^dn- 
v nected; conglomerate who is accused of 
murdering a television newscaster. (R)
® O THE GREATEST AMERICAN 
HKkO Ralph discovers that his mother’s 
life i.= endangered by her fiance: who is 
: sinoggiing top secret materials.
g ® FRCST OVER CANADA “Fightmg 
Far : A"; ;::
8:30 ® 0 TWO RONNIES 
- ® © JAZZDE MONTREUX j 
: ® 0 LOVE, SIDNCT Sidney and Laurie 
discover that the fire that destroy^ their 
: A living room was set by Patti. (R) ’a A A 
© O BACKSTREETS A docuroentaiy 
; examining the problems of Seattle’s men- 
T! tal health system. ; 
lSd)0 @ 0 THE NATIONAL
® © LE RANCH DE LA ROUGE 
: © 0 ® O DYNASTY Kiystle awaits 
the outcome of 'Claudia's surgery, Blake 
refuses Rhinewood's business offer, and 
r Alexis dodges Colby's marriage offer. (R) 
® © QUINCY Quincy is aligned to 
determine if the death of an admiral was 
i linked to a cover-up of a cdmpnto- spy 
ring's secret operations, (R) A a / A 
@ @ MOVE *** “It Should Happen 
To You” (1954, Comedy) Judy Holliday. 
Jack Lemmon. A model gains instant fame 
by broadcasting her name on several bill­
boards around New York, 
g© ON THE BUSES 
g © MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE 
“Three's A Oowd"
10:25® O JUDGE Judge Hump'nries finds 
his impartiality put to the test when an old 
girlfriend stands trial for the murder of 
: herhusband-Q ; AA AAA:
10:30 ® SB TSLEJOOHNAL : 
"-©©NEWS; A
; g© TOM JONES Guest; Lola Falana. 
ifiOO ® 0 ® 0 ® 0® © NEWS 
® m MOL CLAUDE, EBffEREUR v'Un 
; rcpie de terreur” Tibere fait assasriner 
Agrippine. les membres de sa famille ainsi 
A- 'oneSejanA; . : A • ■ ^/ A -,-
® © ® O CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
© ® DOCTOR m THE HOUSE 
©©SPORTSPAGE 
1130 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
A ®0NSWS a,A : a
1135 ® 0 BARNEY MILLER 
1130® QAK: NEWS NIGHTUNE
® @ TONIGHT; Host: Johnny Carson. 
A Guest: Luciano Pavarotti. ; 
:;®©CLCSEDP;
A ® O A SEJiSE OF BALANCE This spe-i 
cial features a paralyzed boy who straggle
son his own to overcome his handicap.
©©NEWS ____
g © HOGAN’S HEROES
11:45 ® © TENNIS Highlights of fne U.S. ^
Open from the United States;.Tennis Asso- 
A elation National Tennis Center, Flushing '.
A Meadows-Corona Park, N.V.
12:00 ® © CINEMA *** “Ceux de Cordu- 
; ra" (1959, Drame) Gary Copper, Rita Hay­
worth. A la suite d’une escarmouche con- 
Atredesrevolutionnairesmexicains.unoffi-
cier americain et ses hommes recoivent .
Aune medaille militaire.
AA ® © LOVE BOAT Captain Stubing is 
offered command of a luxury ship, a young 
man experiences pre-marital jitters, and 
A a: Doc helps a couple patch their broken rela­
tionship. (R) 
g® 700 CLUB
g © MOVIE * **: “Fraternity Row”
(1977, Drama) Peter Fox, Gregory Harri­
son. A man’s reflections on his wild 1950s
a hazing prank that ended in tragedyA(Rj
© © CAROL BURNETT AND A
FRIENDS
Altos® 0 MOVIE * “Encounter With The;
Unknown” (1975) Documentary. Narrated ;A 
‘ ; by Rod Serling. ;
® © MOVIE “AndMillions Will :
A Die” (1973, Suspense) Richard^fesehartA;; 
A Susan Strasberg.
12:15 ® © MOVIE ** “The Medusa A ;
Touch” (1978, Suspense) Richard Burton, AA 
Lsc RdTiick
12:30 ©_@ lATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
A LETTERMAN Guests: comedian George: A; 
A Miller, film director Roger ; Corman,; ,
A actress Viva. ^_____
g © BOB NEWHART 
1:00 O ® NEWS 
1:10® ©NEWS
1:30 ® © NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
I;S5 ® 0 MOVIE *44 “The Prince Of A;; 
Central Park” (1977, Drama) T.J. Har-
2:05® © MOVIE TkiW l'How ToABreak "; 
Up A Happy Divorce” (1976, Comedy) Bar--; 
bara Eden, Hal Linden.
2:15 © © ALFRED HITCHfXiCK PI^ 
gwNTs ,:A-"":' ■
A 2:33 ® 0 MOVIE ■ir*Vz “Zeppelin’’ (1971,
A Adventure) Michael york: Elke Sommer.
A ® A & vMOVIE A*-** ;;“MyAName to A;
Nobody” (1974, Western)A Henryk FpiidafA,;; 
“Terence Hill.
S:05 ® O THE WALTONS A ;
3:15g©NEWS
i S:J5 ® A © MOVIE ^4 * 1^; “Someone I A 
Touched” (1975A Drama) Cloris Leachman, A 
Glynnis O’Connor.




story. It is the kids and sto­
ry that are important."
‘‘Fame" is probably the 
most physically taxing 
show on TV, taking almost 
seven days, to complete 
one episode of the show.
The 14-hour days are 
tough even for a show-biz
Even though almost eve­
ry major TV critic in the 
country praised NBC’s 
movie-to-series spinoff,
• “Fame," the show about 
AAAA;r:aspiring"young: performers 
failed to take off in: the 
ratings.
But NBC decided to stick 
; ; by the show, hoping that
like “Hill Street Blues,” 
"Fame” would increase its 
audience share by word of 
A mouth.
: William Blinn, one of the 
A program’s producers, says 
that to attract more 
viewers, he intends to delve 
more A deeply into the 
show's various characters.
“We are going to have 
more grit in the stories and 
get more personal about 
the kids rather than the 
teachers, ’ ’ says Blinn. 
“We’ll also be adding a 
young male drama teacher 
to the cast, who’ll raise a 
A little hell.
A ’’Unfortunately, we’ll also 
be deleting the character of 
Montgomery, played by 
P.R. Paul, because he just 
didn’t work oUt.”
Blinn says that the show 
has to appeal to a broader 
spectrum than the original 
movie.
"I just don’t want a musi­
cal number to dictate the
Debbie Allen
veteran like Debbie Allen, 
who choreographs 
’’Fame’s" dance routines
and stars as a dance 
instructor.
’’People thank me for 
putting the passion back 
into dancing, but honey, 
it’s physically the most 
demanding show I’ve seen 
fpr. performers.
“i thought Broadway 
was tough, but this is 
worse. But you learn to 
pace yourself," she says.
In order to give "Fame," 
which concerns students at 
Manhattan’s School for 
Performing Arts, more of a 
New York “look,” the 
series shot on various loca­
tions throughout the city 
earlier this summer, includ­
ing a spectacular dance 
sequence in front of Lincoln 
Center.
It seems as if NBC is pull­
ing out all the stops to 
make ’’Fame” the No. 1 
youth-oriented series in 
prime time.
(c)ie82 Compulog
■A brother. (K): A^- ,. A ' ;
® @ MAGNUM, Pi Magnum is hired to 
; protect a world-famous ballerina. (R); A 
® 0 STRIKE FORCE A young hoodlum 
gang becomes the target of Murphy’s 
A squad after a prominent city councilwom- 
ar. is killed daring a crime spree. (R) A : 
T2) CS SNEAK PREIVIEWS Roger Ebert 
: and Gene Siskei hi^light sis films that the 
pa'nlic missed the first time around, includ- 
A ing A “Cattle Annie .And Little Britches,’’ 
•‘Go TellTbe Spartans,”“Over The EkJge” 
and “SwamD Thing.’’ . 
g ® MCjVTE “Don’t Raise The 
Bridge. Lower The River'’ (1968, Comedy) 
Jerry Lewis. Terry-Thomas. An American 
con'anually attempts ridiculous “get-rich- 
; quick’’ stiemes. eventually causing his 
British wife to leave him.
1 g © MOVE “Shoot Out” pS'L 
Western) Gr^cry Peck, Pat Quinn. An ex- 
gunman is tom between his obsession with 
revenge and his resiwnsibility for a S-year- 
oid girl and a lonely widow. A -
3:30 (£' O SCARED STT.T.Y A woman hires 
two investigatc-rs of the occult to find a 
spirit that inhabits a spooky mansion.;
® O THIS OLD HOUSE Bob Vila 
: discus-ses the wiring in the breezeway and ,
, puts inimlatica in the family room. (R) □ ; 
830® 0 BARNEY MILLER Barney and 
his men learn that the precinct bnflding;; 
' may be up for sale (Part li (R) ri 
(I) e GIMME A BREAK KaUe uid three 
friends form a singing group and land a 
A job in a Hollywood nightclub. (R)
A ® 0 HART TO BLART Jonathan and Jen- 
: nifer enter a hi^stakes card game to win 
; an expensive baseball card collection and 
' rescue a kuteapoed boy. (R) q A ,
S ® © SBSDi tSIBKiN AJ. and Rick 
' agree lo round up some missing people for 
their high school’s apeoming class reunion. 
:'iR)A"' :-"A,A,.A“AAAA
® © DIFFRENT STROKES Arnold 
A goes cverboanl trying to repay Willis for 
; saving his life. (R) A A : : " A A ;: :
® 0 EVIKING AT POPS Nell Carter 
■ and New York’s renowned .Abysinian Bap- 
; nst .Church Dnoir join John Williams and 
A tbe Bfsfinj PojB Orchestra for an evaung 
A of gospel and jazz.' A
A (S eJ MOVIE ; ★ *:“T^ A Glas
■; Mehagerie*? (1973. Drama) Kathmine Hep- 
: bara, Joanna Milto Based toi the play by 
; Teinessee Williams: A transplanted Southr 
era lady survives on her meii50ries; bf a 
A' moregaitlepastA A ’ _M:Aa:AaAA: ■ 
S3fl(I) 0 THE WINNERS Tom Butler 
Astars.in a dramatimtson of HAR. MacMil­
lan’s efforts to revitalize and modernize 
A; Canada’s forest industry. (R) '
® 0 POLKS S^AD! Drebin’s probe of 
A a murder eitangles him with a vengeful 
ex-wife, a dsOTus girl and a ebsap ex-con.
A; l®'01’EACEEIRS ONLY Dreyfuss! falls 
victim to an entrapment situation instigat-:
: ed by a failing student. (R)
®:© LIVE IT UP, Featured: bagpipe 
playing; video dating services;^ a compari­
son of coat insulations; singer Barry White.
: (Rra
10:00 (g^e THE NA’nONAL 
® O 20 f 20
® 0 ® © HILL STREET BLUES 
A Belker and Washington meet up with the 
demoted LaRue.Aand Joyce’s disillusion­
ment with the A system threatens her job 
arid her relationship with Furillo: (R)
® O ® © KNOTS LANDING Richard 
locks Laura and Jason in the house and 
; threatens to shoot anyone who tries to res- 
: cue them. (R)
A ® 0 MOVIE “.Million Dollar
; Legs” (1932, Comedy) W.C. Fields, Jack 
A Oakie. A mythical kingdom finds its 
A : wealth dwindling and decides to concen- 
A trate on its Olympic team in un effort to 
: raise monev.
A A g® NEWS •
g © ON THE BUSES 
1035 ® © 'YES MINISTER The Minister 
becomes deeply concerned, about a new 
A hospital that lacks sufficient funds to hire 
■ Aa medical staff. ' , .
10:30 ® © ANGOISSES * *W i, “McCloud;
Adieu Broadway” (1975, Policier) Dennis 
A: Weaver, J.D. Cannon. Le remplacanl de 
McCloud est tue an cours d’une embus-
g©NSWS
11:00 ® 0 ® 0 ® @ ® © NEWS 
® 0 ® ® CTV national news
g ® STARSKY AND HUTCH 
g © DOCTOR IN THE HOIKE 
©a SPORTS PAGE
1135 ® O BROOKLYN BRIDGE Music,
: art, poetry and rare archival material are :: ; A
incorporated in a documentary tracing tlie 
A development A of one A of America’s most 
A enduring monuments.
1130 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
A ® © NEWS 
li:25 ® 0 BAPJfEY MILLER 
1130 ® O ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
A (g 0 TONIGHT HostA Johnny Carson.
Guests; the Smothers Brothers.
A® ©CLOSE-UP
A© (Q TEa^Nis Highlights of the U.S.
; A; Open from the United States Tennis Asstv; 
ciation National Tennis Center, Flushing 
Meadows-Corona Park, N.Y.
11:45(1) ©TENNB Highlights of the U.S., 
aaaOj^ from the United StatesTennisAAsspA/ Ai AiA 
, ciation National Tennis, Outer, ;^ushing 
; Mesdows-Corona Park, N.Y.
1135 @ © MINDER An unexpected meet- 
;A :ing turns AArthur into an instant connois- 
: ; seurof firieart.
GOKZO’S FIGHT — Gre­
gory Harrison, who plays 
Dr. Gonzo Gates on 
“Trapper John, M.D.,” will 
star in "Fighting Chance," 
a new CBS-TV movie about 
an unemployed mill worker 
who enters the risky world 
of amateur boxing despite
his wife’s objections. ■ , . ■ .
Glynnis O’Connor plays r^ ^ ‘
the would-be boxer's wife Dyan Cannon
and Pai Hingle plays his
father. CANNON BLASTS —
Dyan Cannon will star in 
"Having It All," an ABC-TV 
movie to air during the 
upcoming season. She’ll 
play a successful bicoastal 
fashion designer — v/ho 
has a husband on both 
coasts. Her fun-filled dou­
ble life begins to unravel as 
both men slowly and unwit­
tingly set the stage for a 
joint meeting. The hubbies 
will be played by Barry 
Newman and Hart 
Bochner.Gregory Harrison
DA’YTIME SPECIALS
LOO® 0 HEART ATTACK: PRESCRDV 
A vf TIONA FOR SURVIVAL Medical profes­
sionals, victims a'nd their families talk 
about their experiences, and new informa-A 
A tiori about treatment and cure is discussed.' 
• 3:00 ® © A WASHINGTON: BEHIND 
; ■ CLOSED IXX)RS Jason Robards, Robert 
: • Vaughn and Stefanie Powers star in a sto- 
^ intrigue and scandals that
involves numerous elected officals in both 
personal and professional ways in the 
A natiori’s Capitol. (Part 5)
A ; JDAYTIME SPOR'TS
6:00 g © SPORTS PAGE (R)
4:00.® O ® © CFL FCXJTBALL Calgary 
Ai Stampeders at Montreal Concordes ;
;:;;:;;.:DAYTIME MOVIES;;.■
1:00 g ® A * “Verboten!” (19.58, Drama) 
;; A James Best, Susan Cummings. An Ameri- 
can uncovers a German youth organization 
“ A formed by a group of ex-Nazis.
2:30 ® A© * A tk “L’ombre du passe”
::“(1963, AMelodrame) Judy Garland, Dirk 
:A: ;BQgarde. A Londres, une chanteuse ameri- 
iTcaine supplie un medecin dont elle a eu un 
M: enfaht de lui permettre de revoir son fils 
. ..-au college. A-A.A ;;::;,, A
; EVENING
6:fl« (1) 0C®C EVENING NEWS 
A " I® © L’INCROYABLE HULK “U tpmbe
;;:,Aisacree”:AA,A,.;:;a AAA- A" 
:“S1®0'ABCNEWS : a:A:-: , Aa:A " v'AA ... 
aa:v®@NBCNEWS„.::aaA' 
aA;®0CBSNEWS:A. : A. AA;.; A,
:? A ® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
Tg® SANFORD 
A: ’:© © M^A^S^H: .A:A;.: :A, :- 
AA;:g©THA‘rSLIFE, . ' A::
A8:S0 ® 0 ® 0 NEWS 
A ® © ;AP.M.A MAGAZINE A behind-the-A 
scenes look at EPCOT, Walt Disney’s city 
of the future; a profile of quadriplegic Joni 
a::: Earerikson. A a:": ,: AA A A f
® O BUSINESS REPORT 
AAAg’® BOBNEWHAHT A A 
“y© © HERE’S LUCYA.A ;:.:A A a:;; :;::>:AA.'
A g ©A THEYTHINK OF
;:AA,NEXT!
A7:00 ® @ DO YOU REMEMBER 
A ® ©TELEJOURNALRBGIONAL 
® 0 NFL FOOTBALL "Pre-Season
Game” Philadelphia Eagles at Atlanta 
Falcons
® ® ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® 0 ® 0 NEWS 
©©JOKER’S WILD 
® © MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
g ® ® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
g ® VANCOUVEIR Guest: Rocket Nor­
ton judging men’.s and women’s bikini con­
test finalists.
7.30 @ @THE FACTS OF LIFE Blair and 
Jo realize that they are closer than they 
thought when they each go home on vaca­
tion. (R);
® © TELEJOURNAL 
® @’nc TAC DOUGH 
® © YOU ASKED FOR IT 
g®ODDCOUPLE 
g® MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ® O WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 ® 0 SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
® © GENIES EN HERBE EN
’VACANCES
® ® CHICAGO STORY Lou Pelligrino 
defends a woman who killed her late hus­
band’s cousin when the woman tried to sell 
her newborn baby. (R)
® 0 ® © ONE DAY AT A TIME 
® © THE DUKES OF HAZZARD Daisy 
joins Lulu Hogg’s fight for equal rights for 
women. (R)
®:>0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
REVIEW(R)
g ® MnVTF. AAVa “Ten Little Indians” 
A (1975, Mystery) Oliver Reed,' Elke 
Sommer. Agatha Christie’s suspense novel 
is re-enacted as 10 people stranded in a 
Middle Eastern hole! are methodically 
murdered one by one.
g © MOVIE ** “Death Stalk” (1974, 
Suspense) Vince Edwards, Anjanette 
Comer. Two rrien pursue the escap^ con­
victs: who kidnapped their wives through 
the wilderness. '
8:30 ® © HORS SERIE - MAITRES ET 
A VALEITS “A Taube de 1917” L’arrivee 
d’une Adame ecossaise vient brouiller la 
A tranquilite de Richard Bellamy alors 
qu’Edward raconte I’horreur de la guerre. 
® 0 ® 0 JOHN STEINBBCKK EAST 
OP EIDEN At the end of the Civil War,
A Adam: Trask (Timothy Bottoms) and his 
brother Charles (Bruce Boxleitner) find 
their lives complicated when the beautiful 
but' cruel Cathy Ames (Jane Seymour)
: arrives in their Connecticut town. (Part 1) 
(R) (Parental discretion is advised.)
(S © WALL 8TREST WEEK “Is The 
Worst Over?” Guest: Eklward Yardeni, 
chief economist and first vice president, 
E.F. Hutton & Co., Inc.
FRIDAY EVENING AUGUST 27,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
Remember Facts Of Life SCTV Tete'iiision Net-work Dallas National Air Farce
Regional Telejournal Genies Maitres At Valets la Television Des Autres Rencontres
® football: Atlanta falcons Vs. Philadelphia Eagles Benson Glen Campbell
(D Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Chicago Story
® News Day At Time John Steinbeck’s East Of Eden - Part 1 B C. Games
d) Jo'ner’s Vfiid Asked For It The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
® News Day At Time John Steinbeck’s East Of Eden ■ Part i , B.C. Games
MacNeil WId.OfSea V/ash. Week Wall Street Biography Neighbors Masterpiece Theatre
® Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie; “Ten Little Indians” News
M Hogan's Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie; "Death Stalk" Family Under Fire News
Vancouver Movie: ”21 Days Together”
9:00 @ 0 ® © DALLAS Cliff falls into 
J.R.’s trap, Alton tells J.R. that Clayton 
Farlow is his real rival, and Bobby is 
blackmailed by Jeff Farradav. (R)
®@ BIOGRAPHY
g ® MOVIE ★ Vz “21 Days Together” 
(1938, Drama) Laurence Olivier, Vivien 
Leigh. A man is left with three weeks 
before he must stand trial for murder.
9:30 (I) Q3 LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
(S © THE G(X)D NEIGHBORS 
g ® FAMILY UNDEIR FIRE 
10:00 @ 0 THE NATIONAL
(® :0 BEINSON The governor packs up 
his family and staff and moves them to his 
lumber mill to plan re-election strategy. 
(R)q
® 10 FALCON CREST Lance learns that 
Angie has chosen a bride for him and runs 
avyay, and Chase uses his new influence to 
find the cause of his father’s death. (R)
(S © MASTERPIECE THEATRE "Dis­
raeli: The Great Game” Queen Victoria 
meets Disraeli and their legendary alli­
ance takes root; Mary Anne courageously 
bears the burden of a grave illness. (Part 
3)(R)q 
©©NEWS
10:25® 0 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
FARCE Featured: training for postal 
workers', custom-made wreaths; “Sgt. Ren­
frew Of the Mounted.”
10:30 ® © RENfXlNTRES 
® © GLEN CAMPBELL 
® 0 ® ® B.C. SUMBSER GAMES 
©©NEWS
g © CAN PRO AWARDS 
11:00 ® 0 ® 0 ® O ® @ NEWS
® © CINEMA -fr * Vz "C’est arrive entre 
midi et trois heures” (1975, Western) 
Charles Bronson. Jill Ireland. Apres un 
reve premonitoire, un bandit ne partici- 
pera pas au vol.de banque prevu par sa
bande. __
® O ® 0 CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
® © MYSTERY “Rumpole Of The Bai­
ley: Rumpole And The Fascist Beast” 
Rumpole accepts the defense of Captain 
Rex Parkin who is charged with inciting a 
riot under Britain’s Race Relations Act 
(Part4)(R)n
g ffl STARSKY AND HUTCH
g © DCxrroR in the house
g© SPORTS PAGE 
11:20 ® 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(1)0 NEWS
11:25 ® 0 BARNEY MILLER 
11:30 ® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
(1) © TONIGHT Guest host: Bill Cosby. 
Guests; Tanya Roberts, Diahann Carroll, 
Aileen Quinn.
®® CLOSE-UP
g © MOVIE “Ilth Victim” (1979, 
Mystery) Bess Armstrong, Max Gail. A 
Midwestern news reporter travels to Hol­
lywood to find the murderer of her sister, 
an aspiring actress who fell prey to a psy­
chotic killer. (R)
11:45® Q MOVIE **Vi “Bogie” (1980, 
Biography) Kevin O’Connor, Kathryn Har- 
rold Humphrey Bogart’s life, career and 
love affair with Lauren Bacall are drama­
tized. (R)
11:55® 0 MOVIE *★* “Black F^iry" 
(1935, Drama) Paul Muni, Akim Tamiroff. 
Ganesters infiltrate a coal miners’ strike.
12:00 ® O MOVIE ** “Sign It Death” 
(1974, Mystery) Francesca Annis, Patrick 
Allen. A young woman devises a diabolical 
scheme to win the love of a British busi­
nessman.
g®SOLIDGOLD
g © MOVIE ** “Gunpoint” (1966, 
Western) Audie Murphy, Joan Staley. A 
lawman organizes a posse to pursue a gang 
of train robbers who abducted a dance-hall 
queen.
12:05 ® Q MOVIE * * Vi “What Became Of 
Jack And Jill” (1972, Horror) Vanessa 
Howard, Paul Nicholas.
® O MOVIE **Vi “Death Scream” 
(1975, Drama) Raul Julia, Lucie Arnaz. 
12:30® © SeW NETWORK Guests: The 
Plasmatics. (R)
12:40 ® ffi Cn^NUTT * * * “La tombe de 
Legeia” (1965, Horreur) Vincent Price, 
Elizabeth Shepherd.
1:00 g ffl NEWS 
1:30 ® Q NEWS
1:45© © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PREJ- 
SENTS
1:50 g ffl CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS
2:00 ® 0 NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
(I) Q NEWS
2:05 ® Q MOVIE * A ★ “Sweet Hostage” 
(1975, Drama) Linda Blair, Martin Sheen. 
® © MOVIE A A Vi “Goodnight, My 
Love” (1972, Suspense) Richard Boone. 
•Michael Dunn.
2:30 ® O CLOSE-UP 
2:45 g © NEWS
3:00© O MOVIE AAA “The Laughing 
Policeman” (1973, Adventure)
SATURDAY EVENING AUGUST 28,1982
7:00 7:30 1 O.-pT" 8:30 9:00 9:30 i 10:00 10:30
CFL Football: Ottawa Vs. Winnipeg Cont'd PNE Talent Festival Happy Days
C3) D'Hier A Demain
Cinema: "Noces De Sang” | Thematique; Louise Weiss Telejournal
Lawrence Welk Love Boat
John Steinbeck’s East 01 Eden • Par 1;
Football: Los Angeles Rams Vs. Seattle Seahawks Wilderness Alive
© Simon And Simon Lou Grant
Live it Up [ B.C. Games A Child's Cry
(T) Donahue In Seattle Gnomes To Be Announced.* CBS News Special
® To Be Announced The Greatest American Flero Alice B.C. Games A Child's Cry
® Soundstage Odyssey Fawity Towers To Manor Born Austin City Limits
03) Solid Gold Movie:“The Fountainhead” Movie ;
The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco
Movie: "The Reincarnation 01 Peter Proud"
OD Movie:’’Sabrina" fantasy Island Being Served?
SATURDAY
AFTERNCXTN
S:00 (D @ RACQUETBALL 
S) 03 LES HEKOS DU SAMEDI 
d) s MOVIE “Ufe With
Father" (1947, Comedy) William Powell, 
Irene Dunne. A woman and her four sons 
manage to manipulate their otherwise
tyrannical patriarch. _____
d) Q OUTDOORS UNLIMITED 
d) O WPJESTLING 
d) 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
(g) ® 30 MINUTES 
3:30 CD 0 PAR 27 
(S0 YOU CAN DO IT 
CD O SPORTS SATURDAY Scheduled: 
coverage of the Hector Comacho / Johnny 
Sato lO-round lightweight bout (from 
Atlantic City, N.J.); coverage of the ama­
teur world basketball championships with 
teams representing the U.S. and 12 other 
nations competing from Cali, Colombia.
QD © WORLD OF TRAVEL 
(O)® SOUNDS GOOD 
4:00 CD © BRITISH COLUMBU GAR­
DENS
CD 03 LE MONDE MERVEILLEUX DE
DISNEY _____
(D O BEST OF P.M. NORTHWEST Fea­
tured; Joel Parks enjoys a Jazz Cruise 
through the San Juan Islands; Elaine Heck
tours Victoria’s Old Town and visits the 
Olde England Inn; Rebecca Kelley reports 
on a mining museum in Roslyn; Elaine 
Heck covers the weekly art market in 
downtown Portland; Geoff Smith joins 
youngsters from a remote Ala.skan village 
on a sight-seeing tour of Seattle.
® © ® O WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
Scheduled: the Grand Prix of Austria 
(from the Osterreichring Circuit); the 
World Kung Fu Free-Fighting Champion­
ship (from Taiwan); the English Cup Rugby- 
final (from Wembley SUdium in London. 
England).
CD 0 EVENING AT POK John Williams 
and the Boston Pops Orchestra are joined 
by musical comedy star Bernadette 
Peters.
(0) © OUTER LIMITS 
(g) © FUNORAMA 
gj ® WRESTLING
4:30 CD 0 PACIFIC NA'nONAL EXHIBI- 
noN
® €0 MOVIE ** “Masquerade" (1355. 
Western) Clayton Moore, Jay Silverheels. 
The Lone Ranger infiltrates a gang of 
would-be gold robbers by pretending to be 
a deaf Mexican._
5:00 CD 0 CBC NEWS
TREPOMPIDOU
d) © WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Sched­
uled: same-day coverage of the Little 
League World Series championship game 
from Williamsport. Pa.
CD @ KLINGER AND COBiPANY 
CD® THE WALTONS 
® 0 MARK RUSSELL Washington’s top 
political satirist pokes fun at major issues 
and news stories of the day.
O® BIONIC WOMAN 
O ® WESTERN REVIEW 
5:30 2) © ACCESS 
2) © NEWS
® 0 VICTORY GARDEN 
(g) a GLOBAL WEEKEND
® O UTTLEST HOBO Hobo befriends a 
young girl (Sarah Stevens) who retreats ^ 
into a fantasy world because her ex-baller­
ina mother (Karen Kain) refuses to let her 
pursue a dancing career. (R) [;j 
®©PINKPANTHER ^
O® WORLD ALIVE 
7;00@©D’HIERADEMAIN^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
CD © LAWRENCE WELK 
® © NFL FOOTBALL "Pre-Season 
Game" Los Angeles Rams vs. Seattle
S63h3Wk5
® ® ® SIMON AND SIMON While
trying to contact former schoolmate for a 
class reunion, A.J. and Rick discover that 
at least one is deeply involved in criminal 
activities. (R)
® 0 DONAHUE “Trident Nuclear Sub­
marine Controversy” Guests: Donald Hell- 
man, Ph.D., professor of political science 
and international studies at the University 
of Washington; Charles A. Meconis, Ph.D., 
of the Seattle Religious Peace Action Coa­
lition.
® 0 SOUNDSTAGE “Victor Borge - 
Comedy In Music” The master musician / 
comedian is captured in performance at 
Chicago’s Drury Lane Water Tower The­
ater and Milwaukee’s Washington Park.
gj Si SOLID GOLD 
(g)© THE AVENGERS 
(g) @ ARE YOU BEING SERVED?
7:30 (g) ® FATHER DEAR FATHER 
8:00® 03 CINEMA -k-kVz “Noces de sang" 
(1981, Musical). Repetition generale d’un 
ballet flamenco avec le groupe de dan- 
ceurs d’Antonio Gades.
® @ (g) ® LOVE BOAT Captain Stub­
ing considers marrying a beautiful woman, 
and an unscrupulous businessman leaves 
his girlfriend on the ship with his shy part­
ner. (R)n
! LOU GRANT Lou and a policeman
EVENING
8:00 ® ® CFL FOOTBALL Ottawa Rough 
Riders at Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
CD © UNE FENETRE SUR LE MONDE 
©©NBCNEWS 
® © ® © NEWS 
® @ CBS NEWS 
® 0 WHITE’TRIBE OF AFRICA 
o® KUNGFU 
02) © WEEK’S END
(g) 0) WHAT WILL ’THEY THINK OF 
NEXTl
6:30® © LES HEKITIERS DE LA 
TERRE
® O ® ® NEWS 
® O’THE 45 OF’82 
® © WOMAN’TO WOMAN
®©------------------------- .
are the victims of a vicious armed hold-up
(R) ,
® O GNOMES Animated. A group of 
woodland gnomes preparing for the wed- 
ding of their eldest son are attacked by a 
group of vicious Trolls who kidnap the pro­
spective bride and groom. (R) __
CB o ’THE GREIATEST AMERICAN 
HERO A dying millionaire who knows all 
about Ralph’s super-suit sends Ralph and 
Bill on a wild chase through the streets of 
Las Vegas.
® Q ODYSSEY “Shipwreck: La Trinidad 
Valencera” The artifacts found on board ' 
the fourth largest ship in the' Spanish : 
Armada, discovered off the coast of Ire­
land, tell a unique story of life on a 16th- ;
century warship. (R) ri 
(jj) ® MOVIE A * *^‘The Fountainhead”
(1949, Drama) Gary Cooper, Patricia Neal.
Based on the novel by Ayn Rand. An archi­
tect destroys the buildings he d«ign^:‘;i 
when he discovers his plans are being ;; 
altered to lower costs and adhere to cur­
rent fashions.
Ig) © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCX)
9-00 ® © PNE TALENT FESTIVAL ; :
(D O JOHN STEINBECK’S EAST OF v 
EDEN At the end of the Civil War, Adam 
Trask (Timothy Bottoms) and his brother - ; 
Charles (Bruce Boxleitner) find their lives 
complicated when the beautiful but cruel;: 
Cathy Ames (Jane Seymour), airrives/ in 
their Connecticut town. (Part ! l) ;;(R) s 
(Parental discretion is advised.)
(i) ® LIVE IT UP Featured: investments 
in the world of horse racing; efficient aiid 
economical lighting for home and office; 
the pros and cons of home childbirth; 
paper towe! values; singer Taffy McElroy.
(R)Q
© 0‘TO BE ANNOUNCED 
® O ALICE Mel, thinking about having 
a nose job, drives everyone crazy ^klng
for their advice. (R)
® 0 FAWLTY TOWERS v
(g) © MOVIE *** “The Reincarnation 
Of Peter Proud” (1975, Mystery) Michael j/, 
Sarrazin, Jennifer O’Neill. A man who 
dreams he was murdered in a previous life 
visits the town of his dreams where he is ;; 
caught up in a web of horror.
(SD © FANTASY ISLAND Mata ; Hari’s: 
great granddaughter goes back in time to 
meet her famous relative, a store owner ;
; becomes a photographer, and a geologist 
searches for a mysterious woman.
0-30 ® © THEMATIQUE: LOUISE WEISS , 
® @ ® ® B.C. SUMMER GAMES J w; ;: 
® 0 TO THE MANOR BORN !, 
i0;00 ® ® WILDERNESS ALIVE
® © ® @ A CHILDS CRY This doci!-I 
mentary presents a close-up look at chil- ■ 
dren struggling with the daily threat'of i 
violence, hunger, oppression and spiritual ; 
darkness. ;
© 0 CBS NEWS SPECIAL 
® 0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS “Bobby , 
Bare / Lacy J. Dalton”
10:30 ® © HAPPY DAYS Al’s plans to mar­
ry Chachi’s mother hit a snag. (R) m 
® © LE TELEJOURNAL /
NOUVELLES DU SPORT 
(O ® MOVIE “Kardcase” (1971,
Adventure) Clint Walker, Stefanie Powers.
- In the early : igoos, a mercenary soldier 
■rallies to the cause of IV^xican revolutipn- ;: 
aries only to discover :his missing wi^; :
among them. ____
(53) © ARE YOU BEING SERVED?
11:00 @ © THE NATIONAL 
® © ® © © ® NEWS 
® © ® ® CTV NATIONAL NEWS : : ; g 
" ® 0 UP POMPEU / ■
0,19^
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00
9:30 i 10:00" 10:305
C2) Our Vfay Teachers Pvt. Benjamin WKRP InCtn; ; OrK More Try;
ChaHefge rJi; | Nafeni ; ; L feskss-Shew.;
© Regional Telejourna! Tac Au Tac
Te!frSeiection:"79,ParkAverBie" (Dehierede3> : ; ; Etocsetfs}:;;:
©■ PM Northwest TheMuppets John Steinbeck's East Of Eden - Part 3
© Entertainment ; Tic Tac Dough;
Lillie House On Prairie | NBC Movie; Freedom Read -Part I
i© LittleHouse On The Prairie - John SteinbecYs East Of Eden-Part 3 ;*
m Joker's Wild : ; Asked For it
Pvt Benjamin ! WKRP IaCin: ; | MASH- * | Kouse Caiis :; | Lea Srst ■
©: One Of Boys:, Bizarre ^ ; John Steinbeck’s East Of Eden - Part J ;;
© MacNeit;?:. : Wid. OfSea :
NumeroUno j GreatPeriofwa.'ices:“Gtaiifs&XK*te.'s'; ; > Ussterp^ lteaE3es%: -,'
01) Hogan’s Heroes. Odd Couple ; Movie: "Two Women”: ; ; -
News'i-v' "'
----^1^
(12) Hogan’s tierces Mary T. Moore Movie; "Make Mine Mink”
On Tse&ses- j Sews ; ;
Vancouver
--j Movie; “Het'mger'staif’' 'i
YiDEO 
RENTES
'« 00® 0 CBC EVENING NEWS





- ® o DOCTOR IN THE ffilUSE 
® ffi SANFORD AND SON 
(g)©M*A«S*H:: : :■ : ■
(HffiTHATSLIFE
6:30 ® © ANGIE Pour faire plaisir a 
■ Angie quiVest lasse de i’hiver. Brad lui 
ibffre un voyage en Martinique.
- ®©®®NEWS ■^^■
" © @'P-M. MAGAZINE A visit to Joe 
V V Namath’sV football camp for youngsters; 
: meet special effects artist. Rob Bottine.
® 0 BUSINE^ REPORT 
(g) ffi BOB NEWHART 
V® © HERE’S LUCY 
(QjVQ) WHAT WILL ’THEY THD^ OF
7 00 @ @ SEEING rr OUR WAY 
® ffi telejournal REGIONAL 
® OP.M. NORTHWEST 
® ® ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
® © LITTLE HOUSE ON ’THE PRAL 
RIE Charles leaves the farm to become a
. carver of fine furniture. (R) □
©0 JOKER’S WILD 
® Q ONE OF THE BOTfS Ada.ms first 
assignment for the college newspaper is to 
review Jonathan’s play. '-■■' ■-.■''-
® 0 MACNEIL / LEERBl REPtHIT 
O ffi (g) © HOGANB HEROES ; 
aSSJ VANCOUVER
7-JO @ © TEACHERS ONLY A retiremrat 
dinner for a spinster teacher prompts Dia- 
^ na to look long and l»rd at her own future.
®ffiTELSK>URNAL 
: (1) © THE BSUPPSTS
©eiTC TAC DOUGH 
©0 YOU ASKED FOR rr 
(D © BIZARRE Featured: ar. nnissuai 
V movie deal; a Junior League baseball 
team: comedian Howie blande!; a str^ge 
scientist(R)
(13) © ODD COUPLE 
m © MARY’TlfLER MOORE 
7:35 ®0 WORLD OF TBE SEA 
8:00® 0 © 0 PRIVATE BENJAMIN 
Benjamin spots a missile being sneaky 
5 into Fort Bradley but can’t get Captain 
Lewis to believe her. (R)
@ ffi DU TAC AU TAC . _  V_-
@ O ® © ® O JOHN STEIN­
BECK’S EAST OF EDEN When Cal learns 
: that his mother is alive aco is now a
Tamous madam, he precipitates another
familT trageOT by reveaimg luc .cr-a
hsSHiti^Ar^iBart3)(H){Pare3tal«fis-
cretion is advised) __
(D © UTTEE HOUSE CUt THE PRAI­
RIE Charles leaves tte farm to become a 
: carver of 0oe fumitcre. (R) Q
fSi NTfMERn UNO FraKe’:@ 0 U O raisc s 
Claude Killy. wnB»r of aB three aipute 
doing ^Id medals in the I9€S ;Wndff
Olympics, is profaed- - =
H) © —— • -SB MOVIE *
(iSSl. Drama) Si^Jiia Jeaa-Patd
Belnkffl-ao: A woman and bs-ytwsg
ter are raped by Germans. seaSi* tbe^
intoastaieofsboct 1 - -
© MOVIE *** "Make Miise Mtnk, 
(13S0. Comedy) Terty-ltaBas,
: Sevier A dowags" aiai a boodlsca yan
forces to a connnit rt^>beiy with tl^ fso-.
ceeds to be donated to charily;- - ^
8J8 @ e © O WKH? 0* CISK3KNA3I
■ Mr. Carisoa’s tnothe-. secretly takes mea­
sures to tom thestalioassKcc^mtaSasl-
': . urt (Rf .:
® ffi TELESEaECTKHi "Les grai^ 
:: rema^ 79, Pari aveiiDe-';<DOT5-i C13<
) ; Melodrame) Leslw Ann. Warr^:Mare, 
Singer. -A vent de la trabisqo de Mariaime.
^ Perfido tentera d'obtenir une prOTve^ sa;
■ bonnefoL.' •
® O GREAT PStFOPJdAJffiES “On
G-ianfs Shoulders^ Terry WUes, a victim cf
tfaalidomide, p.jrtrays himself in the 
of his life with bis adoptive pareits ^ 
their struggle to increase Terry s isde-
■ pendesce despite his handicaps. (Ri ; ;; :
M8 ® O <»»E ag®E ■nSY A
eedde to many d^ste eats bavir^ bad a
■^ :|3e«3SsbadesperKss«.:
® s SUVIE -Fieesem Eaa^
(I97S, Drama) MaJsaiism»i AH. Krs Eris-
tirffetssKi. At<*se fee Gvil War. 32
ex-Unsm Ansy solifier leUrass to the 
> ^aaJoned jdanbtioa wbee te was a 
Mave and ctsiviises a ^larecit^  ̂te !alp 
: him tnv fee land. (Part 1) (E>
: ® O M»A^H S^ser Freedman is sns 
to fee 4077* to study eS&Ss ei prt^
sure on tlffi oasp (R)
(H SJ MOVIE “Haiinga's Law”
CJIS8I. Drama) Telly Savalas, Mor^ fSe- 
"tess- A flambewaat lawyer is lared to 
; {fefejHl an erajiyee of a sytaScste-c^ 
. nected CJKiglonKrate wfeo is afcssfd 
munferinga teteviskaj otorsc3ster-(K) 
>J8 ® e FRONT PAfS <SASXE«(S 
L ® O SHSE CALLS Chaney ̂ ers 
from ii»gH7»ma and Nixnnas ^ts aa mfist-
:-i^eaego.
@ © THE NATlKiAL 
® OIXKI GRANT Lea aod a hanJ-work- 
-; poUcemaa bectoito fee tonocetd vic- 
; tiroEofa vicicEsannedhidiis}i. 
r “ gj Q maST^PIBCS DOCCMSITAr 
VARIES:-..: .
-:;:(tB©NEWS :
V O © C® TEE BESES
lias ® © MEMONE The dsssw- 
: ate search wa^d byfeemofeertf alei^i-
V V mia victim to litai a cure f^ bs" soc is 
. V;'traced-fRjQ ;"V .
1638 (g) ffi BSiOO?tTRES v v:— :
tS © flEWS : . - : V :
iLeo®©®e®©®©KESs V 
© ffi PCBraUT IE FEMME ___ v
® © ® © CTV
V ® OMAHKEUSaXLW3:ai!;gt«  ̂i£?5
pclitical satirist pAss fan at majea-isssss
- andnewssionesof feeday: ; v
® © STARSKY AND HimS 
®^©UOCTCHllNTHEK»iai : V- 
(13:© SPORTS FACS
SUNDAY EVENING AUGUST 29,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
@ Beachcombers Hangm'ln . Heritage Testament 01 Youth ■ Part 4 Music In The Air :
Chez Denise - Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches; "Comme Un Roseau" Teleiournai
Code Red John Steinbeck's East Ot Eden - Part 2
Born To The Wind CHiPs NBC Movie: "The Curse Ot King Tufs Tomb"
© Thrill Littlest Hobo CHiPs John Steinbeck's East Of Eden • Part 2
GO Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jelfersons Trapper John, M.D.
The Greatest American Hero CHiPs John Steinbeck's East 01 Eden- Part 2
® Odyssey Previews Nova: "Hunt Legion Killer" Masterpiece Theatre Alistair Cooke's America
(33) Movie; "He's A Cockeyed Wonder" Probe Contact Public Affairs Special 700 Club .
OD Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "The Nightcomers" GO Minutes
60 Minutes Father Murphy Movie: "Crisis At Central High" .
EVENING
6:00® O WALT DISNEY “Tales Of The 
Apple Dumpling Gang” In the days of the 
Gold Rush, a dashing gambler (John Ben­
nett Perry) and his two young charges 
cross paths with a pair of bungling bandits 
(Arte Johnson, Ed Begley Jr.). (R)
® ffi LA SEMAHJEVER’TE 
® O ’TOWN MEETING “Sexual Harass­
ment: The 9-5 Hustle”
®Q NBC NEWS 
® O ® 0 NEWS 
©0 CBS NEWS
® 0 NUMERO UNO Gary Sobers of 
Barbados, a master of all aspects of crick­
et, is profiled.
Qj) ffl STAR TREK 
(II)©M*A»S*H
(ID a) EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30 ©©HOW COME?
® © ® 0 SUPER LOTO 
©0NEWS
® 0 ODYSSEY “Shipwreck; La’Trinidad 
Valencera” The artifacts found on board 
the fourth largest ship in the Spanish 
Armada, discovered off the coast of Ire­
land, teil a unique story of life on a 16th- 
century warship. (R) O
(g) © CAROL 'BURNETT AND
FRIEINDS
53) © LAURIER’S PEXIPLE Guest; Annie 
Kidder.
7:00 ® © THE BEACHCOMBERS Marga­
ret becomes determined to destroy a 
“deadhead,” a partially submerged log 
that has impaled and sunk unsuspecting 
boats. (R) n
® ffi rmr DENISE “Denise demenage” 
® O (X)DE RED Danny risks his Ufe in 
an attempt to aid a friend undergoing 
emergency surgery. (R)
® © BORN ’TO THE WIND A legendary 
warrior asks Painted Bear for help in res­
cuing his wife who is being held captive by
a hostile tribe. ______
® © ’THRILL OF A LIF ETIME Fea­
tured; a seven-year-old boy skates with 
hockey superstar Guy I-afleur of the Mon­
treal Canadiens, a woman models large 
fashions; a priest tries motorcycle ice rac­
ing. (R)n
© 0 (B) 0) 60 MINUTES 
(1) O THE GREATEST AMERICAN 
HERO A head-on collision with a train 
erases Ralph’s memory of Bill, the suit 
and a hijacked trainload of toxic materi­
als.
5j) ffi movie “He’s A Cockeyed 
Wonder” (1950, Comedy) Mickey Rooney, 
Terry Moore. After being fired from his 
job, a man proves himself a hero by pre-- 
venting a payroll heist. ,
5D © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30® © BANGIN’ IN Kate counsels a 
couple whose teenage son is an alcholic, 
while Mike deals with a Jewish boy who 
fears haying a bar mitzvah because of the 
responsibilities the ceremony implies. (R)
Ponch are teamed with two members ot 
the canine patrol. (R)
© 0 ARCTHE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Stephanie’s long-lost father shows up on 
the eve of her bet mitzvah. (Part 1) (R)
(I) © NOVA“The Hunt For The Legion 
Killer” The intensive investigation 
launched by the Center for Disease Control 
to discover the microbe responsible for 
Legionnaire’s disease is traced. (R)C1 
52) ® MOVIE *■** “The Nightcomers” 
(1972, Suspense) Marlon Brando, Stephanie 
Beacham. Two orphaned children and 
their governess fall under the influence of
a cruel, mystifying gardener. V
5D ffl FATHER MURPHY When outlaws 
steal the orphans’ favorite horse, the chil­
dren come up with a daring plan to rescue 
the animal. (R)
8:30 © 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME While Ann 
is busy making wedding plans, Barbara 
and Mark are in Las Vegas wondering if 
it’s all worth it. (Part 1) (R)
55 ffl PROBE
8:45® ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES 
“Comme un roseau” : '
0:00 ® © TESTAftSENT OF YOUTH Vera 
is plunged into the turmoil of a front-line 
hospital and assigned to nurse wounded 
Germans. (Part 4)
® © MO'VIE * * % “The Curse Of King 
Tut’s Tomb” (1980, Adventure) Eva Marie
10:00 @ 0 MUSIC IN THE AIR The continu­
ing celebration of the Edmonton Sympho­
ny’s 30th anniversary features clarinet 
soloist James Campbell; selections by the 
orchestra (conducted by Enrique Batiz)
; include works by Britten, Grieg, Debussy, 
Ravel and Strauss.
© 0 ’TRAPPER JOHN, M.D. Ernie’s 
engagement puts Trapper in the position of 
having to find a good surgical :nui^;: ter 
' replace her. (R) : :
(I) 0 ALISTAIR COOKE’S AMERICA 
, :© 60.MINUTES:::
10:30 ® ffl LE TELEJOURNAL / SPORT 
DIMANCHE
51) ®700CLUB
11:00 ® © THE NATIONAL 
®®®©©0NEWS
52) ® ON THE BUSES
11:05 ® ffl CIN&CLUB “Zabriskie
Point” (1970, Drame) Mark Frechette, 
Daria Halprin. A Los Angeles, apr^ avoir 
participe a une manifestation contesta-: 
taire, un ex-etudiant s’enfuit,: volant lin, 
petit avion.
11:15 ® © NEWS 
: ® ©ABC NEWS
11:30 ® © MOVIE * * Vi “Hennessey” 
(1975, Suspense) Rod Steiger, Lee Remick. 
After his wife and child are killed' in 
Irishman seeks
Tuesday EVENING AUGUST 31,1982
7-00 7:30 8:00 8:30
(iduhtry Barney Mille.t' Nature Of Things-
9:00
3 s Company
(3l;: (Regional , Teleiournai Nous Les Comiques; “Vos Cemtures"










' (5).: Lntertamment '“ Tjc;Tac Dough ; Father Murphy NBC Mjjvie: "FreedoiT! Road" - Fa.d 2
TBenson I Hohiy Took j Trapper tohn. MJ).
Northern Ireland,
luis lo o ii»ov, revenge againsttheBriUsh governmMt by
Saint Robin Ellis. An archaeologist who blowing up Parliament when the Royal 
discovers the long-lost tomb of the legend- : )
ary pharaoh clashes with an Egyptian :© © MOVIE HMven.^ith A
profiteer determined to share the cursed Gun” (1969, Western) Glenn Ford, Caroljm 
^otv (R) Jones. A peace-loving preacher attempts
® 0 ® O JOHN SmaNBEOCS EAST to bring some solidarity to a Western town
... . 1 . _.»i;____ _ amIvt trt finH himcolf
^ ffl LES BEAUX DIMANCHES“Les 
prix du Festival des films du monde” 
eg ® UTTLEST HOBO Hobo befriends a 
young girl (Sarah Stevens) who retreats 
into a fantasy world because her ex-baller­
ina mother (Karen Kain) refuses to let her
pursue a dancing career.
® 0 SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel host an informative look 
at what’s new at the movies. (R)
8:00(1) © HERITAGE “The Promised 
Land” The experiences of Dr. W.P. Oliver
document the history of the black (commu- 
nity in Nova Scotia through music and dra- 
nia. -
(5) O JOHN STEINBECK’S EAHT OF 
EDEN Cathy and Adam’s marriage begip 
to disintegrate after the birth of their twin 
sons, and Cathy runs away to work in a 
Salinas bordello. (Part 2) (R) (Parental dis­
cretion is advised)
(1) © ® © ® © CHIPS Jon and
OF EDEN Cathy and Adam’s marriage 
begins to disintegrate after the birth of 
their twin sons, and Cathy runs away to 
work in a Salinas bordello. (Part 2) (R) 
(Parental discretion is advised)
(© 0 AUCE A towel boy with the Rus­
sian Ballet decides to defect and hides in 
Mel’s storeroom. (R)
® 0 MASTERPIEXIE THEATRE “Dis­
raeli: The Chief” The aging Disraeli is ele­
vated to the House of Lords and faces one 
of his greatest diplomatic challenges - the 
Suez conflict. (Part 4) (R) [□ : :
OfflCONTACT
5D ffl MOVIE “Crisis At Central
by setting up a church only to find hi Mlf 
embroiled in local feuds.
' ' - (f) 0 CBS NEWS:;
52) ® MOVIE * ** “Deadfall”; (1968,;;
Suspense):Michael:Caine, Giovanna j^lli,. 
A beautiful woman convinces a cat burglar 
; to team up with her homosexual husband , 
in a jewel robbery.
53) ffl GLOBAL NEWSWEEK
11:45® © MOVIE “Roman Scan;., 
1 dais” (1933, Musical) Eddie Cantor, Ruth;i 
Ettmg. A man takes a fun-filled daydream 
journey back to the time of Uaesar and the ; 
Roman Empire.
© 0 FACE THE NATION
High” (1981, Drama) Joanne Woodward, 12:00 ® © ® 0 (3TV NATIONAL NEWS
Charles Durning. The story of Elizabeth (O © NEIWS ____
SSy. a high school teacher who was 12:15 CD T ALLIN THEFA^Y
embroiled in the 1957 controversy over 12:20(1} © MOVIE ."Th^.For The,
integrationatCentralHighSchoolinLittle Road” (1975. Drama) Alex Rocco, Leif 
Rock Arkansas, is dramatized. ; ; Garrett.
0-30 © 0 THE JEFFEBSONS Florence : ® © MOVIE **«■_ James Dean ;
' gets the wrong idea when the Jeffersons (1976, Biography) Stephen McHattie,
53 ffi WiBUC AFFAIRS FRIENDS
6:00 ® © CEC EVENING NEWS 
n ® ffl QUINCY “L’adversaire”
® @ ABC NEWS 
;';;:®.© NBC NEWS,. - 
.. (D (H} NEWS
©@C)SSNEWS 
: ® 0 DCKTOR IN’THE HOUSE 
:K:''(i2) ® M’A'S'H:;- 
■i: “Sl'fflTHArSLIFE 
6:30 ® O ® © NEWS : ; ; ;
(T) 0 P.KL BiAGAZINE A man’s SOto- 
'birthday, ISrCvent endurance test; an air- 
; V borne neonatal ambulance service in Loui- 
:;';:"siana.' ';■■■: , ■':■
i ® 0 BUSINESS REPORT 
52) © HERE’S LUCY 
,5J) ffliiWHAT WnX THEY TmNK OF 
'-■.NEXT?:'.,"''-'-''-.,-'.'--''"- 
7:00 ® © COUNTRY IN MY SOUL 
©ffi TELEJOURNAL REGHHfAL
F-St NORTHWEST"'
i ® © ENTERTAINMENT’TONIGHT 
@ ® THE JEFFERS(»iS 
;©0 JOKER’S WILD : “
(1) © THE JEFFEfffiSNS Florence gets 
■ the wrong idea when the Jeffersons ai^ 
the Willises try to keep a secret from her.
(R)
® 0 MACNEffi/ 1SHHEHRSK®T
(52) © HOGANS HEHOIES 
53) ffl VANCOUVER
7J0® @ BARNEY KILLER Barn^ and 
his men learn that fee precinct building 
may be up for sale. (Pan 1) (R) li 
©©TKLEKMJHNAL 
@ © THE KUPFETTS 
©STIC TAC DOUGH 
® @ ® © STARS ON ICS Guests: Per- 
. ry JewelL Judith Lander. Rndy Webb, 
Karen and Douglas SJaakoricn. IRi 
© 0 Y<HJ ASKED FOR IT 
52) © MARY’TYLESBiOCSE 
7 J5 ® O WORLD OF THE SEA 
3.456 @ ;© NATURE THINGS "The 
: "Asteroid And The Diaosicrr Bill Mason 
narrates an esaminatM® of a ibecry feat 
- might' explain' ■wav dinosauis became 
extinct, alfeou^ they esice fioraiBSiesi fee
,earfe.{R)
© ffi NOIS LES OraSBaiES 
“Attachez vos ceiniare” {1975. CreiitSe} 
; Wbl£ Gddan. Rrfiert. Wfenait Ea Ccitas^ 
/bie, pour aefeeter coe statge, un bemme y. 
retremve amis et ctaicaitra dhrerses 
m^avenlores avant dela recuperer.
® Ci HAPPY DAYS Al*s plaas to xnanr
theanimaLtK) - :■■' ■- “. ". ■ ;
@ © ® © FALCON f21ESr Cofe 
" blames himself for a friend’s tragic acc- 
iferf and .Angela tries to esJennice 
Chase s power as a comity sepenrisor. (R) 
© 0 UNIVSSE W'alter Crookitc
reports on varioos oomrrraces and pbe-. 
nomena in fee w«ld of science- : ; ;
® © HUNIONG “
(g © MOVIK **~“Fragtnag fH 
Fear” {1971; Efeasna) Gayle 
David Hemnui^ A cteec re^ster begjis 
to question bis own mental framewerx 
wfcM he tackks a oarticsilariy srai^
case igvblvtEg tla death of aat^sginster-
S:Sa m O LAVaiKE A SIRLEY
“ “ '® O ® 0 BESSON 'It appears laat. 
Gf^verncr Gatling and are out of
. when fee geberaatoriai election eai>
in a three-'wav tic.iRJO -
© ■ © : SSJVIE -Scsyefiger: HBat" 
i 1979, Comedjfi Richard tejamiE. Jamffi 
; Coco An eccenlric moili-milltiMaire seoas
Ids 15 heirs 3 tHzarre wiis^take^aE
" ■-’■chaseforhisungeufeeritacee:..
® O MYSTHiY -Rajapole Of Tie Bai- 
levr Rumpde And ’The C«2se tK Tree 
L^ve" Rumpole defends 3 teaclsK- eJarged 
wife fee corrupfeHi of cce of hs In-year­
-old female stuifeils-(Part 5) iR) Q 
4 ® ffl M0VIE_**w “Scavetgffi- EeS”
{197S, Comed/j Kkhari! BenjaisiE, Jas^ 
Coco. When aa ecssitric nankmaire dies, 
fee caiditiois of his will seiBl his Nrtrs«i 3 
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SIDNEY GLASS
Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass — Mirrors 
Windshields Installed
Insurance Clainns Promptly Handled
656-1313







2384 BEACON AVENUE Ph. 656-601?
uanascaping
Dutch. Lahdscapiag & Co.
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations. - ... Free Estimates
All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices. 656*939i
G. & W.
Landscaping Ltd.
Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
QAULIFIED CARPENTER, reasonable 
rates, quality work. Also 2 year old Snap- 
on tool chest, good condition. Call at 
2433 Orchard Ave., Sidney or call 656- 
6056 34
4-SPEED DODGE truck trans., '68-72, 
asking $100; replacement rocker panels 
for Vt ton '69 Dodge truck, offers. Phone 
652-3839 34
FOUR 750-16 TRUCK TIRES, General
Tire Highway Tread. Mounted on 8-bolt 
Chrysler wheels, split ring. Phone 652- 
3839 34
EXCELLENT BRICK/STONE-WORK. 
Creative or simple design. Specializing 
brick panels for airtight stoves. Prompt. 
Experienced. Good rates. 652-3802. 8 - 
9 a.m. or evenings best.
ORGANIC CORN, freerange eggs,
variety organic garden produce. Healthy 
rabbits, goats, geese ducks, chickens. 
Quality firewood, full tractor services. 
Experienced brick/stonework. Per­
sonalized orders. Reasonable. 652-3802 




tor all occasions 
irom $7.50





3 Room groups. Bachelor suites, 
individual pieces, hide-a-beds, 
rollaways, month to month.
833 Yates 383-3655







Green - Scene Londscapfng
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting” COMPLETE SERVICE
• Interlocking Stones for Patios,
Walks, Driveways 
e Lawns (Seed or Sod)
e Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
e Pruning & Spraying 
e Fencing, Cement Work,
y
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies: cement and concrete mixes, etc.
We will supply material and information lor Do-It-Yourself.
■ COMPARE ©UR PKICES ' '
Open Saturdays Phone 652-0522 (7 to 5)
PANDORA'S CLOSET - Summr Stock 
Clearance Sale till Labour Day weekend, 
9783 B3rd. Street. 656-6421. 429-35
RETIREMENT SALE. Stock and fixtures.
Lambert's Gift and Card Shop, 2367 
Beacon Ave. Sidney. August 26th. and 
27th. 440-34
2 BICYCLES, one Raleigh Mitey-Mite,
one boy's 10 speed, like new. Also 
lawnmower large Briggs & Stratton 
motor, good condition. '67 Plymouth 
Fury, runs well, $500,656-4217. 412-35 
21 CU. FT. DEEPFREEZE, older model,
good shape, $125. Single bed, Holywood 
style, $25. Small desk $ 15. Kitchen table 
$15. TV stand on wheels, $8,656-5692. 
418-34
CRAFTSMAN 10" raidal arm saw, $325.
656-9284. 407-35
TRILLIUM CREATIONS. Custom made-
to-measure children's clothing. Co- 










MfiRIKE ENGINES DIESELS GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For ;;
: pleasure,: commercial; and;'fishing ;; ;
/:/;‘''^‘>:::/-';'-656^s833'x::x":'^/:::;::':x
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
Paper Hangingramting m 




tlBlg ^ fkEE estimates
sverliigs
mmEmm
MIS 11 i J ’TPi"
1 “Big or Small |
1 We Do Them All" |
Service Residential
xCoramercial';':/"x;'.x'''
' ::";9810- Fourth/St.;:' x' 
/'Sidney/ '■ >-■ f656-1811;^: :/
or 385-2434
Bert
Licensed Plumber ■ specializing in Hot Water Heatlnr
/ rllMIO All Bay Rd.v Sidney Phone 656-1
656-G626 ; Eaves & Chimhoy
CITIZENS Flashing ;
‘^THE’/ROOFER
For all your Roofing Needs, 
/ Shakes, Shingles,: Tar: 












/ Don't be^ d^
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8524591: / /;^^::/^^
....UPNQ^TEHiNQf:4io,
!• Ounrariioed Ciialom Work • OuBlily Fmticn '
■ ■ ■ '‘'"8S2*13S3,a;.ttPfompt SorvlcatFriio Eatlmatoiii
Jerry Hoveil 
7080 Wellace Dr, 
Seanlchtort, B.C.
■ luK,-., ;i .
miiiYiMAYrt
UFHOlSTEStY SERVICE CENTRES
•REUPHOLSTERY- SOFAS, CHAIRS, RECUNtnS, ETC. 
•REPAIRS - SPRINGS, FRAMES. WOOD REFINI8HIN0 






CLARK ENTERPRISES. All types of glass 
at large discount prices:: fable tops. 
Repairs, Greenhouse Glass, 18"xl8", ^ 
75c ea.; etc:, etc. Tempered Glass 
34”x68" and 76”. v28"x76'L $20 ea. / 
9750 -4th St., Sidney. 656-6656. X ; tf 
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar
posts and rails: Select free falling. 656- 
'■.4213.- i,4387-tfv:
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada's largest display. Wholesale and X 
retail. Free; catalogues ayailable.: Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc , 4600 East 
Hastings: sf., Burnaby,xB^C. V5C 2K5: 
Phone 299-0666. tf
/:CHllT)l^N’^BOOKS,Kat the Jumping
Mouse. A great ^selection of good and 
beautiful books for all ages. Beside the 
/Royal Bank on Beacon. 5523-tfnf
HAVE LAR^~STOCK 2x3 spruce, all
lengths. No's. 1 and 2.13c lin. ft. F.O.B. 
our yard. 652-1171; 652-3798,
evenings. 261-34
/ALDER/RREWOOD/logging: truck; load,;/
approx.,10 cords $550; 3 cords unsplit, 
,$210;{;indiyidual; ;;cdfds:;;uhspliti ■ $80;/; 




$ 180 . Come and see our: Hydroponic 
Garden, 652-4^522 335-39^^
FIR AND alder FIREWOOD, $80 cord
split; $60:cord unsplit. :478-6285: 478- 
:;;5819;''v.::''::^ x,:318^34'''.':
1950 COUCH, high roll back, brown silk.
Big round legs.i good condition. $475. 
656-1617. 444-35
KODACOLOR :s NEGATIVE
;R0LL:;/WITH; PROCESSING A 
COUPON, 12; exposures $ 5,8Of 24 ex-: 
posufes $9^65, 36 exposures: $ 13f35,/ 
plus 6%;fax,,$ 1,00 handling, Book of 25; 
coupons $5.00, Qualify Photo Services,
: Box 2890, Vancouver, B.C. V6B3X4; ria-
CHINA PLATE, $10.'95; CW^Triug^
$7.95, commemorating Prince's birth, 
with parents, history; Ontarians add 7 %. 
$2,00 handling. Printed display 
available. Creemore China, Creernore, 
OntarioL.0M IGO,:
UR I N E • E R ASf~''^'''WAlR
REMOVAL, dog, cal, human urine stains, 
odors from carpots. Regardless of stain 
ago. free brochure. Reidol I ;C|iemicals 
; Limited, Box 7500, London,' Ontarlo, 
-xN5Y4X8.:'x:x',xx..,.:;; '..' X,, X, xVx/x',-/.'"'', na''34"-
: FABRIQLOVERS;/^ubscriba"nov7^;^
; Port(olioFabrics, $25,00 brings a sevying :; 
newsiottor , andfabric, swaWhesv; BL; 
monthly; Write; for fioo;;; Issue.4984 ; 
Manor Street, Vancouver, B.C. V5 R 3Y2, ;
na'34 5
SETTLER’.S'BABilP^CATA^
ProsontInB unique gifts and Karidcraffs 
in a conyenionl mail order catalogue, 
Send name, address, for.free copy, Box 
189,Canmdro,Alberta,TOLOMO. na-34 
SANDAK'lHOErfoi^riholi^ ' 
year, 50% replacement warranty, For 
shooparllos,orindivldunlsa|os,652- 
3038 ':x :;;';-;028«36>
PADtfLE FANS '^JHiS^Hiinanan store,'
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues;; 
Ocean Pacific Fan (5allory Inc; 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phono 112'299-0666. V na-tf
I.OWEST PRICES. WALKER DOOR LTD. 
Vancouver 266 -1101, NOrth Vancouver, 
985;>97ii4; Richmond; 273•6829; 
Nanaimo 7.58-7375; Kamloops, 374' 
3566, Powell River, 4fl5-9V44, Llllooet| 
256-7501, Winlaw, 226-7343, 
Whitehorse, 667-7332: half
watkWs ^EAfTnBDliffSrfeliror
sell. Call rue. Eileen, 656442*39 
HCOKLY GEAR, fits* i3-14~y«ar”old.'X
pair boy's I kales, sUo 5; iirl's Wiffa 
skates, sfee 5, like newj 16" 5 speed 
;blkO,656'3851. 426-34
CANOPYXor 6'x8' truck box, 656-2745 
x:elter4,p,m,■"'X'428-34';'
drawer dresser, buffet and mirror plus 
' findlablo,$375,656-1617, , 443-35
ATTENTION GOLFERS! I buy and sell 
used gif clubs, bags, and carts. Expert 
repairstoall makesof clubs. 652-4917 
326-35
WANTED. Approved car seat; highchair
and training potty: 656-3463. 433-34 x
WANTED, 2 wheeler bike with training
wheels for small child. Good condition, 
reasonable price. 656:9129. 448-34;
WE' HUY MERCEDES, CADILLACS, 
CORVETTES, BOATS. They must be 
; efean and low mileage," wilt pay top 
dollar. Phone 112-522-3907, pager 1564 
;'or3446.;:; ;;v;:;.;;';;x;:;;;;';;:^/;x'-;;'x':: na-34';
2-WAY DOZER BLADE for J.D. 450-B.
Phone collectli2-265-3534. ha-34
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY,
English riding lessons. Horses provided. 
All students started individually. 1793 
W. John Rd., Sidney. 656-3167 070-34
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY now 
boarding, full care. Paddocks and box 
stalls, lighted outdoor riding arena. $150 
per month. 1793 West John Road, 656- 
3167 311-37
HORSESHOEING. Certified Farrier 
(1973). Michael Cammack. All work 
guiaranteed. 389-0643. 410-39
REGISTERED ENGLISH SPRINGER 
SPANIELS Liver and White. Many field 
trial chapions in pedigree. Excellent pets 




LOST, brown leather purse with 2 
handles, somewhere downtown Sidney. 
Pleasecall656-2304. 34
LOST, Brentwood Bay. El Toro boat, 8’
navy blue, white water line, red bottom. 
Mahogany deck and gunwales. Reward 
$50. Mark Appleton, 388p4395 days; 
656-2782 evenings. 413-34
SIDNEY SUMMER ;sWAP;& SHOPx Next 
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 
/Draws'lnfo:; 65 6-5316 evening^; 255-344 
2279 ADELA PLACE, SIDNEY. 10 a.m. -
3 p.m.:Saturday and Sunday, August 21
and 22. Owners moving. 375-33:
4 FAMILY YARD SALE. Bargains galore ;
at 2480 Beaufort Road, Sidney, 
/Saturday, August 21, from 10:00 a.m. to , 
4:00 p.m. Miscellaneous goods and;/ 
numerous household items including; 
i dinettmset (G'Chairs, bar stqbls/tbasterx 
:; broiler-oven;: gardenxsprayer, pick aixe/
;double bitted axe,;; mattock,/ cassette ; 
recorder, gym exerciser, bed headboard,; 
drapes, lamps,/pictures,xbarbeque,/ 
books,; bric-a-brac, jewellery, new hair 
/styling brush, decorator; plants, wall;; 
; clock; ; hand vacuum — also; quality;; 
ladies' clothing (some new)/sizes 16 and 
upand men’s size40: ; ; x^/ :374-33/;
/GARAGE SALE, household; effects.
Appliances, electrical supplies. Saturday ' 
;and Sunday, August 2liand 22 from/lO:;- 
a.rn, to4 p.m;1427 McTavish Rd. 381- 
::3 3 ;;';;;'';;'';x:;,;■ ;x-'';;:f'x;:;x//■/'•:
SUNDAY, AUGUST 22, from 10 a,m., - 3 x
p.m. Used: molds, finished products, 
glazes and stains, Campbell's Cleramics, : 
6765 Veyaness Rd,, Saanichton. 383-33 
SUMMER SIDEWALK SALC"Saturdi^
August 21,10 a m. - 4 p.m: All summer 
,itoms;vi :prico,:Peninsula Old and New 
Shop,9781 •2ndSfreot, Sidney. 387-33;
GARAGE ^LE, 2353 James "White
Blvd,, off Resthaven, Saturday, August
:/21,9,a;m. ;/,x;: ■/; 4:';;;//;;;: ;/;;;'x;; 394 *33
AUGUST 28
p.m, 2196 Weller Ave, Household items, 
some boat parts.,/; '';x4”i:/x:''':’';421^34''‘
CARPORT SALE? IOO^IgudsorTPiace,
.off; Mills: Rd. AuBust/28 and 29tb, 9 
;.o’clockon.;':/;xx.;/''''^-:'';;.x.,'',' :x''; /:'' ;;:';'.;427 -34:;. 
OARAGE SALE, house hoTidr~Fnd
/tnlscollaneOus effects; Saturday, August 
28,10-4 p,m,at2086 AiidaloPlace. 
441-34
IN EiOH BORiHMD arap~siie, fa
Families, Saturday Aiiguit 28/10 aim,. * 
2 |).m. Fbrsythia Place/ off Bowerbanh 
and Calbln. 10 speed blk«v baby Items/
; kitchen tables and 4 ;clialrs/ household 
itomsand lots more,
SAll/l 703;: Waiiiof^rlvo;/
Bi'ontwrjod Day, August 28, 10 aim. * 4 
/p.in; Toys/ clothes; women's ;winter/ 
coats, skates, child's bike, books, Bar-B-::
;;0. ofc,;",x;'■■;;/■'.x:/;x ",'''■ :445-34';
FOOD AGENCY. WORK FROM YOUR 
HOME. PART TIME/FULL TIME: Your 
potential earnings $50,000.00: per year 
and more. No experience: necessary. 
100% refundable $4,860.00 /retairier 
required. No stock to purchase: For 
more information write: Briscoe 
Packers, Franchise Division, 3683 East 
Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V5 K 
4S1: Phone 112-294-9667. All replies 
confidential. // na-35
WEEKLYPROFIT $3,500.00. - COM-
MUNITY STORE, near beach, Nariaimd. 
Two person operation, asking 
;$ 219,000.00. ; plus/stockx Vendor; may 
/carry: Phorie Marty/at Block Bros: 112- 
754-4401. Residence 112-753-7231. na-
EXiSTING DIXSE-LEE CHICKEN AND
/SEAFOOD AVAILABLE IN PRINCETON, 
B.C. Operated successfully in new free 
standing building for 3y2 years: National 
franchise company. Excellent highway 
location will sell business and lease 
building to financially able buyer, msut - 
have $45 - 50,000.00. investment 
;/capital/se!ier tp look at balance/Write B/
; Montgomery, Box 248, Princeton, B.C. 
/V0XlW0.Orphonell2-295-7474. na-
; NEW CONCEPT! Raise RainbowTrout in
/basemeht or i/ard.; Save food; costs,; 
excellent source of protein;; absorbing 
/hobby/ /potential business: You-don't 
relaize how little tirne/s pace, money Is 
required. Further information, stamped 
self-addressed envelope. Trout, Box 
3338,Mission,B.C. V2V4J5/ 4/ 
APPLIANCE SERVICE BUSINESS in­
cludes equipment and contracts for Elk 
Valley. Projected income $120,000.00; 
xPrice $55/000.00, plus stock, Call Realty 
WoHd; Elk:Valley: Fernio, B.C. 112-423• 
4628. na-34
EXTRA INCOME PART TIME from home,
city or country. New, exciting nutrition 
related. Start with cassette package.
; P.O. Box 2580, Vancouver, B.C,/ V6B 
3W8, Enclose $3.00 handlingcliarge. ha- 
.'3 4/^':;;';;;:/:4': ;;,:X'/:'X'.;x/-''
SUNNY OKANAQAN7^dcry s^re, 1
block from Mara Lake on Highway 97A In 
Sicambus, ; B.C. Year: round rvenuo 
grossing $155,060.00, $40,00,00. and 
stock. Phone 112-836-2196. na-34
; 1977 MACK with; soFra
/contract. Work year-round - H plate,/ 
x oxcellent opportunity.; Call 112-832^ ;
:J632,;;xxxix xna'34;;
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. tf 
fHl PENINSULA COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION. 9788 2nd St., is the 
information and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 for further in­
formation. tf
LOW RANGE VOICES WANTED by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines. If you like barbershop style 
singing, feel welcome to join our friendly 
group most Mondays, 7:30 p.m. at the 
Legion hall on Mils Road. Information, 
656-5301 or656-7828 tf
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next
to Travelodge Sundays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Adm. 25c adults. Every 25th person 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door Prize 
Draws. Info. 656-5316 evenings. 256-34 
SINCLAIR ACADEMY OF DANCING
2964 Richmond Ave. (close Hillside Mali, 
Victoria). Now accepting new students 
for September. Ballet. Tap. Jazz. 4 years 
and up. 652-3413 for info, and 
registration. Exams. Competitions. 
Recitals. Special classes for Down's 
Symdrome children. 384-35
FRENCH TOASTING. Starting in mid-
September the Club Alouette (Toast­
masters) offers weekly evening French 
conversation opportunity. Phone 384- 
3694 or598-3614 fordetails. 36
CAN YOU HELP? The Salvation Army
Rehabilitation Centre is in need of 
bicycle frames and parts. Please phone 
727-2293 for pickiip. 34
LADY BOWLERS wishing to bowl in
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 3rd. St. 
Sidney, Tuesay morning or afternoon 
starting Sept. 7, please call Judy, 652- 
4275 orPam, 656-4980. 35
REGISTER NOW for University ex­
tension courses, starting late Sep­
tember. Sepcial registration hours, 
Tues. & Wed., Sept. 7 and 8, from 8:30 
a. m. - 7 p. m: For i nf0, 7 2l-84 51: 34
REGISTRATION for Guides,; Scouts,
Cubs, Brownies, Beavers, Pathfinders, 
Ventures/ Sept. 9,:/Siidney Scout Hall: 
Parents only: 7:30 p.m/;; ;/ x^^;^^v; 
ADULTS.: Join Peninsula Figure:Skating
Club for skating lessons Monday, 9 - 9:50 
p.m; Beginning Sept. 19. $50 for season, 
Or $2 drop in charge. Info; 656-9135./36/ 
SIDNEY &: Saanich Peninsula Garden
Club Sumrher Flower Shovv, / Sanscha 
/Hall, 2243 Beacon AVe. August 28, 2-8 
p/m.; /August 29: ;i0-6^^;p^^
; opening; August; 28//2:3p r p/ni/by/H 14;
Honor Jay; Rangel, Mayor of : North 
Saanich Municipality. Admission $1. 
Info/656-9116.
THE ISLAND CAT Fanciers monthly
meeting, S.P.C.A. Boardroom, Napier 
Ave. Sept. 1, at 8 p.m. All v/elcome: Info: 
385-7289. 35
ST. ANDREWS: North Presbyterian
Church is moving from North Saanich 
. portable to the Masonic Hall, corner 4 th. 
&; Mt. Baker. Services each Sunday at 
9:30 a.m. In addition to church services; 
Sunday School will: commence early 
/September. Info. 656-2895. 35
VICTORIA LEGAL Secretaries~Assoc.
::;September rTieeting September 7, 5 p.m.
Imperial Inn, 1961 Douglas St. Victoria. 
/Call before August 28 for reservations/f 
388-5421; or 382-8067;/(res.)' Price 
$7.50.35 
REGISTRATION of Peninsula Figure
Skating Club for’82-83;seasbh. Sept; 8/ 
and 9, 6:30/- 8:30 p.m. at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Skate and dress/sale at 
registration. Info: 656-9135. 36;
NINTH ANNUJAL SEL^^MMENTAl !
SALE November 16, 1982. KXA 
Buildings, Kamloops, B.C, Full blood, 
pure bred; and/percentageJemaies and/ 
bulls/4H prospects/Enquiries F; Kirner, :/ 
Secretary B.Ci Simmental; Association: 





pickling CUCUMBERS. Orders tketn 
for Aiigusl, early Septombor, McCarthy,
;'■;:.';'/';..'.;/"'.'r.xx;'.36s-3s,:.
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE 
/(formerly/Saanich: Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services /for the farnlly, 
;:lhdividual,:;marrlaBO;nnd family coun" 
Vsolllns, 850*1247, 9813 Filth St:, Slcl* 
::;ne>^ ' ^ ' tfx'
CS/ifFilR* ER’ancTSFddRypu^^^^
want to BQ fOrcQlfcse? / , ;„34/
jSifiNIE, AsTroFogor andTAWsorTToro
cards, plam readings, 901 Empress Ave, 
corner Quadra, Open 10 a,m. • 10 p.m. 
No appointment necessary, 1/2 price for 
readings, 386*0233 39 :
', filff 15pTclW’’Kieot a secret new frle“fS
by mail, PoriparClub for Adults, For free 
information,; sand stamp to Box 1577, 
Ouolicum;D,C,VOR2rO, ha*34
Classes Boflln Sopl/14/ ;/ 
|H&RxBldcK', will/teach; ybu;:iof)i'opa^ 
|nconi0;Tax:rotums In a;spedat;3i 
i/bok tuition course,
l•Coursos cover current tax laws 
|•Enrollnont open to all ages 
|•No;pfevibu4;t^alnipg;dr/a)(pbrlnn()D| 
Irequlrod
j*Full or part limb bmploymbnl with us|| 
javallable te quallilod graduaios / / 




; 9843 Second St/: Sidney; Bit,
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